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Chapter 1  
Loader Unit 

 
 
This chapter describes the loader unit structure (mechanical) and system operation. Detail explanation can 
be found in the following areas: 

 
 Mechanical Structure 
 Basic movements 
 Manual items 
 Parameter items 
 Teaching Items 
 Error message 
 Warning message 
 Sensors and Actuators Specification 
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                               Chapter 1 Loader unit 

 
1.1 Mechanical Structure 

 
This unit consists of Y-axis arm, Z-axis vacuum head and magazine elevator (option). 
Actuator for arm is pulse motor, actuator for head is cylinder and elevator is AC motor (option). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Loader unit structure  

 
 
 
 

1.2 Basic movements 
 

Basically, loader mechanisms can be divided into the following: 
 

Work pickup cycle: 
Arm (Y axis) will move to frame pickup position and vacuum head will move down. When the 
vacuum head touches the lead frame in magazine, frame suction vacuum will be turned ON and 
after the pickup timer is completed, vacuum head will move up and check for any vacuum miss 
will be done.  
 

Work supply cycle: 
Arm (Y axis) will move to frame supply position and vacuum head (Z axis) will move down.  
Once the vacuum head touches mechanical limit, the frame vacuum will be turned OFF and at 
the same time, air will be blown. After a specific period of time, as set in parameter, the head 
will move up. With the head at up position, frame supply miss will be checked. 
 
 

 

Loader arm Magazine 

Supply slider 
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Work discharge cycle: 

When double frame is detected, Arm (Y axis) will move to double frame vacuum position. 
Vacuum head (Z axis) will move down and vacuum will be turned ON when the vacuum head 
touches the lead frame and the head will move up. With vacuum head at up position, pick up 
miss is checked. If frame is on vacuum head, arm (Y axis) will move to frame discharge 
position and discards the frame. 
 
When work in magazine is finished, a warning message will be displayed on the screen and the 
loader will be automatically turned off. 

 
Elevator cycle: (Option) 

Elevator will move up until the L/F detect sensor is ON. 
If elevator moves up to the upper limit position, this indicates work in magazine is finished. A 
warning message will be display on the screen and elevator will move down to lower limit 
position. At the same time the loader will be automatically turned off. Please remember to turn 
on the loader after fill up the L/F. 

 
 
 

Magazine  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Supply slider
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.2 Loader elevator unit structure 
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1.3 Manual items 
 
 
This mode is use to turn ″ON″ and “OFF” on the selected item of the selected unit. In order to perform, 
the Manual Mode operation, choose Manual Mode and select the unit by using the mouse. Then 
pressed the ON  or OFF  key for the item action (movement). 
 
Table 1.1 Manual Actions item for Loader unit. 
 

No. Item Function Interlock 
[01] 

1 cycle ON 

1 cycle movement. 
Feeder supply cycle included, 
but in case of double frame 
supply, double frame 
discharge cycle is not 
included. 

※ Arm return to origin position 
completed. 

※ No work exists at work supply 
position. 

※ Frame align unit at reverse 
position (rear). 

[02] Origin return ON Vacuum head up, arm origin 
return. ※ None 

ON Arm move forward (rear) 
[03] 

Loader arm 
fwd/rev 

OFF Arm reverses 

※ Arm return to origin position 
completed. 

※ Vacuum head at up position. 

ON Vacuum head moves up ※ None 
[04] 

Vacuum head 
up/down 

OFF Vacuum head moves down 
※ Arm return to origin position 

completed. 
 

ON Work vacuum ON ※ None [05] Work vacuum 
ON/OFF OFF Work vacuum OFF ※ None 

[06] Double frame 
discharge ON Discharge frame on supply rail ※ Arm return to origin position 

completed. 

ON Elevator moves up. 
Stop when press STOP key. ※ Vacuum head at up position. [07] 

Elevator up/down 
(Option) 

OFF Elevator moves down. 
Stop when press STOP key. ※ None 

ON Separation paper vacuum ON. ※ None. [08] Paper vacuum 
on/off 

OFF Separation paper vacuum 
OFF. ※ None 

ON Roller start on. ※ None. [09] Roller on 

OFF Roller stop. ※ None. 

ON Roller moves up. ※ None. [10] Roller up/down 

OFF Roller moves down. ※ None. 

ON Pusher moves forward. ※ None. [11] Pusher 
forward/backward 

OFF Pusher moves backward. ※ None. 

ON Pusher moves up. ※ None. [12] Pusher up/down 

OFF Pusher moves down. ※ None. 

ON Second roller moves up. ※ None. [13] 2nd roller 
up/down 

OFF Second roller moves down. ※ None. 
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1.4 Parameter items 
 

This section describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using parameter 
mode. 
 

1.4.1 Parameter help usage explanation 
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 Close button

Help button 
[①] 

Help screen 
[②]

[③]

 
Figure 1.3 Parameter help screen for loader unit. 

 
Description:  

 
① : Graphic of explanation with detail information regarding the correspond parameter will  

pop up once the “help” button is clicked. 
 

② : Graphic of explanation with detail information. 
 

③ : Click on the “close” button to close the parameter help explanation and return to previous     
page. 

 
 

1.4.2 How to use unit parameter help 
 

1. Click on the “Adjust” button and the adjustment mode screen will be displayed. 
 
2. Select the “Loader unit” button to select the regarding unit. 

 
3. Click on the “Parameter” button in order to display the parameter screen. A list of 

parameters will be displayed on the screen. 
 

4. Choose any parameter that needed and click on the item button. When selected, the cursor 
of the regarding parameter will turn to blue colour. 
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5. In order to use the help function, click on the “help” button on the left side of the screen. 
 

6. A HELP window will display on the screen. Graphic display together with the description 
will include inside the HELP window. 

 
7. Click on the “close” button inside the HELP window to close the HELP window after 

finish reading. 
 

The HELP window will disappeared and return to parameter screen. 
 
 

1.4.3 Unit parameter 
 
 (Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[01] 

LD supply pos Loader arm position when loader arm is 
putting a frame on supply feeder 

0 ～ 
  20000 μｍ Can 

[02] LD vacuum pos 
(Standard) 

This parameter is loader arm position, 
when loader arm is picking up a frame 
from magazine. 

0 ～ 
  250000 μｍ Can 

[03] LD vacuum pos 
(Elevator) 

This parameter is loader arm position 
when loader arm is picking up a frame 
from elevator magazine. 

0 ～ 
  250000 μｍ Can 

[04] LD discharge pos This parameter is loader arm position 
when loader arm is discharging a frame 

0 ～ 
  330000 μｍ Can 

[05] LD double frame 
vacuum pos 

This parameter is loader arm position, 
when loader arm is picking up double 
frame from supply feeder. 

0 ～ 
  20000 μｍ Can 

[06] 
Work pick up retry No. 

This parameter is the number time of 
frame pick up retry cycle before machine 
error. 

0  ～ 
5  No 

[07] Elevator start timing This parameter is the delay before 
elevator starts to move down after 
vacuum arm starts to move up from frame 
pick up position. 

0  ～ 
5000 msec No 

[08] Elevator down time This parameter is the elevator move down 
duration time, before elevator move up 
again. 

0 ～ 
  5000 

msec 
No 

[09] Ionizer pos stop timer This parameter is loader arm's wait time 
at ionizer position. 

0 ～ 
  20000 

msec No 

 
Table 1.2 Parameter item for Loader unit. 
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1.5 Teaching Items 
 

This chapter describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using TEACHING 
mode 

 
1.5.1 Teaching items 

 
    Teaching item Explanation 
LD supply pos  Loader arm position when loader arm is putting a frame on supply 

feeder 
LD vacuum pos (Standard) This parameter is loader arm position, when loader arm is picking 

up a frame from magazine. 
LD discharge pos This parameter is loader arm position when loader arm is 

discharging a frame 
LD double frame vacuum pos 
(Option) 

This parameter is loader arm position, when loader arm is picking 
up double frame from supply feeder. 

LD vacuum pos (Elevator) This parameter is loader arm position when loader arm is picking up 
a frame from elevator magazine. 

     
Table 1.3 Teaching Item for Loader unit. 

 
1.5.2 Manual items 

 
Name Corresponding manual menu and explanation 
Origin return ON key: Vacuum head moves up and then Y-axis arm origin return.
Loader arm forward/reverse ON key: Y-axis arm moves forward (rear). 

OFF key: Y-axis arm moves reverse (front). 
Vacuum head up/down ON key: Vacuum head move up. 

OFF key: Vacuum head move down. 
Work vacuum ON/OFF ON key: Work vacuum ON. 

OFF key: Work vacuum OFF. 
Elevator up/down (Option) ON key: Elevator moves up. Stop when STOP key was pressed . 

OFF key: Elevator moves down. Stop when Stop key was pressed . 
 

Table 1.4 Manual teaching Item for Loader unit. 
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1.6 Error message 
 
 
This section describes the error and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R machine 
monitor during operation. For machine to run smoothly and to avoid frame scratch and jammed, error 
detect and interlock is build in the software. 
 

 When trouble or interlock happened, error message will be display on the machine monitor and at the 
same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower red lamp will be blinking and machine stop running. 
 
1.6.1 Error message help usage explanation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[⑤] 
Reset buzzer  
Sound button 

 
 
 Cancel 

Button 
[④] 

 
 
 
 Rec. Edit 

Button 
[②] 

Unit Origin 
Return button

Manual adjust 
Button 
[③] 

 
 [①] 
 
 

Figure 1.4 Error messages screen. 
 
Description:  
 

① ： Button to access “loader unit” manual mode origin return command. With this button user no 
need go to manual mode and perform origin return. 

② ： When user click this button system will directly open “Recognition edit” menu. 
③ ： During island NG/Error user have option to manual teach the position and continue running. 
④ ： Cancel the error messages screen. 
⑤ ： Reset the buzzer during error occurred.  
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1.6.2 Error message help usage explanation  
 
Below is the explanation for all the troubles. 
 

Error message：  No work inside loader magazine 
Error code:  LD100-6001 
■Causes 
Sensor SQ5005 detected no work inside loader 
magazine. 

■Actions 
Please put work inside loader magazine. 
If this error still occurs, please check the sensor SQ5005.  

 
Error message：  Work vacuum miss 
Error code:  LD100-6002 
■Causes 
Work vacuum miss was happened continuously 
for a number of time. 
Work vacuum miss happens when the sensor 
SQ5007 detected the vacuum pressure is lower 
than setting. 

■Actions 
If work is still on arm, please adjust the work vacuum miss detect 
sensor (SQ5007) setting.  
If work was not pick up, please adjust the vacuum nozzle. 

 
Error message：  Paper vacuum miss.  
Error code:  LD100-6003 
■Causes 
Paper vacuum miss was continuously happened 
for number of time more than the preset value. 
Paper vacuum miss happen when the sensor 
SQ5007 detected the vacuum pressure is lower 
than setting.  

■Actions 
If work is still on arm, please adjust the work vacuum miss detect 
sensor (SQ5007) setting.  
If work was not pick up, please adjust the vacuum nozzle. 

 
Error message：  Work drop  
Error code:  LD100-6004 
■Causes 
Work was dropped, when loader arm move from 
pick up position to supply position. 
This error happens, when sensor SQ5007 detected 
vacuum pressure is lower than setting. 

■Actions 
If work is still on arm, please adjust the work vacuum miss detect 
sensor SQ5007 setting.  
If work was dropped, please take away the frame and then continue. 
If work drop frequently, please adjust the vacuum nozzle position. 

 
Error message：  Work supply miss 
Error code:  LD100-6005 
■Causes 
Work was supplied to supply feeder, but sensor 
SQ5128 was unable to detect it. 

■Actions 
If work is not correctly supplied to supply position or dropped, please 
remove work and then continue. 
Please adjust loader unit, if this problem happen frequently. 

 
Error message：  Loader ON/OFF switch is OFF 
Error code:  LD100-6006 
■Causes 
Loader ON/OFF switch is OFF. 

■Actions 
Please press loader switch to turn it ON. 

 
Error message：  Frame align unit position interlock 
Error code:  LD100-6007 
■Causes 
Frame align unit is at forward (to the front of 
machine) position. Loader one cycle movement 
prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please reverse frame align unit (rear of machine).  
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Error message：  Loader arm forward/reverse interlock 
Error code:  LD100-6008 
■Causes 
Loader arm can not move because vacuum head is 
not at up position.  

■Actions 
Please move up the vacuum head and then continue. 
If this error still happen after vacuum head was up, please check the 
sensor SQ5001. 

 
Error message：  Loader vacuum head down interlock 
Error code:  LD100-6009 
■Causes 
Vacuum head cannot move down because vacuum 
head is not at discharge position, second vacuum 
position, standard vacuum position, supply 
position and double frame vacuum position.  

■Actions 
Please origin return vacuum head and then move it to above position 
before move it down.  

 
Error message：  Work supply interlock 
Error code:  LD100-6010 
■Causes 
Work supply cycle is prohibited, because sensor 
SQ5128 detected work already on supply rail.  

■Actions 
Please remove work on supply rail. 
If no work on supply rail, please check the sensor SQ5128. 

 
Error message：  Work supply timing interlock 
Error code:  LD100-6011 
■Causes 
Try to supply work besides work supply timing. 

■Actions 
Please feed frame in feeder and then supply work. 

 
Error message：  Conduction check error 
Error code:  LD100-6012 
■Causes 
Lead frame conduction check fail. 

■Actions 
Please check whether conduction pins are in contact with lead frame.
If conduction pins are in contact, please check conduction pins wiring 
and conduction pins surface. 

 
Error message：  Loader cover open  
Error code:  LD100-6013 
■Causes 
Loader cover sensor ON. 

■Actions 
Please close loader cover. 

 
Error message：  Double work discharge vacuum miss 
Error code:  LD100-6014 
■Causes 
Work vacuum miss during double frame 
discharge cycle.  

■Actions 
Please remove work on frame align unit.  

 
Error message：  Double frame discharge work none  
Error code:  LD100-6015 
■Causes 
No work was detected before the double frame 
discharge cycle start.  

■Actions 
Please reset the machine and then continue. 

 
Error message：  Magazine loader is selected in parameter 
Error code:  LD100-6016 
■Causes 
Magazine loader is selected in loader type 
parameter.  

■Actions 
Please set loader type parameter to PP loader. 
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Error message：  Separation papers setting miss. 
Error code:  LD100-6017 
■Causes 
Work was not detected after paper separation 
cycle was being executed for few times. 

■Actions 
If work is discharged during paper separation cycle, please check 
colors detect sensor 

 
Error message：  The elevator function is set as OFF. 
Error code:  LD100-6018 
■Causes 
Loader parameter [LD type (0:PP LOD 1:MG 
LOD)] is 0. 

■Actions 
Please check the Loader parameter. 

 
Error message：  Loader elevator up interlock. 
Error code:  LD100-6019 
■Causes 
Loader vacuum arm is at down position. 

■Actions 
Please raise the loader arm. When already in rise position, please 
check the loader arm up detect sensor SQ5001. 

 
Error message：  Please return loader arm to origin 
Error code:  LD100-6020 
■Causes 
Loader arm not yet origin return or not origin 
returned after an error.  

■Actions 
Please return loader arm to origin in 「MANUAL」mode. 

 
Error message：  Loader arm origin return error 
Error code:  LD100-6021 
■Causes 
Error occurs during loader arm origin return. 

■Actions 
Please check origin sensor and its signal.  

 
Error message：  Loader arm + software limit 
Error code:  LD100-6022 
■Causes 
Loader arm target position is larger then super 
user parameter [Arm + soft limit]. 
The distance from + software limit to origin 
sensor SQ5014 is equal to super user parameter 
[Arm + soft limit] + [Arm soft origin].  

■Actions 
Please origin return loader arm. Please recover the loader position 
parameter that had been just changed, or change the super user 
parameter [Arm + soft limit], if necessary. 
Please origin return loader arm again after changing super user 
parameter.  

 
Error message：  Loader arm - software limit 
Error code:  LD100-6023 
■Causes 
Loader arm target position is smaller then super 
user parameter [Arm - soft limit]. 
The distance from origin sensor SQ5014 which is 
smaller then super user parameter [Arm - soft 
limit] + [Arm soft origin] is loader arm prohibited 
area. 

■Actions 
Please origin return loader arm. Please recover the loader position 
parameter that had been just changed, or change the super user 
parameter [Arm - soft limit], if necessary. 
Please origin return loader arm again after changing super user 
parameter. 

 
Error message：  Loader arm movement not completed 
Error code:  LD100-6024 
■Causes 
Loader arm movement time out.  

■Actions 
Please check whether pulse motor power supply is ON. Check also 
the motor wiring.  
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Error message：  Loader arm motor error 
Error code:  LD100-6025 
■Causes 
Error occurs during motor arm movement. 

■Actions 
Please check whether pulse motor power supply is ON. Check also 
the motor wiring.  

 
Error message：  Loader arm motor speed error 
Error code:  LD100-6026 
■Causes 
Loader arm motor speed error.  

■Actions 
Please check loader arm motor speed.  

 
Error message：  Loader head movement not completed 
Error code:  LD100-6030 
■Causes 
Loader head movement time out.  

■Actions 
Please check loader head movement solenoid valve. Check also loader 
head up/down detect sensors, its logic and wiring. 

 
Error message：  Loader elevator movement timeout. 
Error code:  LD100-6031 
■Causes 
Elevator operation was not complete within fixed 
time. 

■ Actions  
Please check whether the motor is rotating normally. 
Please perform the signal input for elevator upper limit sensor or L/F 
detection sensor. 

 
Error message：  Front end operation not ready. 
Error code:  LD100-6051 
■Causes 
Front end equipment not ready for operation. 

■ Actions  
Please check the front end equipment. 

 
Error message：  Front end operation error. 
Error code:  LD100-6052 
■Causes 
Front end equipment error happened. 

■ Actions  
Please check the front end equipment. 

 
Error message：  Roller motor error 
Error code:  LD100-6071 
■Causes 
An error was returned by roller motor during 
operation. 

■Actions 
Please check the power supply to the roller AC motor or check the 
motor wiring. 

 
Error message：  Pusher forward hung up 
Error code:  LD100-6072 
■Causes 
Pusher forward action was not finish within a 
specified time. 

■Actions 
If pusher already at forward position, please check the pusher forward 
sensor position. 
If pusher still not moves yet, please check the pusher solenoid valve 
and wiring. 

 
Error message：  Pusher reverse hung up 
Error code:  LD100-6073 
■Causes 
Pusher reverse operation was not finish within a 
specified time. 

■Actions 
If pusher already at reverse position, please check the pusher reverse 
sensor. 
If pusher not move at all, please check the pusher reverse solenoid 
valve and wiring. 
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Error message：  Pusher rise hung up 
Error code:  LD100-6074 
■Causes 
Pusher rise up action was not complete within a 
specified time. 

■Actions 
If pusher already up, please check the pusher down sensor. 
If pusher not moves at all, please check the pusher up solenoid valve 
and wiring. 

 
Error message：  Pusher down hung up 
Error code:  LD100-6075 
■Causes 
Pusher down action was not finish within a 
specified time. 

■Actions 
If pusher already down, please check the pusher down sensor. 
If pusher not moves at all, please check the pusher up solenoid valve 
and wiring. 

 
Error message：  Connected rail work state is abnormal 
Error code:  LD100-6076 
■Causes 
One-cycle operation cannot begin because the 
state of work on connected rail is irregular. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the state of work in connected rail. 

 
Error message：  Roller down interlock 
Error code:  LD100-6077 
■Causes 
Roller cannot down when rail pusher is not at 
down position 

■Actions 
Please manually move down the rail pusher. If the rail pusher already 
at down position, please check the rail pusher down sensor. 

 
Error message：  Pusher up interlock 
Error code:  LD100-6078 
■Causes 
Pusher cannot up, because work exists at pusher 
rail. 

■Actions 
If work is not at pusher rail, please check the pusher rail work detect 
sensor. 

 
Error message：  Pusher overload 
Error code:  LD100-6079 
■Causes 
The overload was detected pusher is moving 
forward. 

■Actions 
Please check whether the pusher is being obstructed or not. If pusher 
is not being obstructed please adjust the overload sensor (SQ5054) 
sensitivity. 

 
Error message：  Work withdrawing error 
Error code:  LD100-6080 
■Causes 
Work withdrawing action was started, but sensor 
unable to detect the work after a specified time. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the state of work. Please adjust the sensitivity of 
pusher start timing sensor (SQ5057) when there is no problem. 

 
Error message：  Work push out error 
Error code:  LD100-6081 
■Causes 
Work push out action was executed, but sensor 
unable to detect the work. 

■Actions 
If not work at connected rail, please check the work detect sensor. 

 
Error message：  Loader others error 
Error code:  LD100-6899 
■Causes 
Internal error.  

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel. 
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1.7 Warning message 
 
This section describes the warning and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R 
machine monitor during operation.  
 
During warning display on the machine monitor and at the same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower 
yellow lamp will be blinking and machine will continue running until process ended. 
Below is the warning message for loader unit. 
 
 
Warning message:  Work finished 
Warning code:  LD100-2001 
■Loader is automatically turned OFF when work is finished in auto mode. 
 
Warning message:  Work vacuum miss 
Warning code:  LD100-2002 
■This warning will not be displayed. 
 
Warning message:  Work transfer end  
Warning code:  LD100-2003 
■Work transfer has reached the end.  
 
Warning message:  Work vacuum leakage 
Warning code:  LD100-2004 
■Work vacuum leakage. 
 
Warning message:  Work supply count up 
Warning code:  LD100-2005 
■Work supply has reached the preset counter in parameter. 
 
Warning message:  Work vacuum leakage 
Warning code:  LD100-2006 
■Work vacuum leakage during auto running for a specific number of time. Adjustment is recommended. 
 
Warning message:  Cycle stop signal is on (back-end) 
Warning code:  LD100-2007 
■Back-end cycle stop signal is on. Loader is turned off automatically. 
 
Warning message:  Wait Work Time Up 
Warning code:  LD100-2008 
■Even if the fixed time passes, work is not supplied though the L/F supply demand was lodged to the former process. 
The loader is automatically turned off. 
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1.8 Sensors and Actuators Specification 

 
This section describes the sensor and actuator specification for loader unit. 

 
1.8.1 Input/Output check usage explanation 

 
 

Input item [①] Sensor Name [③] Help screen [②] 
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Left view  
Button [⑧] 

Right view  
Button [⑦] 

Front view  
Button [④] 

Back view  
Button [⑤] 

Top view  
Button [⑥] 

 
Figure 1.5 Input/Output check screen for loader unit. 

 
Description:  

 
     ： Graphic with actual sensor location will appear when click on the correspond I/O.         

The logic of the sensor is stated together with the sensor label. 
① 

 
     ：Graphic display of the location for the selected I/O sensor. ② 
 
         ：Actual sensor name/marking.  
 
     ：Front view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked. 

③ 

④ 

 
      ：Back view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked.(If this unit have back view button) 
⑤ 
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    ：Top view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. 
⑥ 

    
    ：Right view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked 
⑦ 

 
：Left view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once  ⑧ 

this button is clicked 
 
 

1.8.2 Input/Output detail specification 
 

No Part Label Logic 
Resolution Purpose 

1 Loader arm Y-axis M5001 100μm 
/pulse 

For loader arm to move in Y direction. 

2 Loader elevator 
(Option) M5504 ― For loader elevator up and down direction 

movement. 
3 Vacuum arm up limit SQ5001 1:Up To detect vacuum head at up limit. 

4 Vacuum pad touch SQ5002 0:touch To detect touching between frame and vacuum 
pad during head down movement. 

5 Paper detect sensor SQ5003 0:Paper 
Detect 

To detect paper inside loader magazine or check 
conductivity. 

6 Vacuum arm down limit SQ5004 1:Down To detect vacuum head at down limit position. 

7 Work detect 1 SQ5005 1:Exist To detect lead frame inside magazine at front 
side. 

8 Work detect 2 (Option) SQ5006 1:Exist To detect lead frame inside magazine at rear side.

9 Work vacuum check1 SP5007 1:OK To detect whether work has been picked up or 
not. 

10 Work vacuum check2 
(Option) SP5007 1:OK To detect whether work is properly picked up or 

not. 

11 Paper vacuum detect 
(Option) SP5009 1:OK To detect paper vacuum miss. 

12 Vacuum arm Y axis SQ5014 1:forward For loader arm Y axis origin search. 

13 Elevator upper limit 
(Option) SQ5025 0:Up limit To detect slanting elevator at up limit position. 

14 Elevator down limit 
(Option) SQ5026 0: Down 

limit 
To detect slanting elevator at down limit 
position. 

15 Elevator L/F detect 
(Option) SQ5027 1:L/F detect To detect L/F at slanting elevator frame vacuum 

position. 
16 Vacuum head up/down YV5001 1:Down For vacuum head up or down. 
17 Vacuum ON/OFF YV5002 1:ON For vacuum L/F at vacuum head.  

18 Vacuum break ON/OFF YV5003 1:ON For cancelling the L/F vacuum effect at vacuum 
head. 

19 Paper vacuum ON/OFF YV5004 1:ON For vacuum paper at vacuum head. 

20 Paper vacuum break YV5005 1:ON For cancelling the paper vacuum effect at 
vacuum head. 

21 Magnet head up/down 
(Option) -- ― For magnetic head move up and move down. 

22 L/F pusher overload SQ5412 0:Overload Detect lead frame pusher overload. 
23 L/F pusher forward SQ5413 1:Forward Detect lead frame pusher forward end. 
24 L/F pusher reverse SQ5414 1:Reverse Detect lead frame pusher reverse end.  

 
Table 1.4 Input/Output items for Loader unit. 
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Chapter 2 
Magazine Loader Unit 

 

 
This chapter describes the Magazine Loader unit structure (mechanical) and system operation. Detail 
explanation can be found in the following areas: 

 
 Mechanical Structure 
 Basic movements 
 Manual items 
 Parameter items 
 Teaching Items 
 Error message 
 Warning message 
 Sensors and Actuators Specification 
 Operation Precaution 
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2.1  Mechanical Structure 

 

This unit consists of elevator, magazine pusher, magazine supply slider, storage stocker and frame 
supply pusher. Actuator for elevator and magazine pusher are both pulse motors. Meanwhile the 
actuator for magazine slider and frame supply pusher are cylinders. 
Magazine is supply from magazine supply stocker by supply slider and frame inside the magazine is 
supply to feeder instantly. The empty magazine will be stored in the storage stocker without any 
delay. Magazine supply in the supply stoker can be replenished at any moment Empty magazine in 
the storage stocker can be removed at any instant. 
Magazine width, magazine pitch and slot number are controlled by parameters, as to increase the 
production flexibilities (Shared parameter with Unloader in work data). 
 

Upper Axis Support 

Magazine Guide 

Elevator stage 

Lateral plate 

Slider plate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Magazine loader structure unit 
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2.2  Basic movements 
 
Basically, loader movement can be categorized into the following 3 mechanisms: 
 
2.2.1 New magazine supply mechanism: 
 

To obtain the magazine in the supply stocker unit (top), unloader elevator (Z axis) must move 
first to the magazine supply position (up), then the magazine pusher will move to the 
reference position. Slider will push the magazine to the elevator and then the magazine 
pusher will move to reverse position and elevator will then move to 1st position (bottom slot). 
Finally, the magazine pusher will return to its reference position. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.2 Magazine loader supply position. 
 

2.2.2 Frame supply mechanism: 
 

Frame pusher will move forward to remove the frame from the magazine followed by 
reversal and then the elevator will move one pitch down. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.3 Frame pusher structure unit. 
 
 
 

Magazine 

Magazine 
Frame Pusher 

Pusher Arm    
Sensor head   

Pusher Overload    
[SQ5043]         

Pusher reverse 
End [SQ5042]     

Pusher Forward    
End [SQ5041]     
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2.2.3 Removal of empty magazine: 
 

When all the frames in the slot have been utilized, magazine pusher will move to reverse 
position followed by the movement of elevator to discharge position. When the elevator 
reached the discharge position, the magazine’s pusher will move forward (front) and discard 
the magazine into the storage stocker. Finally the magazine pusher will return to reference 
position whereas the elevator will move to the magazine supply position. The process is 
resumed by magazine supply mechanism instantly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.4 Magazine loader discharge position. 
 
 
When magazine supply is completed, a warning message will be displayed on the screen and 
loader will automatically turn OFF.  
The buzzer and signal tower will turn ON. To turn OFF the buzzer, press the STOP key. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Magazine Pusher 

Frame Pusher 

Magazine 
Stacker 

Discharge Position 
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2.3 Manual items 
 

This mode is use to turn ″ON″ and “OFF” on the selected item of the selected unit. In order to perform, 
the Manual Mode operation, choose Manual Mode and select the unit by using the mouse. Then 
pressed the ON  or OFF  key for the item action (movement). 
 
Table 2.1 Manual Actions item for Magazine Loader unit. 
 

No. Item Function Interlock 

[01] 1 cycle 
 ON 

Based on elevator position, the 
following 3 types of movements 
will be executed: 
• Frame supply and move 1 pitch 

down 
• Discharge magazine and supply
• Magazine supply (When 

magazine is not supplied yet) 

※ Elevator return to origin 
completed. 

※ Frame pass detect sensor OFF. 
※ Magazine exists for supply cycle.
※ Magazine full detect sensor OFF 

during discharge cycle. 
※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 

ON. 
※ Overload sensor OFF 

[02] Origin return ON 

Unit origin return 
When magazine pusher and frame 
supply pusher origin have 
completed, elevator returns to origin 
position. 
If magazine is on elevator, 
magazine discharge movement is 
included 

※ Frame pass detect sensor OFF 
※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 

ON. 

 
[03] 

Magazine pusher 
origin return ON Magazine pusher move to origin 

position 
※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 

ON. 

ON 

 
Loader elevator move to top 
magazine pitch of supply position 
 

[04] Elevator 
top/bottom pitch 

OFF 

 
Loader elevator move to bottom 
magazine pitch of supply position 

※ Elevator return to origin 
completed 

※ Magazine pusher return to origin 
completed 

※ Frame pass detect sensor is OFF 
※ Frame supply pusher at reverse 

position 
※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 

ON. 

[05] Magazine 
discharge ON 

Discharge magazine to storage 
stocker position. 
If no magazine on elevator, elevator 
move to 1st supply position 

※ Elevator origin return completed.
※ Frame pass detect sensor OFF. 
※ Magazine full detect sensor is 

OFF. 
※ Frame supply pusher is at reverse 

position. 
※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 

ON. 

ON 

Loader elevator moves 1 pitch up. If 
elevator is not at frame supply 
position, elevator move to 1st 
supply position. 

 
[06] Elevator up/down 

OFF 

Loader elevator moves 1 pitch 
down. If elevator is not at frame 
supply position, elevator move to 
1st supply position. 

※ Elevator origin return completed.
※ Frame pass detect sensor OFF. 
※ Frame supply pusher is at reverse 

position. 
※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 

ON. 
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No. Item Function Interlock 

ON Magazine pusher move forward 

※ Magazine pusher origin return 
completed. 

※ Only when elevator is at 
discharge position, can magazine 
pusher moves to magazine 
discharge position. 

※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 
ON. 

[07] 
 

Magazine pusher 
fwd/rev 

OFF Magazine pusher reverses 

※ Magazine pusher origin return 
complete. 

※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 
ON. 

[08] 
 Supply slider fwd ON Magazine slider move forward 

※ Elevator and magazine pusher 
origin return completed. 

※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 
ON. 

※ Frame supply pusher at reverse 
position. 

ON Frame supply pusher move forward

※ Frame pass detect sensor OFF. 
※ Overload sensor OFF. 
※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 

ON. 
[09] L/F pusher 

fwd/rev 

OFF Frame supply pusher move reverse ※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 
ON. 

[10] Selected slot move 
[01] * ON Elevator moves to target/selected 

position. 

※ Elevator origin return completed.
※ Frame pass detect sensor OFF. 
※ Frame supply pusher is at reverse 

position. 
※ Elevator forward/reverse sensor 

ON. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE [  ]:  Show selected slot position. 
Number can be changed using +1 、 -1  button.  
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2.4  Parameter items 
 

This section describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using parameter 
mode. 

 

2.4.1 Parameter help usage explanation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Help screen 

Help button 
[①] 

[②]

Close button [③]

   
Figure 2.5 Parameter help screen for Magazine Loader unit. 

 
Description:  

 
① : Graphic of explanation with detail information regarding the correspond parameter will  

pop up once the “help” button is clicked. 
 

② : Graphic of explanation with detail information. 
 

③ : Click on the “close” button to close the parameter help explanation and return to previous     
page. 

 
 

2.4.2 How to use unit parameter help 
 

1. Click on the “Adjust” button and the adjustment mode screen will be displayed. 
 
2. Select the “Magazine Loader unit” button to select the regarding unit. 
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3. Click on the “Parameter” button in order to display the parameter screen. A list of 
parameters will be displayed on the screen. 

 
4. Choose any parameter that needed and click on the item button. When selected, the cursor 

of the regarding parameter will turn to blue colour. 
 

5. In order to use the help function, click on the “help” button on the left side of the screen. 
 

6. A HELP window will display on the screen. Graphic display together with the description 
will include inside the HELP window. 

 
7. Click on the “close” button inside the HELP window to close the HELP window after 

finish reading. 
 

The HELP window will disappeared and return to parameter screen. 

 
 

2.4.3 Unit parameter 
 
 (Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Elevator 1st pos 
Elevator position where the lead frame 
from bottom pitch of magazine on it can 
enter feeder smoothly 

0 ～ 
  300000 μｍ Can※１ 

[02] Elevator supply pos Elevator position where magazine slider 
pushes a magazine into it 

0 ～ 
  380000 μｍ Can※１ 

[03] Elevator discharge pos 
Elevator position when magazine is being 
push out from elevator to discharge 
stocker 

0 ～ 
  10000 μｍ Can※１ 

[04] Magazine pusher 
standard pos 

Magazine pusher position when frame is 
being pushed out from magazine to 
supply feeder. 

‐100000 
 ～ 
  0 

μｍ Can 

 
Table 2.2 Parameter item for Magazine Loader unit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
NOTE: Right column on the chart shows whether that parameter can be input by 

teaching. Item with *1 show that alignment data for that item need also be 
changed. 
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 Magazine  Slider 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
① : ELEVATOR SUPPLY POS  

 

Figure 2.6 Elevator supply pos 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Slider  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Magazine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ①: ELEVATOR DISCHARGE POS 
 
 

Figure 2.7 Elevator discharge pos 
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2.4.4 Magazine parameter（Work data ） 
 

  (Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 
 

No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Work magazine pitch Set the up/down pitch for 1 time elevator 
movement 

1 ～ 
  50000 μｍ Cannot 

[02] Work magazine slot 
number Set magazine slots count 1 ～ 100  Cannot 

[03] Work magazine 
thickness Set magazine wall thickness 1000 ～ 

 50000 μｍ Cannot 

[04] Work magazine height Set magazine height 1000 ～ 
 300000 μｍ Cannot 

[05] Magazine top slot height Distance from magazine highest position 
to most top slot 

1000 ～ 
 50000 μｍ Cannot 

[06] Magazine bottom slot 
height 

Distance from magazine lowest position 
to most bottom slot used to calculate 
elevator 1st position 

0 ～ 
 50000 μｍ Cannot 

 
Table 2.3 Magazine parameter item for Magazine Loader unit. 
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2.5 Teaching items 
 
This chapter describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using TEACHING mode 

 
2.5.1 Teaching items 

 
    Teaching item Explanation 
Elevator 1st pos align Elevator 1st pos align 
Elevator supply pos Elevator supply pos 
Elevator discharge pos Elevator discharge pos 
Mg pusher standard pos align Mg pusher standard pos align 
Elevator rail pos Elevator rail pos 
Pusher origin magazine width Pusher origin magazine width 

 
Table 2.4 Teaching Item for Magazine Loader unit. 

 

 

NOTE: For description of each teaching point, please refer to parameter. 

 

 

 
2.5.2 Manual items 

 
    Teaching item Explanation 
1 cycle ON key: 1 Cycle 
Origin return ON key: Magazine loader return to origin 
Magazine pusher origin return ON key: Magazine pusher return to origin 

Elevator top/bottom pitch ON key: Loader elevator move to magazine top storage pitch 
OFF key: Loader elevator move to magazine bottom storage pitch 

Magazine discharge ON key: discharge magazine 

Elevator up/down ON key: Elevator move 1 pitch up 
OFF key: Elevator move 1 pitch down 

Magazine pusher fwd/rev ON key: Magazine pusher move forward 
OFF key: Magazine pusher move reverse 

L/F pusher fwd/rev ON key: Frame pusher move forward 
OFF key: Frame pusher move reverse 

Table 2.5 Manual teaching Item for Magazine Loader unit 

 

 

   

NOTE: For descriptions of each movement, please refer to manual items. 
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 2.6 Error message 
 
 
This section describes the error and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R machine 
monitor during operation. For machine to run smoothly and to avoid frame scratch and jammed, error 
detect and interlock is build in the software. 
 

 When trouble or interlock happened, error message will be display on the machine monitor and at the 
same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower red lamp will be blinking and machine stop running. 
 
2.6.1 Error message help usage explanation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 [⑤] 
 Reset buzzer  
Sound button  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 Cancel 

Button  
 

[④]  
 Unit Origin 

Return button
[①] 

Rec. Edit 
Button 
[②] 

Manual adjust 
Button  

 [③]  
 

Figure 2.7 Error messages screen. 
 
Description:  
 

① ： Button to access “Magazine loader unit” manual mode origin return command. With this button 
user no need go to manual mode and perform origin return. 

② ： When user click this button system will directly open “Recognition edit” menu. 
③ ： During island NG/Error user have option to manual teach the position and continue running. 
④ ： Cancel the error messages screen. 
⑤ ： Reset the buzzer during error occurred.  
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2.6.2 Error message help usage explanation  
 
Below is the explanation for all the troubles. 
 
Error message： Magazine none 
Error code: LD200-6001 
■Causes 
No magazine at supply stocker. 

■Actions 
Please put magazine at supply stocker.  
If magazine already exists, please check the magazine detect 
sensor SQ5034. The LED of sensor SQ5034 will ON when 
detected magazine. 

 
Error message： Magazine storage area full 

Error code: LD200-6002 
■Causes 
Magazine storage area is already full. 

■Actions 
Please remove the magazine at storage area. If storage area is not 
full, please check the sensor SQ5036. 
The LED of sensor SQ5036 will OFF, if magazine storage area is 
already full. 

 
Error message： Loader cover open 
Error code: LD200-6003 
■Causes 
Loader cover open, movement prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please close loader cover. If loader cover is close, please check 
loader cover sensor. 

 
Error message： Loader magazine supply error 
Error code: LD200-6004 
■Causes 
Magazine supply cycle was started when no magazine 
was detected at elevator. But after elevator moving to 
supply position, magazine was detected. 

■Actions 
This error may cause by magazine loader adjustment problem.  
Please check also the magazine detect sensor SQ5034 for its 
stability. 

 
Error message： Magazine supply interlock 
Error code: LD200-6005 
■Causes 
Cannot proceed magazine supply cycle when 
magazine was detected at elevator. 

■Actions 
This error may cause by magazine loader adjustment problem.  
Please check also the magazine detect sensor SQ5034 for its 
stability. 

 
Error message： Elevator up/down interlock 
Error code: LD200-6006 
■Causes 
Frame pusher is at forward position or frame is 
detected at supply feeder entrance which causes the 
elevator unable to move up/down. 

■Actions 
Please reverse the frame pusher or remove the frame at supply 
feeder entrance. 

 
Error message： Loader elevator up interlock 
Error code: LD200-6007 
■Causes 
Loader elevator up movement prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please make sure that magazine pusher is not at magazine 
discharge position. 
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Error message： Magazine pusher forward interlock 
Error code: LD200-6008 
■Causes 
Magazine pusher cannot move forward when elevator 
is not at discharge position. 

■Actions 
Please move the elevator to discharge position and then 
continue. 

 
Error message： Supply slider forward interlock 
Error code: LD200-6009 
■Causes 
Supply slider cannot move forward when elevator is 
not at supply position. 

■Actions 
Please move the elevator to supply position. 

 
Error message： Frame supply pusher forward interlock 
Error code: LD200-6010 
■Causes 
Frame pusher cannot move forward when frame is 
detected at supply rail entrance. 

■Actions 
Please remove the frame at rail entrance or check the sensor 
SQ5129. 

 
Error message： Elevator position interlock 

Error code: LD200-6011 
■Causes 
Elevator is not at stacker loader (magazine loader) use 
position. 
If elevator is at stacker loader (magazine loader) use 
position, sensor SQ5044 will ON. 

■Actions 
Please move elevator to stacker loader (magazine loader) use 
position. 

 
Error message： Frame supply error 
Error code: LD200-6012 
■Causes 
No frame inside loader magazine which caused frame 
detect sensor SQ5129 unable to turn ON, after frame 
supply cycle was finished. 

■Actions 
Please put frame into loader magazine. 

 
Error message： LOADER OFF switch is ON 
Error code: LD200-6013 
■Causes 
LOADER OFF switch is ON. 

■Actions 
Please press LOADER OFF switch to turn it OFF. 

 
Error message： PP loader is selected in loader parameter 
Error code: LD200-6014 
■Causes 
Loader type select parameter is set to PP loader. 

■Actions 
Please set the parameter to magazine loader. 

 
Error message： Please origin return loader elevator 
Error code: LD200-6020 
■Causes 
Loader elevator is not origin return, or an error had 
happened which caused the loader elevator need to be 
origin return again. 

■Actions 
Please origin return the loader elevator. 

 
Error message： Elevator origin return error 
Error code: LD200-6021 
■Causes 
Error occurred during loader elevator return to origin 
position. 

■Actions 
Please check elevator origin sensors SQ5032 and its signal. 
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Error message： Elevator + software limit error 
Error code: LD200-6023 
■Causes 
The position that loader elevator is going to move is 
larger than super parameter [Elev + software limit]. 

■Actions 
Please recover the parameter that have been just changed or 
change the super user parameter [Elev + software limit] if 
necessary. 
After this please origin return the loader elevator. 

 
Error message： Elevator - software limit error 
Error code: LD200-6024 
■Causes 
The position that loader elevator is going to move is 
smaller than super parameter [Elev - software limit]. 

■Actions 
Please recover the parameter that have been just changed or 
change the super user parameter [Elev - software limit] if 
necessary. 
After this please origin return the loader elevator. 

 
Error message： Elevator movement not complete 
Error code: LD200-6025 
■Causes 
Elevator movement time out. 

■Actions 
Please check pulse motor power supply. 
Also check the motor wiring. 

 
Error message： Elevator motor error 
Error code: LD200-6026 
■Causes 
Elevator motor error. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales
personnel. 

 
Error message： Elevator motor speed setting error 
Error code: LD200-6027 
■Causes 
Elevator motor speed setting error.  

■Actions 
Please check elevator motor speed setting. 

 
Error message： Please return magazine pusher to origin position 
Error code: LD200-6028 
■Causes 
Magazine pusher is not origin return or an error had 
happened which caused the magazine pusher need to 
be origin return again.  

■Actions 
Please origin return the magazine pusher. 

 
Error message： Magazine pusher origin return error 
Error code: LD200-6029 
■Causes 
Error occurred during magazine pusher return to 
origin position. 

■Actions 
Please check the magazine pusher origin sensor SQ5040. 

 
Error message： Magazine pusher + software limit in error. 
Error code: LD200-6030 
■Causes 
The position that the magazine pusher is going to 
move is larger than super user parameter [Pusher + 
software limit]. 

■Actions 
Please check the position parameter that had been just changed 
or change the super user parameter [Pusher + software limit]. 
After this please origin return the magazine pusher. 
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Error message： Magazine pusher - software limit IN error 
Error code: LD200-6031 
■Causes 
The position that the magazine pusher is going to 
move is smaller than super user parameter [Pusher -
software limit]. 

■Actions 
Please check the position parameter that had been just changed 
or change the super user parameter [Pusher - software limit]. 
After this please origin return the magazine pusher. 

 
Error message： Magazine pusher movement not complete 
Error code: LD200-6032 
■Causes 
Magazine pusher movement time out. 

■Actions 
Please check pulse motor power supply. 
Also check the motor wiring. 

 
Error message： Magazine pusher motor error 
Error code: LD200-6033 
■Causes 
Magazine pusher motor error. 

■Actions 
Please check pulse motor power supply. 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales
personnel. 

 
Error message： Loader pusher motor speed setting error 
Error code: LD200-6034 
■Causes 
Loader pusher motor speed error.  

■Actions 
Please check loader pusher motor speed. 

 
Error message： Loader supply slider forward error 
Error code: LD200-6035 
■Causes 
Magazine supply movement not complete after 
specific period of time. 

■Actions 
Please set new magazine, If magazine already exist, please 
check the slider forward sensor SQ5033. 

 
Error message： Loader frame pusher forward hung up 
Error code: LD200-6036 
■Causes 
Frame pusher forward movement was started but 
frame pusher forward sensor SQ5041 was not ON 
within a specified time. 

■Actions 
If frame pusher not at forward position, please check the air
pressure and frame pusher solenoid valve. 
If frame pusher already moved forward, please check the frame 
pusher forward sensor SQ5041. 

 
Error message： Loader frame pusher reverse error hung up. 
Error code: LD200-6037 
■Causes 
Frame pusher reverse movement was started, but 
frame pusher reverse sensor SQ5042 was not ON 
within a specified time. 

■Actions 
If frame pusher is not at reverse position, please check the frame 
pusher solenoid valve and air pressure. 
If frame pusher already at reverse position, please check the 
frame pusher reverse sensor SQ5042. 

 
Error message： Loader frame pusher overload. 
Error code: LD200-6038 
■Causes 
Frame pusher overload sensor SQ5043 was turn ON 
before or during frame pusher movement. 

■Actions 
Please check the frame pusher overload sensor SQ5043 and 
obstacle. 
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Error message： Elevator - limit sensor ON error 
Error code: LD200-6041 
■Causes 
Elevator - limit sensor SQ5032 was ON during 
elevator movement. 

■Actions 
Please return elevator to origin. 
Check parameter setting for position exceed minus limit. 

 
Error message： Magazine pusher + limit sensor IN error 
Error code: LD200-6045 
■Causes 
Magazine pusher + limit sensor SQ5040 was ON 
during magazine pusher movement. 

■Actions 
Please return magazine pusher to origin. 
Check parameter setting for position that exceeds plus limit. 

 
Error message： Loader others error. 
Error code: LD200-6050 
■Causes 
Internal error. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales 
personnel. 
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2.7  Warning message 
 
This section describes the warning and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R 
machine monitor during operation.  
 
During warning display on the machine monitor and at the same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower 
yellow lamp will be blinking and machine will continue running until process ended. 
Below is the warning message for Magazine Loader unit. 
 

Warning message:  Work finished 
Warning code:  LD200-2001 

In auto mode, when all work in loader magazine has finished, loader supply will stop automatically. 

 

Warning message:  Empty magazine full 
Warning code:  LD200-2002 

Empty magazine storage stocker full. 

 

Warning message:  Work transfer end 
Warning code:  LD200-2003 

Work transfer end during auto mode. 

 

Warning message:  Loader cover open 
Warning code:  LD200-2004 

Loader cover open, movement prohibited. 

 

Warning message:  Work supply count up 
Warning code:  LD200-2005 

The frame supply count has reached the production frame count in auto mode. 

 

Warning message:  New magazine none 
Warning code:  LD200-2006 

New magazine in supply stocker has finished. 
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2.8  Sensors and Actuators specification 
 

This section describes the sensor and actuator specification for magazine loader unit. 
 

2.8.1 Input/Output check usage explanation 
 
 

Input item [①] Sensor Name [③] Help screen [②] 
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Left view  
Button [⑧] 

Right view  
Button [⑦] 

Front view  
Button [④] 

Back view  
Button [⑤] 

Top view  
Button [⑥] 

 
Figure 2.8 Input/Output check screen for Magazine loader unit. 

 
Description:  

 
     ： Graphic with actual sensor location will appear when click on the correspond I/O.         

The logic of the sensor is stated together with the sensor label. 
① 

 
     ：Graphic display of the location for the selected I/O sensor. ② 
 
         ：Actual sensor name/marking.  
 
     ：Front view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked. 
 
      ：Back view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked. 

③ 

④ 

⑤ 
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    ：Top view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 
⑥ 

    
    ：Right view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 

Operation Manual 

 
：Left view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once  

⑦ 

⑧ 
this button is clicked 

 

2.8.2 Input/Output detail specification  

 
No Part Label Logic 

Resolution 
Purpose 

1 Elevator down limit SQ5032 1:-LIMIT To detect elevator at - limit position. 
2 Elevator position check SQ5044 1:EXIST Use for elevator position check. 
3 Pusher back limit SQ5040 1:-LIMIT To detect pusher at + limit position. 
4 Position set origin SQ5130 1:Origin Use for double loader origin set. 
5 Slider forward limit SQ5033 1:Forward Supply slider forward end detect 
6 Magazine exist detect SQ5034 1:Exist Detect magazine supply exist 
7 Magazine full detect SQ5036 0:Full Detect storage stocker full 
8 Work transfer check SQ5129 0:EXIST Detect frame between loader and feeder 
9 Pusher overload  SQ5043 0:Overload Detect frame pusher overload 
10 Pusher forward limit SQ5041 1:+LIMIT Supply pusher forward end detect 
11 Pusher reverse limit SQ5042 1:-LIMIT Supply pusher reverse end detect 
12 Magazine loader slider YV5009 1:ON For magazine slider movement. 
13 Frame supply pusher YV5010 1:ON Supply pusher forward and reverse movement 

 
Table 2.6 Input/Output items for Magazine Loader unit. 
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2.9 Operation Precaution  

 
 

 Be careful do not to touch the magazine loader constitution parts during machine movement 
Hand and fingers can entangle to the moving parts accident can happen if it is place to the 
moving parts and unintentional movement is trigger.  

 Please pay attention to the parts as shown in the following picture: 
① During Elevator origin return action, avoid touching on the area within upper axis support 

and the magazine guide. 
 
② During elevator moving, avoid touching on the area within elevator stage and lateral plate. 
 
③ During magazine slider moving, avoid touching on the area within slider plate and lateral 

plate. 
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Upper Axis Support 

Magazine Guide 

Elevator stage 

Lateral plate 

Slider plate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.9 Magazine loader structure unit. 

 

 



 



                                                                        

Chapter 3 
Preform Unit 

 
V3.000R01SR 

 
 
This chapter describes the Preform unit structure (mechanical) and system operation. Detail explanation 
can be found in the following areas: 

 
 Mechanical Structure 
 Basic movements 
 Manual items 
 Parameter items 
 Teaching Items 
 Error message 
 Warning message 
 Sensors and Actuators Specification 
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3.1  Mechanical Structure 
 

 
This unit is made of Preform head XY table for the fixing of paste syringe and for the 
movement of dispense position, syringe up/down mechanism driving part and air dispenser 
unit for the dispensing of specific paste volume. This is also applicable for stamping options. 
When using stamping, instead of using the syringe, the Ag past on the rotating tray is picked 
up, and is dispensed on the frame’s island. Actuators used servo motors (Currently, as of end 
July, 2003, stamping function has not been installed yet).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Preform unit structure  

 
3.2  Basic movements  
 

Z Axis Motor     
 

Y Axis origin/     
Limit  

Y Axis Motor    
 

X Axis Motor     
 

X Axis origin/     
Limit  

The specified paste volume will be dispensed on the island of work that is transferred to the 
preform position from the feeder.  
 
The syringe at standby position, fixed on the preform head, will be moved by XY table to 
dispense position. Once at dispense position, the syringe will be lowered down until the 
work’s height. Here, the air dispenser unit will start the dispensing. At down position, check 
that the paste dispensing has been completed and the syringe will be raised up. For Y direction 
multi island work, the next island will move to the dispense position and undergoes the same 
mechanism. Dispense will be repeated for all Y direction islands. The Y direction dispense 
sequence, is from front to back and back to front order in alternating sequence for each 
transfer (each work row). With this, the preform head moving time is reduced. 
  
For stamping option, the Ag paste on the rotating tray will be picked up and then dispensed on 
work’s island. The mechanism is similar to that of dispenser unit. 
   
As preform island recognition will be done for each row, the preform head must move to 
standby position every time after the dispensing of 1 row so that the recognition process is not 
blocked. 
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3.3  Manual items 
 
 
This mode is use to turn ″ON″ and “OFF” on the selected item of the selected unit. In order to perform, 
the Manual Mode operation, choose Manual Mode and select the unit by using the mouse. Then 
pressed the ON  or OFF  key for the item action (movement). 
 
Table 3.1 Manual Actions item for Preform unit. 
 

No. Item Function Interlock 

[01] 1 Cycle [01]  
*(Note 1) ON 

Performs 1 cycle operation (1 
point dispense). For multi 
island, the next island will 
move upon completion of 
dispense.  

 Preform origin return is completed.
 Not in the middle of a step 

operation.  
 There is frame at preform position.

[02] Origin return ON 

Carry out preform origin return. 
Origin return in Z, Y, X axis 
sequence.  
After moving to each axis 
origin position, it will move to 
standby position to complete 
the operation. When using a 
tray, tray will start rotating.  

 None 

ON Move preform head up. [03] Head up/down 
OFF Move preform head down.  

 Preform origin return has been 
completed.  

ON Move preform head up. [04] Head up/down 
(Front Unit) OFF Move preform head down.  

 Preform (Front Unit) origin return 
has been completed.  

ON Move preform head forward of 
dispense position.  [05] Preform rear/front 

OFF Move preform head reverse of 
dispense position.  

 Preform origin return has been 
completed. 

 Preform head is at up position.  

ON Move preform head reverse of 
standby position.  [06] Preform standby 

rear/front OFF Move preform head forward of 
standby position.  

 Preform origin return has been 
completed. 

 Preform head is at up position.  

[07] D-Discharge fwd/rev ON 
Move preform to discharge 
position. When at discharge 
position, move head forward.  

 Preform origin return has been 
completed. 

 Preform head is at up position. 

  OFF 
Move preform to discharge 
position. When at discharge 
position, move head reverse.  

 

 
 
 
 
*(    Note 1) [  ] : Preform position during multi count Number can be changed using  +1 、 
-1               button. 
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No. Item Function Interlock 

[08] D-Discharge 1 cycle ON Performs 1 cycle run of 
discharge operation.  

 Preform origin return has been 
completed. 

 Discharge plate is not full.  

[09] D-Discharge pos reset ON Preform reset back to discharge 
position.  

None. 

ON Start dispensing None [10] D-Dispenser out 
ON/OFF OFF Stop dispensing None 

[11] D-Dispense 1 shot ON Dispense set volume in 
parameter None 

[12] Preform change/clean 
pos ON Change AgP paste position 

 Preform origin return has been 
completed. 

 
 

 Preform head is at up position. 
ON Rotate tray None [13] S-Tray turn/stop OFF Stop tray None 

[14] S-Step move ON 

Move as sequence below 
whenever ON is pressed. 
Above P/U pos  
→P/U dead point 
→Above P/U pos 
→Above stamp pos 
→Stamp dead point 
→Above stamp 
→Above P/U pos 

 Preform origin return has been 
completed.  

[15] D-Nozzle blow pos 

move XY 
ON 

XY axis moves to nozzle blow 

position. 

 Preform origin return has been 
completed.  

[16] D-Nozzle blow cycle ON Perform nozzle blow action. 
 Preform origin return has been 

completed.  

[17] D-Dispense pressure 
reset ON Reset dispense pressure  Preform origin return has been 

completed.  

[18] Scrub 1 Cycle ON Perform scrub 1 cycle  Preform origin return has been 
completed.  

[19] S-Tray cleaning ON Perform Stamp tray cleaning  Preform origin return has been 
completed.  

[20] Past Exchange Time 
Reset ON Reset past exchange time  Preform origin return has been 

completed.  
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3.4  Parameter items 
 
This section describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using parameter mode. 
 

3.4.1 Parameter help usage explanation 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Operation Manual 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Help button 
[①] 

Help screen 
[②]

 Close button [③]
   

Figure 3.2 Parameter help screen for Preform unit. 
 
 

Description:  
 
① : Graphic of explanation with detail information regarding the correspond parameter will  

pop up once the “help” button is clicked. 
 

② : Graphic of explanation with detail information. 
 

③ : Click on the “close” button to close the parameter help explanation and return to previous     
page. 
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3.4.2 How to use unit parameter help 

 
1. Click on the “Adjust” button and the adjustment mode screen will be displayed. 
 
2. Select the “Preform unit” button to select the regarding unit. 

 
3. Click on the “Parameter” button in order to display the parameter screen. A list of 

parameters will be displayed on the screen. 
 

4. Choose any parameter that needed and click on the item button. When selected, the cursor 
of the regarding parameter will turn to blue colour. 

 
5. In order to use the help function, click on the “help” button on the left side of the screen. 

 
6. A HELP window will display on the screen. Graphic display together with the description 

will include inside the HELP window. 
 

7. Click on the “close” button inside the HELP window to close the HELP window after 
finish reading. 

 
The HELP window will disappeared and return to parameter screen. 

 
 

3.4.2 Unit parameter 
  

(Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 
 
Table 3.2 Parameter item for Preform unit. 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Preform type  
Set preform type. 
0: Dispense 
1: Stamping 

0  ～ 
     1 None - 

[02] 1st preform pos align X Set preform 1st dispense position (X). -45000 ～ 
  45000 μm Can 

[03] 1st preform pos align Y Set preform 1st dispense position (Y). -150000 ～ 
  150000 μm Can 

[04] All preform pos align Z Set preform nozzle compensation value.  
-9999999 
～ 
 9999999 

μm Cannot 

[05] S-Stamp tray pos X Set AgP pickup X position (For stamping) 0 ～ 
  50000 μm Can 

[06] S-Stamp tray pos align Z Set stamp tray position compensation value. -8000 ～ 
  8000 μm Cannot 

[07] S-Standby pos Z Set preform standby position (Z).  
(For stamping) 

-10000 ～ 
  0 μm Can 

[08] D-Standby pos offset X Set preform standby position offset (X). (1st 
dispense pos X reference) 

-30000 ～ 
  0 μm Can 

[09] D-Standby pos Z Set preform standby position (Z).  
(For dispenser) 

-12000 ～ 
  0 μm Can 

[10] D-Discharge plate pos 
align Z Set discharge pos (Z) (Origin reference) -5000 ～ 

  5000 μm Can 

[11] D-Discharge pitch X Set discharge pos pitch movement X. 0 ～ 
  5000 μm Can 

[12] D-Discharge pitch Y Set discharge pos pitch movement Y. 0 ～ 
  5000 μm Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[13] D-Discharge X count Set allowable discharge number of columns 
for X plus direction.  0 ～ 100  Cannot 

[14] D-Discharge Y count Set allowable discharge number of columns 
for Y plus direction.  0 ～ 100  Cannot 

[15] Preform search level 
Set search length with Z at down position. 
(Dead point reference)  
Slow down timing with Z at down position. 

0 ～ 
  2000  Cannot 

[16] Preform search speed Set speed during search.  1 ～ 50 mm/s Cannot 

[17] Preform down timer Set dead point timer.  1 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[18] Post perform up stroke 
After paste dispense, set slow up stroke 
length to prevent paste pulling. (Dead point 
reference) 

0 ～ 
  15000 μm Cannot 

[19] Post perform up speed Set speed during slow up. 1 ～ 50 mm/s Cannot 

[20] Post perform up timer Set Z-axis stop timer during completion of 
slow up  0 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[21] Post perform 2nd  
up stroke 

After scrub cycle, set 2nd slow up stroke 
length to prevent paste pulling. 

15000 ～ 
  -15000 μm Cannot 

[22] Post perform 2nd 
up speed Set speed during 2nd slow up. 1 ～ 50 mm/s Cannot 

[23] Post perform 2nd  
up timer 

Set Z-axis stop timer during completion of 
2nd slow up  0 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[24] S-pickup search level Move in search speed for specified distance 
only during P/U  0 ～ 5000 μｍ Cannot 

[21] S-pickup search speed Speed during search. This is disregarded 
when search is 0.  1 ～ 20 mm/s Cannot 

[26] S-pickup down timer Stop time at P/U dead point.  0 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[27] S-post pickup up stroke Slow up distance after the P/U dead point 
timer has lapsed.  0 ～ 5000 μｍ Cannot 

[28] S-post pickup up speed Slow up speed.  1 ～ 20 mm/s Cannot 

[29] S-post pickup up timer Stop time before changing to high speed after 
slow up movement.  0 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[30] S-post pickup 2nd  
up stroke 

Slow up distance after the P/U dead point 
timer has lapsed.  

15000 ～ - 
-15000 μｍ Cannot 

[31] S-post pickup 2nd  
up speed Slow up speed.  1 ～ 50 mm/s Cannot 

[32] S-post pickup 2nd  
up timer 

Stop time before changing to high speed after 
slow up movement.  0 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[33] D-Preform start timing 

Sets dispense start timing when Z-axis is 
down (Dead point reference). 
Note）Set value lesser than standby position 
(Z)  

0 ～ 
  15000 μm Cannot 

[34] D-Preform std pressure Set dispense standard pressure of dispenser  1 ～ 300 KPa Cannot 

[35] D-Preform on timer Set dispensing timer  0 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[36] Σ-Start Channel         Channel setting for MUSASHIΣII dispenser. 1～70 - Cannot 

[37] Σ-Vacuum pressure      
The setting of vacuum pressure for 
MUSASHIΣII dispenser. -100～ 0 kPa Cannot 

[38] Paste harden timer 
Paste harden timer set to each row after AgP 
dispense end, When time up, bonding is skip 
automatically. 

0 ～ 1200 min Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[39] D-Nozzle harden timer2 

Set timer for the hardening of paste at tip of 
syringe nozzle.  
When timer is up, auto discharge will be done 
for the number of times set in D-N tip 
discharge count 1.   
０：Not used 

0 ～ 60 sec Cannot 

[40] D-Nozzle harden 
discharge count1 

Set the discharge count when D.N. tip harden 
timer 1 time is up.  0 ～ 10  Cannot 

[41] D-Nozzle harden timer2 

Set timer for the hardening of paste at tip of 
syringe nozzle.  
When timer is up, auto discharge will be done 
for the number if times set in D-N. tip 
discharge count 2.  
０：Not used 

0 ～ 60 min Cannot 

[42] D-Nozzle harden 
discharge count2 

Set the discharge count when D-N. tip harden 
timer 2 time is up.  0 ～ 50  Cannot 

[43] D-DBI offset pressure When dispense volume F.B is ON, the 
pressure compensation amount is displayed. 

-100.0 ～ 
 100.0 kPa Cannot 

[44] D-DBI compensate value When dispense volume F.B is ON, the 
compensation unit of the pressure is set 

0 ～ 
 100.0 kPa Cannot 

[45] Scrub mode For perform scrub use 
0 : OFF 
1 : X direction scrub 
2 : Y direction scrub 

0～ 2 

 

Cannot 

[46] Scrub count Scrub count setting 1～ 10  Cannot 
[47] Scrub X stroke Setting for X direction scrub moving stroke. 

Scrub move left and right according to scrub 
stroke setting. 
(left to right stroke equal to setting stroke) 

1～ 5000 μｍ Cannot 

[48] Scrub X speed Speed setting for X direction scrub 
movement. 1～ 50 mm/s Cannot 

[49] Scrub Y stroke Setting for Y direction scrub moving 
stroke.Scrub move up and down according to 
scrub stroke setting. 
(up to down stroke equal to setting stroke) 

1～ 5000 μｍ Cannot 

[50] Scrub Y speed Speed setting for Y direction scrub 
movement. 1～ 50 mm/s Cannot 

[51] Delay after scrub Set delay time after scrub cycle completed. 0～ 999 mm/s Cannot 
[52] Nozzle blow counter Counter setting for nozzle blow. 0 ~ 999999  Cannot 
[53] Nozzle blow down timer Timer setting for nozzle blow. 0 ~ 5000 msec Cannot 
[54] Nozzle blow pos X Nozzle blow at X position.  0 ~ 50000 μｍ Cannot 
[55] Nozzle blow pos Y Nozzle blow at Y position. 0 ~ 150000 μｍ Cannot 
[56] Nozzle blow pos Z Nozzle blow at Z position. -18000 ~ 0 μｍ Cannot 

[57] Nozzle blow pos Z speed Speed setting for nozzle blow at Z position.  1 ~ 50 mm/s Cannot 

[58] Paste exchange error 
timer 

Set error display time. Error will display 
after time up to remind user change the 
paste. 

0 ~ 999999 
min 

Cannot 

[59] Paste exchange warning 
timer 

Set warning display time. Warning will 
display after time up to remind user 
change the paste. 

0 ~ 999999 
min 

Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[60] Twin stamp mode 
For twin stamp use 
0 : OFF 
1 : ON 

0～ 1 
 

Cannot 

[61] 1st preform pos align X 
(Front Unit) Set preform 1st dispense position (X). -45000 ～ 

  45000 μm Can 

[62] 1st preform pos align Y 
(Front Unit) Set preform 1st dispense position (Y). -150000 ～ 

  150000 μm Can 

[63] All preform pos align Z 
(Front Unit) Set preform nozzle compensation value.  

-9999999 
～ 
 9999999 

μm Cannot 

[64] S-Stamp tray pos align Z 
(Front Unit) Set stamp tray position compensation value. -8000 ～ 

  8000 μm Cannot 

[65] S-Stamp tray pos X      
(Front Unit) Set AgP pickup X position (For stamping) 0 ～ 

  50000 μm Can 

[66] S-Stamp tray offset Y    
(Front Unit) Set stamp tray offset Y (For stamping) 0～9999999 μm Cannot 

[67] S-Standby pos Z         
(Front Unit) 

Set standby pos Z (For stamping) -10000～0 μm Cannot 

[68] 
Preform search level     
(Front Unit) 

Set search length with Z at down position. 
(Dead point reference)  
Slow down timing with Z at down position. 

0 ～ 
  2000  Cannot 

[69] Preform search speed    
(Front Unit) Set speed during search.  1 ～ 50 mm/s Cannot 

[70] Preform down timer  
(Front Unit) Set dead point timer.  1 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[71] 
Post preform up stroke    
(Front Unit) 

After paste dispense, set slow up stroke 
length to prevent paste pulling. (Dead point 
reference) 

0 ～ 
  15000 μm Cannot 

[72] Post preform up speed    
(Front Unit) Set speed during slow up. 1 ～ 50 mm/s Cannot 

[73] Post preform up timer     
(Front Unit) 

Set Z-axis stop timer during completion of 
slow up  0 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[74] Post preform 2nd up 
stroke (Front Unit) 

After scrub cycle, set 2nd slow up stroke 
length to prevent paste pulling. 

15000 ～ 
  -15000 μm Cannot 

[75] Post preform 2nd up 
speed (Front Unit) Set speed during 2nd slow up. 1 ～ 50 mm/s Cannot 

[76] Post preform 2nd up 
timer (Front Unit) 

Set Z-axis stop timer during completion of 
2nd slow up  0 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[77] S-Pickup search level 
(Front Unit) 

Move in search speed for specified distance 
only during P/U  0 ～ 5000 μｍ Cannot 

[78] S-Pickup search speed    
(Front Unit) 

Speed during search. This is disregarded 
when search is 0.  1 ～ 20 mm/s Cannot 

[79] S-Pickup down timer     
(Front Unit) Stop time at P/U dead point.  0 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[80] S-Post pickup up stroke   
(Front Unit) 

Slow up distance after the P/U dead point 
timer has lapsed.  0 ～ 5000 μｍ Cannot 

[81] S-Post pickup up speed    
(Front Unit) Slow up speed.  1 ～ 20 mm/s Cannot 

[82] S-Post pickup up timer    
(Front Unit) 

Stop time before changing to high speed after 
slow up movement.  0 ～ 1000 msec Cannot 

[83] Odd Preform Y escape 
distance (Front Unit) Set odd perform Y escape distance 0 ～ 20000 μm Cannot 

[84] Twin head interlock 
stroke  Set twin head interlock stroke 0 ～ 30000 μm Cannot 
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teaching. Item with *1 show that alignment data for that item need also be 
changed) 

 
 

3.4.3  Function SW 
 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[01] Preform unit SW 1 cycle switch.  

At AUTO, will not dispense if set at OFF. At 
Single or Manual mode, an error will occur. 

ON or OFF - Cannot 

[02] Paste amount warning 
SW 

Option to activate AgP remaining alarm 
during auto run 

ON or OFF - Cannot 

[03] PFM recognition wait 
SW 

At AUTO, preform at standby position will 
pick up the AgP when recognition is end. (for 
stamping only) 

ON or OFF  Cannot 

[04] AGP paste pickup in 
advance SW 

Function switch to enable stamping unit to 
pick up paste in advance while waiting for 
feeder movement finish 

ON or OFF - Cannot 

[05] Scrub SW Function to execute perform scrub cycle. 
When set to OFF mode function will not 
execute. 

ON or OFF - Cannot 

[06] Blow SW Function to execute perform blow cycle 
before start dispense new island. When set to 
OFF mode function will not execute. 

ON or OFF  Cannot 

[07] Z Individual teach SW Function to set every island with its own Z 
offset. When set to OFF mode calculation 
will be base on compensate data between 1st 
and last island.   

ON or OFF - Cannot 

[08] Z Individual teach SW 
Blow SW (Even) 

Function to set every island with its own Z 
offset for Even island. When set to OFF mode 
calculation will be base on compensate data 
between 1st and last island.   

ON or OFF - Cannot 

 
 

Table 3.3 Function SW for Preform unit. 
 

3.4.4  Frame parameter（Work data） 
 
Please refer to work data specification. 
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3.5  Teaching items 
 

This chapter describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using TEACHING mode. 

 
3.5.1 Teaching items 

 
Name Corresponding parameter 
S-pickup pos X S-Pickup pos X 
D-standby pos offset X D-Standby pos offset Ｘ 
D-standby pos Z D-Standby pos Ｚ 
S-standby pos Z S-Standby pos Ｚ 
1st dispense pos X 1st dispense pos X 
1st dispense pos Y  1st dispense pos Y  
1st dispense pos Z  1st dispense pos Z  
S-Stamp tray pos Z S-Stamp tray pos Z 
D-dchg pos X D-dchg pos X 
D-dchg pos Y D-dchg pos Y 
D-dchg pos Z D-dchg pos Z 
D-dispense offset pressure D-dispense offset pressure 
Nozzle blow pos X Nozzle blow pos X 
Nozzle blow pos Y Nozzle blow pos Y 
Nozzle blow pos Z Nozzle blow pos Z 

 
Table 3.4 Teaching Item for Preform unit. 

 

 

 
                   Note: For description of each teaching point, please refer to parameter. 
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3.5.2 Manual Items  
 

 
No Name Corresponding manual menu and explanation 
01 Origin return ON key: Origin return  

02 Head up/down ON key: Head up  
OFF key: Head down  

03 Head dispense rear/front ON key: Head move to back of dispense pos  
OFF key: Head move to front of dispense pos 

04 Head standby rear/front ON key: Head move to back of standby pos  
OFF key: Head move to front of standby pos 

05 Head discharge rear/front ON key: Head move to next discharge pos 
OFF key: Head move to previous discharge pos 

06 D-Discharge fwd/rev ON key: Head move to discharge forward position 
OFF key: Head move to discharge reverse position 

07 Dispenser ON/OFF ON key: Dispense start  
OFF key: Dispense stop  

08 Auto teaching multi point ON key: Teach all Z points  

09 Auto teaching single point 
ON key:１ point teaching only （For 2 points onwards, all  
points will be affected as it uses point 1 as reference）  

10 Auto Teaching (Inclination) 
ON key: Dispense max point Y and min point Y, 2 points height 
Inclination. This will be reflected in all the other points. 

11 Auto teach discharge Z ON key: Teach the preform discharge position Z axis. 

12 Auto teach nozzle/pin Z ON key: Teach the preform nozzle/pin alignment after change 

new tool. 
13 Auto teach nozzle/pin base Z ON key: Teach the preform head Z axis position for reference. 
14 S-Auto teach pickup pos ON key: Teach preform stamping pick up position Z axis 

 

Table 3.5 Manual teaching Item for Preform unit 
 
 
 
 
 

         Note: For description of each movement, please refer to manual items. 
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3-5-3 Safety Manual Z Teaching Function 

 

Preform or Mount Z axis manual teach specification： 

I. TOUCH sensor OFF: USING SUPER USER Z-TEACH SPEED.  
II. TOUCH  sensor ON: USING SUPER USER Z－JOG SPEED 

III. When moving down, once TOUCH sensor turn ON Z-axis will quick stop. Please release 
press button and press to start slow move down teach.  

IV. When TOUCH sensor turn ON、warning sound and message will display. 

 

Operation Manual 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. When TOUCH sensor 
ON: Down movement 
quick stop once. 

1. When TOUCH sensor 

OFF: Using SUPER USER 

Z-TEACH SPEED. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. When TOUCH sensor ON: Warning will display 
and sound will turn on. 

3. When re-teach start with 

TOUCH sensor ON: Speed 

will change to SUPER USER 

Z-JOG LOW SPEED 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Safety Manual Z Teaching Function 
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3.6 Error message 
 
 
This section describes the error and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R machine 
monitor during operation. For machine to run smoothly and to avoid frame scratch and jammed, error 
detect and interlock is build in the software. 
 

 When trouble or interlock happened, error message will be display on the machine monitor and at the 
same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower red lamp will be blinking and machine stop running. 
 
3.6.1 Error message help usage explanation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 [⑤] 
Reset buzzer  
Sound button 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Cancel 

Button 
[④] 

 
 
 
 Rec. Edit 

Button 
[②] 

Unit Origin 
Return button

[①] 

Manual adjust 
Button 
[③] 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3.4 Error messages screen. 
 
Description:  
 

① ： Button to access “Preform unit” manual mode origin return command. With this button user no 
need go to manual mode and perform origin return. 

② ： When user click this button system will directly open “Recognition edit” menu. 
③ ： During island NG/Error user have option to manual teach the position and continue running. 
④ ： Cancel the error messages screen. 
⑤ ： Reset the buzzer during error occurred.  
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3.6.2 Error message help usage explanation  
 
Below is the explanation for all the troubles. 
 
Error message：  No works at preform position 
Error code:  PRF00-6001 
■Causes 
Preform cycle cannot start when no frame at 
preform position. 

■Actions 
Please supply a frame to preform position. 

 
Error message：  Current position already pasted 
Error code:  PRF00-6002 
■Causes 
Preform cannot paste again on the position that 
already being pasted. 

■Actions 
Please execute feeder 1 cycle to transfer the work to next pitch. 

 
Error message：  AgP paste finished 
Error code:  PRF00-6003 
■Causes 
Agp remain detect sensor(SQ5509) or Mushashi 
dispenser had detected Agp paste was finished. 

■Actions 
Please refill the AGP paste. 

 
Error message：  Parameter setting error 
Error code:  PRF00-6004 
■Causes 
1. Total dispense island is more than 100.  
2. The position that dispenser unit is going to 
move is smaller than 0 or larger then possible 
maximum stroke. 

■Actions 
Please check the related parameter setting. 

 
Error message：  Discharge plate is already full 
Error code:  PRF00-6005 
■Causes 
Preform discharge plate is already full. 

■Actions 
Please change a new discharge plate. 
After restart, discharge will start from first discharge point. 

 
Error message：  Preform soft SW is OFF 
Error code:  PRF00-6006 
■Causes 
Preform soft SW is turn OFF.  

■Actions 
Please turn ON the preform soft SW. 

 
Error message：  Preform XY table movement interlock 
Error code:  PRF00-6007 
■Causes 
Preform head is at down position, XY table 
movement is prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please manually move the preform head up. 

 
Error message：  Preform head move down interlock 
Error code:  PRF00-6008 
■Causes 
Preform XY table is not at the position that allow 
preform head to move down. 

■Actions 
Please move preform XY table to either preform position or discharge 
position. 
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Error message：  Preform Z axis auto teaching error 
Error code:  PRF00-6009 
■Causes 
Touch sensor already ON before auto teaching 
start or touch sensor still not turn ON after auto 
teaching was completed. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Z axis touch sensor(SQ5508) condition. 

 
Error message：  Preform nozzle harden timer time up 
Error code:  PRF00-6010 
■Causes 
Preform nozzle harden timer time up. 

■Actions 
Please execute preform discharge cycle. 

 
Error message：  Selected movement is not applicable 
Error code:  PRF00-6011 
■Causes 
For preform unit, dispenser unit use or stamp unit 
use can be selected. 
When dispenser unit is selected, stamp unit 
movement is prohibited and vice versa. 

■Actions 
Please select other movement or change the preform type (in 
parameter mode). 

 
Error message：  Dispense down interlock 

Error code:  PRF00-6012 
■Causes 
Preform unit is not at dispense position. 

■Actions 
Please move the preform unit to dispense position. 

 
Error message：  Preform touch sensor ON during dispense down movement 

Error code:  PRF00-6013 
■Causes 
Preform touch sensor(SQ5508) was ON during 
dispense down movement. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform unit dispense down position. 

 
Error message：  Preform regulator calibration error 
Error code:  PRF00-6014 
■Causes 
Preform regulator calibration error. 

■Actions 
Please carry out preform regulator calibration again. 

 
Error message：  Dispenser pressure setting misses 
Error code:  PRF00-6015 
■Causes 
Dispenser pressure setting is either higher than 
maximum limit or lower than minimum limit. 

■Actions 
Please check the dispenser pressure setting. 

 
Error message：  Z axis overlap error 
Error code:  PRF00-6016 
■Causes 
Z axis overlap movement did not finish within a 
given time or finished before X and Y axis 
movement finish. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Z axis motor and preform Z axis overlap 
parameter setting. 

 
Error message：  X axis overlap error 
Error code:  PRF00-6017 
■Causes 
X axis overlap movement did not start according 
to timing. 

■Actions 
Please check preform X-axis overlap parameter. 
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Error message：  Dispense timing setting error 
Error code:  PRF00-6018 
■Causes 
Dispense timing setting error. 

■Actions 
Please check the parameter [D-dispense start timing]. 

 
Error message：  Dispensing error 
Error code:  PRF00-6019 
■Causes 
Dispensing action was not finished within a given 
time. 

■Actions 
Please check the dispenser setting. 

 
Error message：  NG mark was detected 
Error code:  PRF00-6020 
■Causes 
Ng mark was detected and current island cannot 
be pasted. 

■Actions 
Please execute preform 1 cycle again to skip this island and paste on 
next island. 

 
Error message：  Preform soft SW is OFF 
Error code:  PRF00-6021 
■Causes 
Function SW is OFF 

■Actions 
Please turn ON the preform soft SW. 

 
Error message：  Standby position is too low for search stroke 
Error code:  PRF00-6022 
■Causes 
Standby position is too low for search stroke. 

■Actions 
Please move standby position to upper (higher) position or decrease 
search stroke. 

 
Error message：  Preform Y axis align data from recognition is over limit 

Error code:  PRF00-6023 
■Causes 
Preform Y axis align data from recognition is over 
limit. 

■Actions 
Please check whether AgP recognition is done on the correct island 
and not on other island. 
Please check the AgP recognition parameter ( Detect area shift Y ) if 
necessary. 

 
Error message：  Dispense complete signal receive time up (Mushashi dispenser) 

Error code:  PRF00-6024 
■Causes 
Dispense complete signal was not received within 
a given time 

■Actions 
Please check the dispenser setting. If no problem, please check the 
dispenser wiring 

 
Error message：  Stamping tray Z height over limit error 

Error code:  PRF00-6026 
■Causes 
Stamping tray Z axis auto teaching data exceed 
parameter limit 

■Actions 
Data for auto teaching stamping pickup position was over parameter 
limit (more than 5mm). 
If touch sensor did not ON after touch the tray base position, please 
check the sensor sensitivity and pin height 
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Error message：  Please origin return preform unit 
Error code:  PRF00-6030 
■Causes 
Preform unit is not origin return or an error had 
occured which causes the preform unit need to be 
origin return again. 

■Actions 
Please origin return the preform unit. 

 
Error message：  Preform X axis origin return error 
Error code:  PRF00-6031 
■Causes 
An error had occurred during preform X axis 
origin return. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform X axis motor(M5502) and origin 
sensor(SQ5502). 

 
Error message：  Preform X axis + software limit error 
Error code:  PRF00-6032 
■Causes 
The position that preform X axis is going to move 
is larger than maximum limit. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform X axis parameter setting. 

 
 
Error message：  Preform X axis - software limit error. 
Error code:  PRF00-6033 
■Causes 
The position that preform X axis is going to move 
is smaller than minimum limit. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform X axis parameter setting. 

 
Error message：  Preform X axis movement not completed 
Error code:  PRF00-6034 
■Causes 
Preform X axis movement did not complete 
within a given time. 

■Actions 
Please check preform X axis motor(M5501) for it's power supply 
and wiring. 

 
Error message：  Preform X axis motor error 
Error code:  PRF00-6035 
■Causes 
Preform X axis motor had returned an error 
during movement. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform X axis motor(M5501) for it's power 
supply and wiring. 

 
Error message：  Preform X axis motor speed error 
Error code:  PRF00-6036 
■Causes 
Preform X axis motor cannot achieve the speed 
set by user. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform X axis speed setting. 

 
Error message：  Preform X axis servo alarm 
Error code:  PRF00-6037 
■Causes 
Preform X axis servo pack(SVD005) had returned 
an error during movement. 
Motor maybe overloaded or servo pack broken. 

■Actions 
Please origin return the preform unit and then check the preform X 
axis servo pack(SVD005) for it's setting and wiring. 

 
Error message：  Preform Y axis origin return error 
Error code:  PRF00-6041 
■Causes 
Error occurred during Y axis return to origin 
position. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Y axis motor(M5502) and it's origin 
sensor(SQ5505). 
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Error message：  Preform Y axis + software limit error 
Error code:  PRF00-6042 
■Causes 
The position that preform Y axis is going to move 
is larger than + software limit. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Y axis position parameter. 

 
Error message：  Preform Y axis - software limit error 
Error code:  PRF00-6043 
■Causes 
The position that preform Y axis is going to move 
is smaller than - software limit. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Y axis position parameter. 

 
Error message：  Preform Y axis movement not completed 
Error code:  PRF00-6044 
■Causes 
Preform Y axis movement did not finish within a 
given time. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Y axis motor(M5502) for it's power 
supply and wiring. 

 
Error message：  Preform Y axis motor error 
Error code:  PRF00-6045 
■Causes 
Preform Y axis motor had returned an error 
during movement. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Y axis motor(M5502) for it's power 
supply and wiring. 

 
Error message：  Preform Y axis motor speed error 
Error code:  PRF00-6046 
■Causes 
Preform Y axis motor cannot achieve the speed 
set by user. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Y axis motor speed setting. 

 
Error message：  Preform Y axis servo alarm 
Error code:  PRF00-6047 
■Causes 
Preform Y axis servo pack had returned an error.
Preform Y axis servo motor maybe overload or 
preform Y axis servo pack broken. 

■Actions 
Please origin return preform unit and then check the preform Y axis 
servo pack(SVD006) for it's wiring and setting. 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis origin return error 
Error code:  PRF00-6051 
■Causes 
An error had occurred during preform Z axis 
origin return. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Z axis motor(M5503) and it's origin 
sensor(SQ5507). 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis + software limit error 
Error code:  PRF00-6052 
■Causes 
The position that preform Z axis is going to move 
is larger than + software limit. 

■Actions 
Please origin return the preform unit and then check the preform Z 
axis position parameter. 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis - software limit error 
Error code:  PRF00-6053 
■Causes 
The position that preform Z axis is going to move 
is smaller than - software limit. 

■Actions 
Please origin return the preform unit and check the preform Z axis 
position parameter. 
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Error message：  Preform Z axis movement not completed 
Error code:  PRF00-6054 
■Causes 
Preform Z axis movement did not finish within a 
given time. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Z axis motor (M5503) for it's power 
supply and wiring. 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis motor error 
Error code:  PRF00-6055 
■Causes 
Preform Z axis had returned an error during 
movement. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Z axis motor (M5503) and preform Z axis 
servo pack (SVD007) for setting, wiring and power supply. 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis motor speed error 
Error code:  PRF00-6056 
■Causes 
Preform Z axis motor cannot achieve the speed set 
by user. 

■Actions 
Please check the preform Z axis speed setting. 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis servo alarm 
Error code:  PRF00-6057 
■Causes 
Preform Z axis servo pack (SVD007) had returned 
an error. 
Preform Z axis servo motor (M5503) maybe 
overload or preform Z axis servo pack (SVD007) 
broken. 

■Actions 
Please origin return the preform unit and then check the preform 
servo pack(SVD007) and servo motor(M5503) for it's wiring, power 
supply and setting. 

  
Error message：  Preform Z axis motor error 
Error code:  PRF00-6058 
■Causes 
Error occurred during preform Z-axis move 
command. 

■Actions 
Reduce S-Z Pickup down start or S-X pickup return start. 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis motor error. 
Error code:  PRF00-6059 
■Causes 
Reference to X axis movement, Z axis up 
movement cannot catch up. 

■Actions 
Reduce S-X dispense return start or reduce Z dispense down start. 

 
Error message：  Dispenser Vacuum Abnomal Error. 
Error code:  PRF00-6080 
■Causes 
Dispenser Vacuum Abnomal Error. 

■Actions 
Please check dispense vacuum and pressure. 

 
Error message：  Specified channel cannot be set. 
Error code:  PRF00-6601 
■Causes 
Specified channel cannot be set 

■Actions 
Please check channel setting. The range that can be set is between 
channel 1 to channel 79 

 
Error message：  Exhaust air pressure error 
Error code:  PRF00-6602 
■Causes 
Exhaust air pressure alarm signal ON from 
dispenser unit. 

■Actions 
Please check air pressure setting inside dispenser user manual. 
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Error message：  Power is off 
Error code:  PRF00-6603 
■Causes 
Power ON signal from dispenser not detected. 

■Actions 
Please connect power to dispenser. 

 
Error message：  Pressure abnormal 
Error code:  PRF00-6604 
■Causes 
Pressure change alarm is output from dispenser. 
Vacuum pressure alarm is output from 
dispenser.(Optional) 

■Actions 
Please check air pressure setting inside dispenser user manual. 

 
Error message：  RS232C open error 
Error code:  PRF00-6605 
■Causes 
RS232C was not able to be opened. 

■Actions 
Please check the cable RS232C is connected. 

 
Error message：  RS232C read Error 

Error code:  PRF00-6606 
■Causes 
Error occurs when data from RS232C is read. 
This error seldom occurs 

■Actions 
Please check the cable RS232C is connected. 

 
Error message：  RS232C write Error 
Error code:  PRF00-6607 
■Causes 
Error occurs when data from RS232 is written. 
This error seldom occurs 

■Actions 
Please check the cable RS232C is connected. 

 
Error message：  RS232C Error Response 
Error code:  PRF00-6608 
■Causes 
Error is returned from dispenser. 

■Actions 
The specified parameter value might not be able to set. Please check 
dispensing pressure, dispensing time, vacuum pressure by referring 
to dispenser user manual 

 
Error message：  RS232C No response 
Error code:  PRF00-6609 
■Causes 
Response is not returned from dispenser. 

■Actions 
Consider dispenser communication setting is not carried out, cable 
may be unplugged, and etc. 
Please check the cable RS232C is connected. 

 
Error message：  ∑ mode auto convert 
Error code:  PRF00-6610 
■Causes 
Convert into ∑ mode 

■Actions 
Please check nozzle condition because discharge movement is 
carried out 

 
Error message：  Communication abnormal (Dispenser)  

Error code:  PRF00-6611 
■Causes 
Time out during dispenser communication. (3 
seconds). 

■Actions 
Please check the parameter setting. If the error still happened please 
check the RS232C cable connection. 
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Error message：  Preform is tried to start dispensing. But dispenser is in the middle of suction 
Error code:  PRF00-6612 
■Causes 
Preform is tried to start dispensing, but dispenser 
is in the middle of suction 

■Actions 
Please shorten dispensing time or increase dead point timer 

 
Error message：  Dispenser DVO-signal ON wait time-out 
Error code:  PRF00-6613 
■Causes 
Preform is tried to start dispensing. But dispenser 
DVO signal did not turn ON within specified 
time. 

■Actions 
Please check the parameter setting. If the error still happened please 
check the RS232C cable and signal cable connection. 

 
Error message：  Dispenser DVO-signal OFF wait time-out 
Error code:  PRF00-6614 
■Causes 
Preform is tried to start dispensing. But dispenser 
DVO signal did not turn OFF within specified 
time. 

■Actions 
Please check the parameter setting. If the error still happened please 
check the RS232C cable and signal cable connection. 

 
Error message：  Dispenser END-signal ON wait time-out. 
Error code:  PRF00-6615 
■Causes 
Preform is tried to start dispensing. But dispenser 
END signal did not turn ON within specified time.

■Actions 
Please check the parameter setting. If the error still happened please 
check the RS232C cable and signal cable connection. 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis servo alarm (Y axis start) 
Error code:  PRF00-6895   
■Causes 
Preform Z axis servo motor overload or servo 
motor internal error 

■Actions 
Please return to origin once. Please check motor wiring and servo 
setting 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis servo alarm (during overlap movement). 
Error code:  PRF00-6896 
■Causes 
Preform Z axis servo motor overload or servo 
motor internal error. 

■Actions 
Please return to origin once. Please check motor wiring and servo 
setting. 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis position error(mpf) 
Error code:  PRF00-6897 
■Causes 
Detected Preform Z axis position is above + 
software limit. 

■Actions 
Please return to origin once. If this error occurs frequently, please 
contact our sales personnel. 

 
Error message：  Preform Z axis OLS in (during movement). 
Error code:  PRF00-6898 
■Causes 
Preform Z axis origin limit sensor turn on during 
movement. 

■Actions 
Please return to origin once. Please make sure that OLS is OFF 
when Z axis at standby position. 

 
Error message：  Preform unit others error 
Error code:  PRF00-6899 
■Causes 
Internal error. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel. 
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3.8  Warning message 
 
This section describes the warning and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R 
machine monitor during operation.  
 
During warning display on the machine monitor and at the same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower 
yellow lamp will be blinking and machine will continue running until process ended. 
Below is the warning message for preform unit. 
 
Warning message:  Preform counter count up  
Warning code:  PRF00-2001 

During auto run, Ag paste dispense count has exceeded the setting in 「Dispense Alarm Count」. 
 
Warning message:  Paste is used up 
Warning code:  PRF00-2002 

During auto run, Ag paste is used up. Loader is ON.  
 
Warning message:  Touch sensor ON 
Warning code:  PRF00-2003 

During teaching, Preform unit touch sensor is ON. 
 
Warning message:  Paste exchange time up 
Warning code:  PRF00-2004 

During auto run Ag paste exchange time has exceeded the setting in 「Paste exchange warning timer」. 
User need to replace new paste. 
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3.8  Sensors and Actuators specification 
 

This section describes the sensor and actuator specification for preform unit. 
 

3.8.1 Input/Output check usage explanation 
 
 

Input item [①] Help screen [②] 

Operation Manual 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Back view  
Button [⑤] 

Front view  
Button [④] 

Sensor Name [③] 

Left view  
Button [⑧] 

Right view  
Button [⑦] 

Top view  
Button [⑥] 

 
Figure 3.5 Input/Output check screen for Preform unit. 

 
Description:  

 
     ： Graphic with actual sensor location will appear when click on the correspond I/O.         

The logic of the sensor is stated together with the sensor label. 
① 

 
     ：Graphic display of the location for the selected I/O sensor. ② 
 
         ：Actual sensor name/marking.  ③ 

 
     ：Front view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked. 
④ 

 
      ：Back view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 
⑤ 
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    ：Top view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 
⑥ 

    
    ：Right view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 
⑦ 

 
：Left view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once  ⑧ 

this button is clicked 
 

3.8.2 Input/Output detail specification  
 
 

No Part Label Logic 
Resolution

Purpose 

1 AgP Axis-X SPEL SQ5501 1: +limit AgP Axis-X plus limit. 
2 AgP Axis-X SMEL SQ5502 1: - limit AgP Axis-X minus limit. 
3 AgP Axis-Y SPEL SQ5108 1: + limit AgP Axis-Y plus limit. 

4 Collet touch sensor SQ5508 0: Touch To detect the touching of stamping pin/nozzle with 
surface. 

5 Dispense complete(Σ) - 1: complete To detect dispensing already finish. 
6 AgP remain detect SQ5509 0: finish To detect the remain Agp paste inside syringe. 

7 Paste level warning(Σ) - 1:Warning To detect the remain Agp paste inside syringe using Σ 
series. 

8 Dispense on YV5601 1: Dispense Solenoid valve for dispensing. 
9 Dispense ON (Σ)       YV5602 1: Dispense Output signal for dispense using Σ series. 
10 Tray turn motor V151 1:Tray turn For paste supply. 
11 Pressure regulator  ― For control dispense volume of paste inside of syringe  

 
Table 3.6 Input/Output items for Preform unit. 
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Chapter 4 
Ring Changer Unit 

 
 
 
This chapter describes the Ring changer unit structure (mechanical) and system operation. Detail 
explanation can be found in the following areas: 

 
 Mechanical Structure 
 Basic movements 
 Manual items 
 Parameter items 
 Teaching Items 
 Error message 
 Warning message 
 Sensors and Actuators Specification 
 Operation Precaution 
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4.1  Mechanical Structure 
 

This unit is structured by chuck head that grips and moves the ring, and an elevator that moves 
the ring magazine up and down.  These operations are driven by pulse motor. The expander that 
expands the wafer is incorporated in wafer table unit.  

 

 

 
Chuck Head 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Ring changer table unit structure 

 

 

Elevator Motor 

Magazine 

Wafer ring 

Elevator stage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Ring changer elevator unit structure 
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4.2  Basic movements 
 

Ring exchange basic movements are made of the following 4 movements. 
  
① First, the vacuum stage will go down and the wafer table will move to the front, then the 

expander will move up.  
② Chuck head will move forward to grip the ring. Next, the chuck head will further move 

forward to store the ring into the magazine.  
③ Chuck head will move backward and the magazine will move 1 pitch down to grip the next 

ring. In reverse operation during storage, it then sets the ring on the table. 
④ Expander will move down and finally move under feeder rail. With the vacuum stage at up 

position, the operations are completed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wafer ring  
Magazine elevator 

Wafer table 

Setting 
position

Standby
position

Take out
position 

Chuck head 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Origin pos 

(SQ6003)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Origin 

position  
 
 

Figure 4.3 Chuck head basic position 
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4.3  Manual items 
 
 
This mode is use to turn ″ON″ and “OFF” on the selected item of the selected unit. In order to perform, the 
Manual Mode operation, choose Manual Mode and select the unit by using the mouse. Then pressed the 
ON  or OFF  key for the item action (movement). 

 
Table 4.1 Manual Actions item for Ring changer unit. 

 
No. Item Function Interlock 

[01] 1 cycle ON 
Perform 1 cycle operation.  
※See Chart 4-3.  

 Chuck head origin return has 
been completed. 

[02] Origin return  ON 

1. OFF hot blow. 
2. Open chuck. 
3. Perform chuck head origin 

return. 
4. Perform elevator origin return. 

 None. 

[03] Chuck head origin return  ON Perform chuck head origin return.
 

 None. 

ON 

Moves chuck head forward.  
Whenever pressed, move in  
origin → set pos→standby pos→
grip pos sequence. If initially at 
grip pos, no movement will be 
done.  [04] Chuck head fwd/rev 

OFF 

Move chuck head backward.  
Whenever pressed, move in grip 
pos → standby pos → set pos →
origin sequence. If initially at grip 
pos, no movement will be done.  

 Expander is at up position. 
 Chuck head origin return has 

been completed.  

ON Open chuck. 

[05] Chuck open/close 
OFF Close chuck. 

 None. 

ON Move elevator 1 pitch up.  

[06] Elevator up/down 
OFF 

Move elevator 1 pitch down.  

 Chuck head to be at either 
origin, set pos or standby pos. 

 Elevator origin return has been 
completed.  

 Ring exist sensor is not ON 
within grip pos-standby pos. 
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No. Item Function Interlock 

[07] Elevator 1st pos ON Ring elevator move to 1st 
position. 

 Chuck head to be at either 
origin, set pos or standby pos. 

 Elevator origin return has been 
completed.  

 Ring exist sensor is not ON 
within grip pos-standby pos. 

ON Move expander up. 
 Please refer to chapter on wafer 

table. 
[08] Expander up/down 

OFF Move expander down. 
 Please refer to chapter on wafer 

table. 

ON Move wafer table to ring change 
position.  

 Please refer to chapter on wafer 
table. 

[09] Move to ring change/start 
pos 

OFF Move wafer table to start position.  Please refer to chapter on wafer 
table. 

[10] Chuck head barcode pos  
Move ON Move chuck head to barcode 

reading position. 
 Please refer to chapter on wafer 

table. 

[11] Barcode read [MAP] ON Read the barcode on the wafer.  Please refer to chapter on wafer 
table. 

ON Supply ring. 
 Please refer to chapter on wafer 

table. 
[12] Ring supply/storage 

OFF Storage ring.   Please refer to chapter on wafer 
table. 

[13] Elevator target slot 
* Note 1 ON Elevator moves to target/selected 

position. 

 Chuck head to be at either 
origin, set pos or standby pos. 

 Elevator origin return has been 
completed.  

 Sensor in between Take out 
position – standby position is not 
ON. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           * (Note 1) [  ]: Show selected slot position. 
Number can be changed using +1 、 -1  button.  
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Table 4.2 Ring changer 1 Cycle Operation 

 

Process Items Ring exist at wafer table No ring at wafer table 

Wafer table at P/U pos Ring storage, ring supply Ring supply 

Wafer table at ring change pos Move wafer table to start position Ring supply 

Process Item 

 
If expander is at up position, moving the expander down first can detect ring existence.  
By using stop key, it is possible to stop the following points.  

① Immediately after expander had moved up 
② Just before expander moves down 
③ Immediately after chuck head had moved to standby position (Only when there is no ring gripped). 

Here, the chuck head will be moved to origin before stopping.  
 

When no ring is found during ring supply movement, elevator will move to 1st position and chuck head will 
return to origin before finally stopping.  
Auto run process 

① W hen there is no ring found during the start of auto operation, the operation will commence with the 
supply of ring.  
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4.4  Parameter items 
 
This section describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using parameter mode. 
 

4.4.1 Parameter help usage explanation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Help button 
[①] 

Help screen 
[②]

Close button [③]
   

Figure 4.4 Parameter help screen for Ring changer unit. 
 
 

Description:  
 
① : Graphic of explanation with detail information regarding the correspond parameter will  

pop up once the “help” button is clicked. 
 

② : Graphic of explanation with detail information. 
 

③ : Click on the “close” button to close the parameter help explanation and return to previous     
page. 
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4.4.2 How to use unit parameter help  
 

1. Click on the “Adjust” button and the adjustment mode screen will be displayed. 
 
2. Select the “Ring changer unit” button to select the regarding unit. 

 
3. Click on the “Parameter” button in order to display the parameter screen. A list of parameters 

will be displayed on the screen. 
 

4. Choose any parameter that needed and click on the item button. When selected, the cursor of 
the regarding parameter will turn to blue colour. 

 
5. In order to use the help function, click on the “help” button on the left side of the screen. 

 
6. A HELP window will display on the screen. Graphic display together with the description will 

include inside the HELP window. 
 

7. Click on the “close” button inside the HELP window to close the HELP window after finish 
reading. 

 
The HELP window will disappeared and return to parameter screen. 

 
 
 

4.4.3 Parameter help usage explanation  
  

(Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 
 
Table 4.3 Parameter item for Ring changer unit. 
 

No.    Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Elevator 1st pos 1st position of elevator.  
0 
 ～ 

350000 
μｍ Can※１

[02] Chuck head set pos Position where chuck releases ring.  
-350000 
 ～ 

0 
μｍ Can※１

[03] Chuck head wait pos Position to check if ring has been removed 
from elevator.  

-350000 
 ～ 

0 
μｍ Can’t※１

[04] Chuck head barcode pos Position to read the barcode on wafer. 
-350000 
 ～ 

0 
μｍ 

Can’t※１

[05] Chuck head take out pos Chuck head position where take out the ring. 
-350000 
 ～ 

0 
μｍ 

Can’t※１

[06] Ring storage offset 
Elevator offset during ring storage into 
magazine. The height during the supply is the 
standard. 

-10000 
～ 

0 
μｍ Can’t 

 

 
※ 1 : This parameter is for display purpose only. In actual, its operation is based on super user parameter. 
※ 2: During 1 cycle operation, table will move to the next sequence once the blow timer has lapsed and  

        the expander operation is completed.  
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 The following is the relations of chuck head parameters.  

 

         

        

 

①:ELEVATOR 1ST POS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Elevator 1st position illustrations 

 

①: CHUCK HEAD SET POS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Chuck head set position illustration 
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① : CHUCK HEAD WAIT POS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Chuck head wait position illustration   

 

① : CHUCK HEAD 
BARCODE READ POS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Chuck head barcode read position illustration 
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① : CHUCK HEAD 
TAKE OUT POS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Chuck head take out position illustration 
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4.4.4 Magazine Parameter (Work Data)  

 
No.    Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[01] Ring magazine pitch Set the distance for elevator up or down 

movement in every 1-time elevator 
movement.  

0 
～ 

50000 

μｍ Cannot 

[02] Ring magazine slot 
number 

Set slot count of magazine.  1 ～ 100  Cannot 

[03] Ring magazine 
height 

Set the overall height of magazine.  10 
～ 

50000 

μｍ Cannot 

[04] Ring magazine 
height upper 

Set the distance from top slot to 
magazine highest end. 

1000 
～ 

50000 

μｍ Cannot 

[05] Ring magazine 
height lowest 

Set the distance from bottom slot to 
magazine lowest end. 

1000 
～ 

50000 

μｍ Cannot 

[06] Ring diameter Set ring size 2 ～ 8 Inch Cannot 

 
Table 4.4 Parameter item for Ring changer magazine. 
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4.5  Teaching items 
 

This chapter describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using TEACHING mode 

 
4.5.1 Teaching items 

 

    Name Corresponding parameter 

Elevator 1st pos Elevator 1st position 

Chuck head set pos Chuck head set pos 

Chuck head wait pos Chuck head wait pos 

Chuck head barcode pos Chuck head barcode pos 

Chuck head take out pos Chuck head take out pos 

 
Table 4.5 Teaching Item for Ring changer unit. 

 

Note: For description of each teaching point, please refer to parameter. 

 

 
4.5.2  Manual Items 

  
  Name Corresponding manual menu and explanation 
1 cycle ON： 1 cycle 
Origin return ON： Origin return 
Chuck head origin return ON： Chuck head will origin return 
Chuck head fwd/rev ON： Move chuck head foreword 

OFF：Move chuck head backward 
Chuck open/close ON： Open chuck  

OFF：Close chuck 
Elevator up/down ON： Move elevator 1 pitch up 

OFF：Move elevator 1 pitch down 
Elevator 1st pos ON： Move elevator to 1st pos 
Expander up/down ON： Move expander up 

OFF：Move expander down 
Wafer to ring change / start ON： Move wafer table to ring changer position 

OFF：Move wafer table to start position 
Chuck head barcode pos move ON： Move chuck head to wafer barcode position 
Barcode read [MAP] ON： Read the barcode on wafer 
Ring supply/storage ON： Supply ring  

OFF：Storage ring 
 

Table 4.6 Manual teaching Item for Ring changer unit. 

 

 

Note: For description of each movement, please refer to manual items. 
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4.6  Error message 
 
 
This section describes the error and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R machine 
monitor during operation. For machine to run smoothly and to avoid frame scratch and jammed, error detect 
and interlock is build in the software. 
 

 When trouble or interlock happened, error message will be display on the machine monitor and at the same 
time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower red lamp will be blinking and machine stop running. 
 
4.6.1 Error message help usage explanation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 [⑤] 
Reset buzzer  
Sound button 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Cancel 

Button 
[④] 

 
 
 
 Rec. Edit 

Button 
[②] 

Unit Origin 
Return button

Manual adjust 
Button 
[③] 

 
 [①] 
 
 

Figure 4.10 Error messages screen. 
 
Description:  
 

① ： Button to access “Ring Changer unit” manual mode origin return command. With this button user 
no need go to manual mode and perform origin return. 

② ： When user click this button system will directly open “Recognition edit” menu. 
③ ： During island NG/Error user have option to manual teach the position and continue running. 
④ ： Cancel the error messages screen. 
⑤ ： Reset the buzzer during error occurred.  
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4.6.2 Error message help usage explanation  
 
Below is the explanation for all the troubles. 
 
Error Message ：  Ring none 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6001 
■Causes 
Ring has finished.  

■Actions 
Please set magazine containing new rings. 

 
Error Message ：  Expander position interlock.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6002 
■Causes 
Expander is at down position, movement 
prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please move expander to up position. 
If expander is up and this error occurs, please check expander 
completion sensor.  

 
Error Message ：  Wafer table position interlock.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6003 
■Causes 
Wafer table is not at ring change position, 
movement prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please move wafer table to ring change position. 

 
Error Message ：  Chuck head position interlock.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6004 
■Causes 
Chuck head not at standby position, set position, 
or origin position, movement prohibited 

■Actions 
Please move chuck head to origin position.  

 
Error Message ：  Elevator movement interlock.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6005 
■Causes 
Ring existence detect sensor detect ring exist or 
chuck head is at take-out position, elevator 
movement prohibited.  

■Actions 
If ring exist at ring existence position, please remove the ring. 
If chuck head is at take-out position, return chuck head to origin. 

 
Error Message ：  No ring on wafer table. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6006 
■Causes 
Ring was not supplied to wafer table. 
If ring exists on wafer table, ring existence detect 
sensor SQ5307 cannot detected the ring. 

■Actions 
Please supply ring to wafer table. 
If this error occurs frequently after supply wafer ring to the Wafer 
Table, please check ring 
exist detect sensor SQ5307. 

 
Error Message ：  Chuck head take-out position move error. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6010 
■Causes 
Chuck head did not reached take-out position 
during chuck head take-out position move.  

■Actions 
Please return chuck head to origin. 
If chuck head did not reached sensor position, please check chuck 
head take-out position and make sure that take-out detect sensor is 
ON when setting take-out position.  
If take-out position is normal, please check chuck head take-out detect 
sensor.  
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Error Message ：  The magazine bottom slot height not set. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6011 
■Causes 
Magazine bottom slot height setting is 0,ring 
elevator 1st slot position movement is prohibited.

■Actions 
Please check the setting for magazine bottom slot height, if not set 
yet, please set up the magazine lowest stage height. 

 
Error Message ：  Front cover open. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6012 
■Causes 
Front cover is opened. 

■Actions 
Please close front cover. 

 
Error Message ：  Expandition condition error. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6013 
■Causes 
Expander not in down position, processing has not 
been completed. 

■Actions 
Please check that the "Ring Changer function SW" and the "Expander 
function SW" at Chip recognition are OFF. 
If function SW is OFF and this error still occurs, please check wiring 
for expander down detect sensor. 

 
Error Message ：  Ring elevator is opened. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6014 
■Causes 
Ring elevator cover is opened.  

■Actions 
Please close ring elevator cover.  

 
Error Message ：  Please return elevator to origin return. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6021 
■Causes 
Ring elevator not yet origin return or not origin 
returned after an error.  

■Actions 
Please return elevator to origin.  

 
Error Message ：  Elevator origin return error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6022 
■Causes 
Ring elevator origin return error. 

■Actions 
Please check the state of minus limit sensor, 
and stepping motor power supply switch-on. 

 
Error Message ：  Elevator plus software limit error. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6023 
■Causes 
Plus software limit in during ring elevator 
movement. 

■Actions 
Please check the target position in parameter. 
Plus the software limit value itself is set in super user mode. 

 
Error Message ：  Elevator minus software limit error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6024 
■Causes 
Minus software limit in during ring elevator 
movement. 

■Actions 
Please check the target position in parameter. 
Minus software limit value itself is set in super user mode. 

 
Error Message ：  Elevator movement not completed.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6025 
■Causes 
Chuck head movement time out. 

■Actions 
Please check whether motor power supply is ON. 
Check also the motor wiring.  
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Error Message ：  Elevator motor error. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6026 
■Causes 
Error occurred during ring elevator movement. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel.  

 
Error Message ：  Elevator motor speed error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6027 
■Causes 
Ring elevator motor speed setting miss, it is over 
the limit.  

■Actions 
Please check elevator motor speed (in super user mode).  

 
Error Message ：  Elevator plus limit in error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6028 
■Causes 
Plus hard limit entered during operation of a ring 
elevator. 

■Actions 
Please return ring elevator to origin once. 
Correct any parameter setting which caused plus limit error. 

 
Error Message ：  Elevator minus limit in error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6029 
■Causes 
Minus hardware limit entered during operation of 
a ring elevator. 

■Actions 
Please return ring elevator to origin once. 
Correct any parameter setting which caused minus limit error. 

 
Error Message ：  Elevator servo alarm.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6030 
■Causes 
Servo alarm was detected during elevator 
movement. ( it will be motor error if it is stop). 

■Actions 
Please return ring elevator to origin once. 
Please check the error display on the driver. 

 
Error Message ：  Please return chuck head to origin.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6041 
■Causes 
Chuck head not yet origin return or not origin 
returned after an error. 

■Actions 
Please return chuck head to origin.  

 
Error Message ：  Chuck head origin return error. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6042 
■Causes 
Chuck head origin return error. 

■Actions 
Please check the state of minus limit sensor, 
and stepping motor power supply switch-on.  

 
Error Message ：  Chuck head plus soft limit error 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6043 
■Causes 
Plus software limit in during chuck head 
movement. 

■Actions 
Please check the target position in parameter. 
Plus software limit value is set in super user mode.  

 
Error Message ：  Chuck head minus soft limit error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6044 
■Causes 
Minus software limit in during chuck head 
movement. 

■Actions 
Please check the target position in parameter. 
Minus software limit value itself is set in super user mode 
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Error Message ：  Chuck head movement not completed. 
Error Code ：  RCG00-6045 
■Causes 
Chuck head movement time out.  

■Actions 
Please check whether motor power supply is ON. 
Check also the motor wiring.  

 
Error Message ：  Chuck head motor error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6046 
■Causes 
Error occurred during chuck head movement. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel.  

 
Error Message ：  Chuck head motor speed error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6047 
■Causes 
Chuck head motor speed setting miss, it is over 
the limit. 

■Actions 
Please check chuck head motor speed (in super user mode).  

 
Error Message ：  Chuck head plus limit in error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6048 
■Causes 
Plus hardware limit in during operation of a chuck 
head. 

■Actions 
Please return perform to origin once. 
Please correct any parameter which caused plus limit in error. 

 
Error Message ：  Chuck head minus limit in error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6049 
■Causes 
Minus hardware limit in during operation of a 
chuck head. 

■Actions 
Please execute chuck head return origin cycle. 
Please check any parameter which caused minus limit in error. 

 
Error Message ：  Chuck head servo alarm.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6050 
■Causes 
Servo alarm was detected during operation of a 
chuck head. 

■Actions 
Please return to origin. 
Please check the error display on the driver. 

 
Error Message ：  Chuck open error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6061 
■Causes 
Chuck open detect not ON during check open. 

■Actions 
Please check chuck open detect sensor.  

 
Error Message ：  Chuck close error.  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6062 
■Causes 
Chuck open sensor not OFF after chuck close. 

■Actions 
Please check air pressure when the chuck has not closed. 
When the chuck has actually closed, please check the chuck open 
detect sensor. 
When an take-out position and a set position are not right 
this error may happened when ring is chuck (narmally sheet is held).

 
Error Message ：  Ring changer others error  
Error Code ：  RCG00-6099 
■Causes 
Internal error.  

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel.  
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Error Message ：  Ring none 
Error Code ：  RCG00-7001 
■Causes 
Ring finished. 

■Actions 
Please set the magazine containing new ring. 

 
 
 
 
4.8  Warning message 
 
This section describes the warning and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R machine 
monitor during operation.  
 
During warning display on the machine monitor and at the same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower 
yellow lamp will be blinking and machine will continue running until process ended. 
Below is the warning message for Ring Changer unit. 
 
 
Warning Message ：  No ring. 
Warning Code ：  RCG00-2001 
Rings already used up.  
 
Warning Message ：  Ring change cover open.  
Warning Code ：  RCG00-2002 
Ring changer cover was opened during auto run.  
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4.8  Sensors and Actuators specification 
 

This section describes the sensor and actuator specification for Ring changer unit. 
 

4.8.1 Input/Output check usage explanation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4.11 Input/Output check screen for Ring changer unit. 
 

Description:  
 
     ： Graphic with actual sensor location will appear when click on the correspond I/O.         

The logic of the sensor is stated together with the sensor label. 

Back view  
Button [⑤] 

Input item [①] 

① 

Front view  
Button [④] 

Help screen [②] Sensor Name [③] 

Left view  
Button [⑧] 

Right view  
Button [⑦] 

Top view  
Button [⑥] 

 
     ：Graphic display of the location for the selected I/O sensor. 
 
         ：Actual sensor name/marking.  

② 

③ 

 
     ：Front view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. 
 
      ：Back view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 

④ 

⑤ 
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    ：Top view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once this 

button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 
⑥ 

    
    ：Right view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 
⑦ 

 
：Left view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once  ⑧ 

this button is clicked 
 
 

4.8.2 Input/Output detail specification  

 
Part Label Logic 

Resolution 
Purpose 

1 Ring changer chuck head 
pulse motor M6001 50μm/pulse For movement of chuck head in left-right 

direction. 
2 Ring elevator up down 

motor M6101 6μm/pulse For movement of elevator in up-down direction.

3 Chuck head take out pos SQ6007 1: EXIST Checks for Chuck head take out pos 
4 Ring exist in chuck SQ6008 1: EXIST Checks for ring exist in chuck. 
5 Chuck head open SQ6014 1:Open Checks if chuck is opened. 
6 Expander up detect SQ6305 0: EXIST Checks if expander is up. 
7 Expander down detect SQ6306 1: EXIST Checks if expander is down. 
8 Ring exist at wafer table SQ6307 1:Exist Checks for ring exist at WFT. 
9 Chuck head right limit SQ6003 1: + Limit Checks for chuck head right limit. 

10 Elevator down limit 
Elevator origin SQ6104 1: - Limit Checks for elevator down limit. 

11 Hot blow KA205 1:ON Checks if WFT hot blow is on. 
12 Chuck head open YV6003 1:CLOSE Checks if chuck is closed. 

 
Table 4.7 Input/Output items for Ring changer unit. 
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4.9 Operation Precaution 
 

 Be careful do not to touch the ring elevator constitution parts during machine movement. Hand and 
fingers can entangle to the moving parts accident can happen if it is place to the moving parts and 
unintentional movement is trigger. 

 Please pay attention to the parts as shown in the following picture: 
 

① Please don’t touch the area between front guide and cover 1 and the area between rear guide and 
cover 1 during machine operation. 

② Please don’t touch the area between table and cover 2 during machine operation. 

 

 

 
Real Guide  

Front Guide 
 

 

 

 Cover 1 
 

 

 Table 
 

 

Cover 2  
Elevator Motor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Ring changer structure unit. 
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              Chapter 5  
 Feeder Unit 

 
 
This chapter describes the Feeder unit structure (mechanical) and system operation. Detail explanation 
can be found in the following areas: 

 
 Mechanical Structure 
 Basic movements 
 Manual items 
 Parameter items 
 Teaching Items 
 Error message 
 Warning message 
 Sensors and Actuators Specification 
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5.1 Mechanical Structure 

 
This unit employs a high-speed flexible feeder that uses gripper feed method (with 2nd and 3rd 
gripper using linear motor). With a 4 independent axes feeder system employs in work supply 
and AgP supply (1st gripper), AgP supply and mount (2nd gripper), mount and work storage (3rd 
gripper) and work storage (discharge gripper), it optimizes the load distribution of the feeder, 
which will effectively reduce the loss time. Actuators used are servo motor, linear servo motor 
and pulse motor. Work supplied from the loader side will be placed on position set unit and the 
frame is align to the front side and then grip by 1st gripper. Depends on the length of the frame, 
the frame is then transfer to pass position or directly insert into perform position. Frame is then 
passed to 2nd gripper and AgP is supplied at AgP position and the chip bonded at mount 
position. The lead frame will then be passed to 3rd gripper and the rest of the island will be 
bonded. When the last island is mounted, the frame is then transferred until the last position 
where it will be passed from 3rd gripper to discharge gripper. Discharge gripper will eventually 
store it into the unloader magazine.  
 
In addition, transfer pitch is digitally adjustable. Depending on type and size of work (lead 
frame, PCB etc.), setting can be done if work clamper is required. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Feeder unit structure  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1st gripper 
2nd gripper 

3rd gripper 
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5.2 Basic movements 

 
The feeder has 4 basic movements, which are: 

 
5.2.1 1st gripper edge detection and pitch move: 
 

Work supplied from loader is Y positioned by Y positioning set (frame align unit) and 1st 
gripper carries out work edge detection and X position is determined to complete the work 
positioning operation. If work edge detection is carried out without any error, it then 
feedback the detection data so that preform/mount can be done on island center.  
After the edge detection is completed, frame orientation is being checked to ensure the 
frame is in position. Implementation of this movement will be carried out only if this 
function switch is turn ON. 
 

Accordingly, it will be pitch transferred to frame passing position if the frame is too short to be 
transfer to perform position. However, if the frame is long enough to be transfer to perform 
position, it will be transfer to perform position and paste supply will be implemented. Pitch is 
transfer until 1st gripper almost reached its right limit and the work will be transfered to the 2nd 
gripper.   

 
 

5.2.2 2nd gripper pitch transfer: 
 

The work received from 1st gripper will be transfer to 1st perform position if 1st gripper set the 
frame at passing position. However, if 1st gripper transfer the frame to perform position,, 2nd 
gripper will standby at grip position to take over the pitch transfer. Paste supply at preform 
position and chip bonding at mount position will be carried out. After certain pitch transfer at 
mount position, the frame will be pass over to 3rd gripper to continue the pitch transfer at mount 
position. 
 

 
5.2.3 3rd gripper pitch transfer: 

 
Pitch transfer by 3rd gripper will be continued when 2nd gripper pass over the frame and 
returned to its grip position, chip bonding at mount position will then be carried out. When last 
row of bonding has been done, frame will be transfer to 3rd gripper right limit position and pass 
over to discharge gripper. 

 
5.2.4 Discharge feeder storage: 

 
The work received from 3rd gripper is set into the unloader by the discharge gripper or roller 
(depending on machine manufacturer date) and stored into the magazine. 
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5.3 Manual items 
 
 
This mode is use to turn ″ON″ and “OFF” on the selected item of the selected unit. In order to perform, 
the Manual Mode operation, choose Manual Mode and select the unit by using the mouse. Then 
pressed the ON  or OFF  key for the item action (movement). 
 
Table 5.1 Manual Actions item for feeder unit. 
 

No. Item Function Interlock 

[01] Supply 1 cycle ON Deliver a frame from supply feeder 
to preform 1st position. 

・ 1st gripper origin return is 
completed. 

・ Loader supply arm is not lowered 
to rail side. 

・ Work exist on supply rail 
・ No work at perform position 

[02] 1 cycle ON Perform feeder 1 cycle manual 
action.  

・ All gripper origin return is 
completed. 

・ Magazine is set on unloader elevator.
・ Preform head is not lowered to 

preform position. 
・ Bonding head is not lowered to 

mount position.  
・ Work exist on feeder rail 

[03] All origin return ON Perform origin return for all feeder 
units. 

・ Loader supply arm is not lowered to 
rail side.  

・ Preform head is not lowered to 
preform position 

・ Bonding head is not lowered to 
mount position.  

[04] Frame discharge cycle ON Discharge gripper performs frame 
discharge cycle independently.  

・ Magazine is set on unloader elevator.
・ Discharge gripper origin return is 

completed. 

[05] Unload work Unloader all the lead frame inside 
feeder into unloader. 

・ Feeder unit origin return is 
completed. 

[06] Preform target pos 
move ON Deliver a lead frame to the targeted 

preform position. 

・ Work exist at perform. 
・ No interfere at target position. 
・ Preform is not lowered to preform 

position. 

[07] Bonding target pos 
move ON Deliver a lead frame to the targeted 

mount position. 

・ Bonding head is not lowered to 
mount position.  

・ No interfere at target position. 

[08] 1st gripper origin 
return ON 1st gripper origin return and then 

clear the 1st gripper shift. None 

[09] 2nd gripper origin 
return ON 2nd gripper origin return and then 

clear the 2nd gripper shift. None 

[10] 3rd gripper origin 
return ON 3rd gripper origin return and then 

clear the 3rd gripper shift. None 
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[11] Discharge gripper 
origin return ON Discharge gripper origin return. None 

ON Supply feeder’s frame align unit 
close.  

・ Loader supply arm is not lowered to 
rail side.  

 
[12] Position set close/open 

OF
F 

Supply feeder’s frame align unit 
open. 

・ Loader supply arm is not lowered to 
rail side.  

ON 1st gripper open.  None 
 
[13] 1st gripper open/close 

OF
F 1st gripper close. None 

ON 2nd gripper open. None 
 
[14] 2nd gripper open/close 

OF
F 2nd gripper close. None 

ON 3rd gripper open. None 

 
[15] 3rd gripper open/close 

OF
F 3rd gripper close. None 

ON Discharge gripper open.  None 
 
[16] 

Discharge gripper 
open/close OF

F Discharge gripper close.  None 

ON Supply stopper down None 
 
[17] 

Work stopper (supply) 
down/up OF

F Supply stopper up. None 

ON Preform stopper down. None 

[18] Work stopper (PFM) 
down/up 

OF
F Preform stopper up. None 

ON Mount stopper down. None 

[19] Work stopper (BD) 
down/up OF

F Mount stopper up. None 

ON Feeder preform side frame suction 
vacuum ON. None 

[20] Island vacuum (PFM) 
ON/OFF OF

F 
Feeder preform side frame suction 
vacuum OFF. None 
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ON Feeder mount side frame suction 
vacuum ON. None 

[21] 
 

Island vacuum (BD) 
ON/OFF OF

F 
Feeder mount side frame suction 
vacuum ON. None 

[22] Orientation check pos 
1 move ON Supply gripper moves to 1st 

orientation check pos. 
・ Supply feeder origin return is 

completed. 

[23] Orientation check pos 
2 move ON Supply gripper moves to 2nd 

orientation check pos. 
・ Supply feeder origin return is 

completed. 

[24] Orientation check pos 
3 move ON Supply gripper moves to 3rd 

oriention check pos. 
・ Supply feeder origin return is 

completed. 

[25] 1st gripper 1 work grip 
teach ON Teaching the thickness of lead frame 

when 1 lead frame on supply feeder.
・ Supply feeder origin return is 

completed. 

[26] 1st gripper 2 work grip 
teach ON Teaching the thickness of lead frame 

when 2 lead frames on supply feeder.
・ Supply feeder origin return is 

completed 

[27] Dchg gripper standby 
pos move ON Discharge gripper moves to 

standby/origin position 
・ Discharge gripper origin return is 

completed. 

[28] Dchg gripper storage 
pos move ON 

Discharge gripper moves to the 
position when lead frame is being 
pushed into unloader. 

・ Discharge gripper origin return is 
completed. 

[29] Dchg gripper push pos 
move ON 

Discharge gripper moves to the 
position where discharge gripper will 
close before pushing lead frame into 
unloader during 3rd discharge 
movement.. 

・ Discharge gripper origin return is 
completed. 

[30] 1st gripper shift data 
clear ON 1st gripper shift information clear. None 

[31] 2nd gripper shift data 
clear ON 2nd gripper shift information clear. None 

[32] 3rd gripper shift data 
clear ON 3rd gripper shift information clear. None 

[33] Dchg gripper shift data 
clear ON Discharge gripper shift information 

clear. None 
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5.4 Parameter items 

 
This section describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using parameter 

mode. 
 

5.4.1 Parameter help usage explanation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
   

 
Parameter    

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5.3 Parameter help screen for feeder unit. 
 

Description:  
 
① : Graphic of explanation with detail information regarding the correspond parameter will  

pop up once the “help” button is clicked. 
 

② : Graphic of explanation with detail information. 
 

③ : Click on the “close” button to close the parameter help explanation and return to previous     
page. 

 
 

5.4.2 How to use unit parameter help 
 

1. Click on the “Adjust” button and the adjustment mode screen will be displayed. 
 
2. Select the “Feeder unit” button to select the regarding unit. 

 
3. Click on the “Parameter” button in order to display the parameter screen. A list of 

parameters will be displayed on the screen. 
 

4. Choose any parameter that needed and click on the item button. When selected, the cursor 
of the regarding parameter will turn to blue colour. 

 
5. In order to use the help function, click on the “help” button on the left side of the screen. 

Help screen 

Help button 
[①] 

[②]

Close button [③]
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6. A HELP window will display on the screen. Graphic display together with the description 

will include inside the HELP window. 
 

7. Click on the “close” button inside the HELP window to close the HELP window after 
finish reading. 

 
The HELP window will disappeared and return to parameter screen. 

 
 

5.4.3 Unit parameter 
 
 (Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 

 
Table 5.2 Parameter item for feeder unit 
 

No. Item Description Range  Unit Teaching

[01] Orientation check pos 1 
This parameter is the Y axis distance from 
frame edge to the 1st orientation check 
position.  

0 ～ 200000 μm Can 

[02] Orientation check logic 1 

Set the orientation check logic for 1st 
orientation check position.  
0：Direction detection function OFF  
1：Error when sensor (SQ5127) is ON 
during direction detection  
2：Error when sensor (SQ5127) is OFF 
during direction detection 

 0   ~   2  Cannot 

[03] Discharge push pos 
offset 

This parameter is the alignment to the 
discharge gripper position before pushing 
frame into unloader. 

-20000  
    ~  
      20000 

μm Cannot 

[04] Discharge push search 
level 

This parameter is the distance in which 
discharge gripper moves at constant speed 
before reaching discharge position. 

0  ～ 50000 μm Cannot 

[05] Discharge push search 
speed 

This parameter is the discharge gripper 
constant move speed when the distance to 
discharge position is lesser than parameter 
[Discharge push search level].  

1   ~  1000 mm/sec Cannot 

[06] Discharge storage pos 
align 

During 3rd discharge movement, discharge 
gripper will push lead frame into unloader. 
This parameter is the alignment to the 
mentioned target push position. 

-10000 ~ 5000 μm Can 

[07] Storage pos stroke  

This parameter is discharge gripper reverse 
stroke after pushing a frame into unloader 
before discharge gripper open. 
During 1st and 2nd discharge movement, 
discharge gripper will move to the 
mentioned discharge gripper open position 
only. 

0  ~  30000 μm Cannot 

[08] Preform pos right limit 
offset 

This parameter will set a pass line so that 
the 1st row of island block at the left side of 
it will consider as preform island. For PCB 
that is shorter than 150mm, this parameter 
is fixed at 15,000μm. This parameter is 
factory setting and should not be changed 
after machine shipping unless new product 
introduction.    

0  ~  60000 μm Cannot 

[09] Pull in pos align 
(MGLD) 

This parameter is the alignment to the 1st 
gripper target move position when pulling 
in a lead frame from magazine loader.    

-10000~10000 μm Can 
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[10] Preform pos align This parameter will align the feeder 
transfer position at preform side. -5000 ~5000 μm Cannot 

[11] Pass pos align  

This parameter will align the pass position 
between 1st gripper and 2nd gripper. Pass 
position only exists when lead frame is 
short and 1st gripper can not deliver lead 
frame directly to preform position.  

-5000 ~ 5000 μm Cannot 

[12] 1st discharge move stop 
offset 

During 1st discharge movement, discharge 
gripper will stop at this position; gripper 
will open and then close again, before 
moving to unload position. 
Please set this parameter to 0 when not 
using this function. 

0 ~  200000 μm Cannot 

[13] 2nd discharge move stop 
offset 

During 2nd discharge movement, discharge 
gripper will stop at this position; gripper 
will open and then close again before 
moving to unload position. Please set this 
parameter to 0 when not using this 
function. 

0 ~  200000 μm Cannot 

[14] 1st gripper grip pos 
offset 

This parameter is the offset to the 1st 
gripper frame grip position (which is 
calculated by software). 

-55000~35000 μm Cannot 

[15] Loader supply timing 
This parameter is the number of repeat 
block distance between lead frames. 
Please refer to Figure 5-4-1. 

0   ~    2 μm Cannot 

[16] Work transfer pitch (No 
gap) 

1st gripper when pitch transfers a frame, 1st 
gripper will maintain an extra gap with 
frame in front which is gripped by 2nd 
gripper. The extra gap mentioned is 
determine by this parameter. 

0  ~  1000 μm Cannot 

[17] Stopper force  Set the stopper force for the voice coil type 
stopper. 0   ~    5 N Cannot 

[18] 1st time discharge pos 

If the discharge gripper is clamper type 
(Optional type), this parameter is the 
discharge gripper maximum travel stroke 
during 1st discharge movement. 

0 ~  200000 μm Cannot 

[19] Work minimum distance The parameter set the minimum distance 
between lead frames during frame transfer. 0  ~  20000 μm Cannot 

[20] Double frame discharge 
retry No. 

This parameter is the number of time 
feeder and loader remove the double 
frames on supply feeder and then supply 
new frame to it.  
This function is OFF when this parameter 
is 0. 

0   ~   10  Cannot 

[21] Frame pickup timing 

Loader will only supply the frame to feeder 
according to the remaining rows set in this 
parameter.  
Example : A frame has 26 rows.  
If parameter value 1, loader will supply 
frame to feeder when the perform 
recognition is currrently at row 25(remain 
row = 1) . 
If parameter value 2, loader will supply 
frame to feeder when the perform 
recognition is currrently at row 24(remain 
row = 2) . 
(NOTE : This parameter only applied when
the parameter [LOADER SUPPLY  
TIMING] is 0.) 

0  ~  100  Cannot 
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Indication: ①LOADER SUPPLY TIMING 

Figure 5-4-1 Loader supply timing 
 
 
 
 

5.4.4 Magazine parameter（Work data） 
 

No. Item Description Range  Unit Teaching 
[01] First island center position  

 
Set the length from the edge to the 1st 
island’s center.  

 1 ～ 
   10000 

μm Cannot  

[02] Work length  Set length of work. This is used in 
loader work supply timing and each 
gripper position setting.  

 5000 ～ 
   
300000 

μm Cannot 

[03] Island depress Set work depresses. This is used in 
setting of adapter plate height.  

 0 ～ 
   1000 

μm Cannot 

 
Table 5.3 Magazine parameter item for feeder unit. 
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5.4.5 Function SW 
 

     Item Description 
Island vacuum ON/OFF SW Turn ON to enable feeder vacuum suction at preform side and mount side. 

Island vacuum chk(PFM) SW Turn ON to enable vacuum suction detection at preform position. (Vacuum 
detection sensor is necessary) 

Island vacuum chk(BD) SW Turn ON to enable vacuum suction detection at bonding position. (Vacuum 
detection sensor is necessary) 

Work stopper ON/OFF SW Turn ON to enable preform and mount stopper. 

Double frame check ON/OFF SW Turn ON to enable double frame detection  

Supply stopper ON/OFF SW Turn ON to enable supply stopper. 

BCOS req. 1 frame supply SW Switch ON to enable 1 frame inside feeder when BCOS is in use. 

Paste harden timer error SW Turn ON to enable machine error when preform paste hardening time up. 

Supply work blow ON/OFF SW Turn ON to enable supply work blow 

Feed align ON/OFF SW Turn ON to enable feeder transfer pitch align due to heater. 

 
Table 5.4 Function switch item for feeder unit. 
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5.5 Teaching Items 

 
This chapter describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using TEACHING 
mode. 

 
5.5.1 Teaching items 
＊ Please performing teaching only after frame edge detection was done 

    Name  Teaching method 
Orientation check pos 1＊ Teaching over supply gripper position so that the 1st orientation 

check position of the frame being gripper by it is directly below 
orientation detection sensor (SQ5127). 

Orientation check pos 2＊ Teaching over supply gripper position so that the 2nd orientation 
check position of the frame being gripper by it is directly below 
orientation detection sensor (SQ5127). 

Orientation check pos 3＊ Teaching over supply gripper position so that the 3rd orientation 
check position of the frame being gripper by it is directly below 
orientation detection sensor (SQ5127). 

Pull in pos align (Mg LD) Teaching over supply gripper position after pulling in a frame from 
magazine loader.  

Dchg gripper storage pos align Teaching over discharge gripper position after pushing in a lead 
frame into unloader. 

    Note: Please refer to parameter on description of teaching points 
 

Table 5.5 Teaching Item for feeder unit. 
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5.5.2  Manual items 

 
     Name Corresponding manual menu or explanation  

All origin return ON：Perform origin return for all feeder units. 
1st gripper origin return ON：1st gripper origin return and then clear the 1st gripper shift. 
2nd gripper origin return ON：2nd gripper origin return and then clear the 2nd gripper shift. 
3rd gripper origin return ON：3rd gripper origin return and then clear the 3rd gripper shift. 
Dchg gripper origin return ON：Discharge gripper origin return. 
Position set close/open ON：Supply feeder’s frame align unit close. 

OFF：Supply feeder’s frame align unit open.  
1st gripper open/close ON：1st gripper open 

OFF：1st gripper close  
2nd gripper open/close ON：2nd gripper open 

OFF：2nd gripper close  
3rd gripper open/close ON：3rd gripper open 

OFF：3rd gripper close  
Dchg gripper open/close ON：Discharge gripper open 

OFF：Discharge gripper close  
Work stopper (supply) 
down/up 

ON：Supply stopper down 
OFF：Supply stopper up 

Work stopper (PFM) down/up ON：Preform stopper down. 
OFF：Preform stopper up 

Work stopper (BD) down/up ON：Mount stopper down  
OFF：Mount stopper up 

Island vacuum (PFM) ON/OFF  ON：Feeder preform side frame suction vacuum ON 
OFF：Feeder preform side frame suction vacuum OFF  

Island vacuum (BD) ON/OFF ON：Feeder mount side frame suction vacuum ON 
OFF：Feeder mount side frame suction vacuum OFF 

Orientation check pos 1 move ON：Supply gripper moves to 1st orientation check pos 
Orientation check pos 2 move ON：Supply gripper moves to 2nd orientation check pos 
Orientation check pos 3 move ON：Supply gripper moves to 3rd orientation check pos 
1st gripper 1 work grip teach ON：Teaching the thickness of lead frame when 1 lead frame on 

supply feeder. 
1st gripper 2 work grip teach ON：Teaching the thickness of lead frame when 2 lead frames on 

supply feeder. 
Teaching 1 cycle ON：Supply gripper grips a frame and then performing edge search.

 
Table 5.6 Manual teaching Item for feeder unit. 
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5.6  Error message 

 
 
This section describes the error and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R machine 
monitor during operation. For machine to run smoothly and to avoid frame scratch and jammed, error 
detect and interlock is build in the software. 
 

 When trouble or interlock happened, error message will be display on the machine monitor and at the 
same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower red lamp will be blinking and machine stop running. 
 
5.6.1 Error message help usage explanation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.4 Error messages screen. 
 
Description:  
 

① ： Button to access feeder unit manual mode origin return command. With this button user no need 
go to manual mode and perform origin return. 

② ： When user click this button system will directly open “Recognition edit” menu. 
③ ： During island NG/Error user have option to manual teach the position and continue running. 
④ ： Cancel the error messages screen. 
⑤ ： Reset the buzzer during error occurred.  
 
  
 
 
 

Unit Origin 
Return button

[①] 

Rec. Edit 
Button 
[②] 

[⑤] 
Reset buzzer  
Sound button 

Manual adjust 
Button 
[③] 

Cancel 
Button 
[④] 
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5.6.2 Error message help usage explanation  
 
Below is the explanation for all the troubles. 
 
 
Error message:  Work alignment error  
Error code:  FEE00-6001 
■Causes 
Frame was not properly supply to the work align 
unit, which caused the frame on it unable to reach 
position of edge sensor SQ5124 after the work 
align unit was closed. 

■Actions 
Please check the sensor SQ5124 for it I/O condition and adjust the 
loader arm if necessary. 

 
Error message:  Double frame was detected 
Error code:  FEE00-6002 
■ Causes 
Sensor SQ50A1 had detected the frame gripped 
by 1st gripper was thicker than setting. 

■Actions 
Please remove the double frame. 
If only single frame was gripped, please re-do the feeder teaching action 
"1 frame grip teaching" and "2 frame grip teaching" again. 

 
Error message:  Edge detection error 
Error code:  FEE00-6003 
■ Causes 
During work edge detection cycle, work edge 
unable to reach the edge detect sensor SQ5127 
position. 

■Actions 
Check work supply position and edge detect sensor SQ5127 position and 
correct related parameter if necessary. 

 
Error message:  Edge detect sensor ON error 
Error code:  FEE00-6004 
■ Causes 
Edge detect sensor SQ5127 was ON before work 
edge detection cycle begin. 

■Actions 
If the work edge has actually reached the edge detect sensor SQ5127, 
please check work supply position and edge detect sensor SQ5127 
position.  
If the error is displayed even before the work edge has reached the edge 
detect sensor SQ5127, please adjust the edge detection sensor SQ5127 
logic setting and sensitivity. 

 
Error message:  Work orientation error 
Error code:  FEE00-6005 
■ Causes 
Work orientation was detected wrong by sensor 
SQ5127. 

■Actions 
Please set the work at correct direction. If work already set at correct 
direction, 
please check frame orientation detect sensor SQ5127 and its related 
parameter. 

 
Error message:  Preform position island vacuum error 
Error code:  FEE00-6006 
■Causes 
Preform position vacuum is turn ON but vacuum 
pressure did not shows work exist. 

■Actions 
Please check whether work at preform position is suck down properly. 
Please check the setting for vacuum sensor (SP5112) for preform 
position. 
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Error message:  Bonding position island vacuum error 

Error code:  FEE00-6007 

■ Causes 
Bonding position vacuum is turn ON but vacuum 
pressure did not shows work exist. 

■Actions 
Please check whether work at bonding position is suck down properly. 
Please check the setting for vacuum sensor (SP5113) for bonding 
position. 

 
Error message:  Work clamp move down error (supply) 
Error code:  FEE00-6008 
■ Causes 
Work clamp up detect not turn OFF/down detect 
sensor not turn ON after work clamp down 
movement. 

■Actions 
Please check supply position work clamp movement in feeder 
MANUAL action. 
If not moving properly, please check solenoid valve (YV5108) wiring 
and piping. 
If movement is normal, please check up detect sensor
(SQ5114)/down detect sensor (SQ5115) position and wiring. 

 

Error message:  Work clamp move up error (supply) 
Error code:  FEE00-6009 
■ Causes 
Work clamp up detect sensor not turn ON/down 
detect not turn off after work clamp up movement.

■Actions 
Please check supply position work clamp movement in feeder 
MANUAL action. 
If not moving properly, please check solenoid valve (YV5108) wiring 
and piping. 
If movement is normal, please check up detect sensor (SQ5114)/down 
detect sensor (SQ5115) position and wiring. 

 
Error message:  Work clamp move down error (preform) 
Error code:  FEE00-6010 
■ Causes 
Work clamp up detect not turn off after work 
clamp down movement. 

■Actions 
Please check preform position work clamp movement in feeder 
MANUAL action. 
If not moving properly, please check voice coil (VCM5101) wiring. 
If movement is normal, please check up detect sensor (SQ5110) position 
and wiring. 

 

Error message:  Work clamp move up error (preform) 
Error code:  FEE00-6011 
■ Causes 
Work clamp up detect sensor not turn on after 
work clamp up movement. 

■Actions 
Please check preform position work clamp movement in feeder 
MANUAL action. 
If not moving properly, please check voice coil (VCM5101) wiring. 
If movement is normal, please check up detect sensor (SQ5110) position 
and wiring. 

 

Error message:  Work clamp move down error (bonding) 
Error code:  FEE00-6012 
■ Causes 
Work clamp up detect not turn off after work 
clamp down movement. 

■Actions 
Please check bonding position work clamp movement in feeder 
MANUAL action. 
If not moving properly, please check voice coil (VCM5102) wiring. 
If movement is normal, please check up detect sensor (SQ5111) position 
and wiring. 
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Error message:  Work clamp move up error (bonding) 
Error code:  FEE00-6013 
■ Causes 
Work clamp up detect sensor not turn on after 
work clamp up movement. 

■Actions 
Please check bonding position work clamp movement in feeder 
MANUAL action. 
If not moving properly, please check voice coil (VCM5102) wiring. 
If movement is normal, please check up detect sensor (SQ5111) position 
and wiring. 

 

Error message:  Work Discharge Error 
Error code:  FEE00-6014 
■ Causes 
Frame exist sensor OFF during discharge cycle. 

■Actions 
Probably frame exist sensor or its wiring problem. Or discharge position 
parameter or push position parameter miss. 

 

Error message:  Frame Jam Error 
Error code:  FEE00-6015 
■ Causes 
Frame exist sensor ON after discharge cycle. 

■Actions 
Probably frame exist sensor or its wiring problem. Or frame Jam. Check 
whether unloader pitch align with feeder rail and adjust unloader 
paramater is necessary. 
If frame jam at exist, remove jammed frame or push it into unloader 
magazine and move unloader elevator up 1 pitch. 

 

Error message:  Illegal work at supply rail 
Error code:  FEE00-6016 
■ Causes 
After the completion of 1st feeder work 
supplying, work detection sensor still detects 
work existence on the align unit stage. 

■Actions 
During auto run, this error will appear when work is placed manually on 
the align unit stage. 
Or, sensor may have malfunction or work may have dropped on sensor 
during double frame discharge cycle. 

 

Error message:  Target position work interfere 
Error code:  FEE00-6017 
■ Causes 
Target move position has work interference (shift 
information). 

■Actions 
Execute auto mode or 1 cycle to remove frame (shift information) and 
continue. 

 

Error message:  Loader arm down interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6018 
■ Causes 
Loader arm is at down position or loader origin 
return is not completed. 

■Actions 
Carry out loader origin return. 

 

Error message:  Preform head down interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6019 
■ Causes 
Feeder pitch transfer cannot be done as preform Z 
axis is lowered to rail top. 

■Actions 
Raise up preform Z axis. 
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Error message:  Bonding head down interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6020 
■Causes 
Feeder pitch transfer cannot be done as bonding 
head Z axis is lowered to rail top. 

■Actions 
Carry out bonding head origin return. 

 
Error message:  No work at supply position 
Error code:  FEE00-6021 
■Causes 
Work not detected at supply rail position. 

■Actions 
Please supply work to supply position and continue. 

 
Error message:  No work on feeder 
Error code:  FEE00-6022 
■ Causes 
Work not detected at feeder rail. 

■Actions 
Please supply work to feeder and continue. 

 
Error message:  Supply work stopper down interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6023 
■Causes 
Feeder pitch transfer cannot be done as Supply 
work stopper is lowered to rail top. 

■Actions 
Raise up Supply work stopper. 

 
Error message:  Return 1st gripper to origin 
Error code:  FEE00-6026 
■Causes 
1st gripper origin return not complete or not 
return to origin after error. 

■Actions 
Return 1st gripper to origin in MANUAL mode. 

 
Error message:  1st gripper origin return error 
Error code:  FEE00-6027 
■ Causes 
Error occurred during 1st gripper origin return 
movement. 

■Actions 
Check origin sensor position and signal. 

 
Error message:  1st gripper servo alarm error 
Error code:  FEE00-6028 
■ Causes 
1st gripper servo alarm detected. Servo motor 
maybe overload or driver internal error. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. 
Check the wiring until the motor and servo driver setting. 

 
Error message:  1st gripper + limit in error 
Error code:  FEE00-6029 
■ Causes 
1st gripper + software limit is ON during 1st 
gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return 1st gripper to origin. Rectify the setting if it has entered the ＋
software limit. 
Please check 1st gripper + software limit parameter setting. 

 
Error message:  1st gripper - limit in error 
Error code:  FEE00-6030 
■ Causes 
1st gripper - software limit is ON during 1st 
gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return 1st gripper to origin. Rectify the setting if it has entered the -
software limit. 
Please check 1st gripper - software limit parameter setting. 
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Error message:  1st gripper movement not complete 
Error code:  FEE00-6031 
■ Causes 
1st gripper movement not complete within 
specific period of time. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 

 
Error message:  1st gripper motor error 
Error code:  FEE00-6032 
■ Causes 
Command was given for 1st gripper operation but 
error occurred at motor. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sale personnel. 

 
Error message:  1st gripper grip open error 
Error code:  FEE00-6033 
■Causes 
1st gripper grip movement not complete within 
specific period of time after move command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for 1st gripper. 
Check gripper grip open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 

 
Error message:  1st gripper grip close error 
Error code:  FEE00-6034 
■Causes 
1st gripper grip movement not complete within 
specific period of time after move command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for 1st gripper. 
Check gripper grip open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 

 
Error message:  1st gripper teaching movement limit over 
Error code:  FEE00-6035 
■Causes 
1st gripper movement limit over during 1st 
gripper teaching. 

■Actions 
When teaching each movement position, move it to the teaching position 
under TEACHING mode and carry out teaching. 
When carrying out this operation, the soft limit would have been reached 
and it would not move more than that. 

 
Error message:  Return 2nd gripper to origin 
Error code:  FEE00-6036 
■Causes 
2nd gripper origin return not complete or not 
return to origin after error. 

■Actions 
Return 2nd gripper to origin in MANUAL mode. 

 
Error message:  2nd gripper origin return error 
Error code:  FEE00-6037 
■Causes 
Error occurred during 2nd gripper origin return 
movement. 

■Actions 
Check origin sensor position and signal. 

 
Error message:  2nd gripper servo alarm error 
Error code:  FEE00-6038 
■Causes 
2nd gripper servo alarm detected. Servo motor 
maybe overload or driver internal error. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. 
Check the wiring until the motor and servo driver setting. 

 
Error message:  2nd gripper + limit in error 
Error code:  FEE00-6039 
■Causes 
2nd gripper + software limit is ON during 2nd 
gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return 2nd gripper to origin. Rectify the setting if it has entered the ＋
software limit. 
Please check 2nd gripper + software limit parameter setting. 
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Error message:  2nd gripper - limit in error 
Error code:  FEE00-6040 
■Causes 
2nd gripper - software limit is ON during 2nd 
gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return 2nd gripper to origin. Rectify the setting if it has entered the -
software limit. 
Please check 2nd gripper - software limit parameter setting. 

 
Error message:  2nd gripper movement not complete 
Error code:  FEE00-6041 
■Causes 
2nd gripper movement not complete within 
specific period of time. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 

 
Error message:  2nd gripper motor error 
Error code:  FEE00-6042 
■ Causes 
Command was given for 2nd gripper operation 
but error occurred at motor. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sale personnel. 

 
Error message:  2nd gripper grip open error 
Error code:  FEE00-6043 
■Causes 
2nd gripper grip movement not complete within 
specific period of time after move command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for 2nd gripper. 
Check gripper grip open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 

 
Error message:  2nd gripper grip close error 
Error code:  FEE00-6044 
■Causes 
2nd gripper grip movement not complete within 
specific period of time after move command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for 2nd gripper. 
Check gripper grip open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 

 
Error message:  2nd gripper teaching movement limit over 
Error code:  FEE00-6045 
■Causes 
2nd gripper movement limit over during discharge 
gripper teaching. 

■Actions 
When teaching each movement position, move it to the teaching position
under TEACHING mode and carry out teaching. 
When carrying out this operation, the soft limit would have been reached 
and it would not move more than that. 

 
Error message:  Return 3rd gripper to origin 
Error code:  FEE00-6046 
■Causes 
3rd gripper origin return not complete or not 
return to origin after error. 

■Actions 
Return 3rd gripper to origin in MANUAL mode. 

 
Error message: 3rd gripper origin return error 
Error code:  FEE00-6047 
■Causes 
Error occurred during 3rd gripper origin return 
movement. 

■Actions 
Check origin sensor position and signal. 
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Error message:  3rd gripper servo alarm error 
Error code:  FEE00-6048 
■Causes 
3rd gripper servo alarm detected. Servo motor
maybe overload or driver internal error. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. 
Check the wiring until the motor and servo driver setting. 

 
Error message:  3rd gripper + limit in error 
Error code:  FEE00-6049 
■Causes 
3rd gripper + software limit is ON during 3rd 
gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return 3rd gripper to origin. Rectify the setting if it has entered the ＋
software limit. 
Please check 3rd gripper + software limit parameter setting. 

 
Error message:  3rd gripper - limit in error 
Error code:  FEE00-6050 
■Causes 
3rd gripper - software limit is ON during 3rd 
gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return 3rd gripper to origin. Rectify the setting if it has entered the -
software limit. 
Please check 3rd gripper - software limit parameter setting. 

 
Error message:  3rd gripper movement not complete 
Error code:  FEE00-6051 
■Causes 
3rd gripper movement not complete within 
specific period of time. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 

 
Error message:  3rd gripper motor error 
Error code:  FEE00-6052 
■Causes 
Command was given for 3rd gripper operation but 
error occurred at motor. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sale personnel. 

 
Error message:  3rd gripper grip open error 
Error code:  FEE00-6053 
■Causes 
3rd gripper grip movement not complete within 
specific period of time after move command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for 3rd gripper. 
Check gripper grip open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 

 
Error message:  3rd gripper grip close error 
Error code:  FEE00-6054 
■Causes 
3rd gripper grip movement not complete within 
specific period of time after move command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for 3rd gripper. 
Check gripper grip open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 

 
Error message:  3rd gripper teaching movement limit over 
Error code:  FEE00-6055 
■Causes 
3rd gripper movement limit over during 3rd 
gripper teaching. 

■Actions 
When teaching each movement position, move it to the teaching 
position under TEACHING mode and carry out teaching. 
When carrying out this operation, the soft limit would have been reached 
and it would not move more than that. 
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Error message:  Return supply gripper to origin 
Error code:  FEE00-6056 
■Causes 
Supply gripper origin return not complete or not 
return to origin after error. 

■Actions 
Return supply gripper to origin in MANUAL mode. 

 
Error message:  Supply gripper origin return error 
Error code:  FEE00-6057 
■Causes 
Error occurred during supply gripper origin return 
movement. 

■Actions 
Check origin sensor position and signal. 

 
Error message:  Supply gripper servo alarm error 
Error code:  FEE00-6058 
■Causes 
Supply gripper servo alarm detected. Servo motor 
maybe overload or driver internal error. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. 
Check the wiring until the motor and servo driver setting. 

 
Error message:  Supply gripper + limit in error 
Error code:  FEE00-6059 
■Causes 
Supply gripper + software limit is ON during 
supply gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return supply gripper to origin. Rectify the setting if it has entered the 
＋ software limit. 
Please check supply gripper + software limit parameter setting. 

 
Error message:  Supply gripper - limit in error 
Error code:  FEE00-6060 
■Causes 
Supply gripper - software limit is ON during 
supply gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return supply gripper to origin. Rectify the setting if it has entered the -
software limit. 
Please check supply gripper - software limit parameter setting. 

 
Error message:  Supply gripper movement not complete 
Error code:  FEE00-6061 
■Causes 
Supply gripper movement not complete within 
specific period of time. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 

 
Error message:  Supply gripper motor error 
Error code:  FEE00-6062 
■Causes 
Command was given for supply gripper operation 
but error occurred at motor. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sale personnel. 

 
Error message:  Supply gripper grip open error 
Error code:  FEE00-6063 
■Causes 
Supply gripper grip movement not complete 
within specific period of time after move 
command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for discharge gripper. 
Check gripper grip open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 

 
Error message:  Supply gripper grip close error 
Error code:  FEE00-6064 
■Causes 
Supply gripper grip movement not complete 
within specific period of time after move 
command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for supply gripper. 
Check gripper grip open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 
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Error message:  Supply gripper teaching movement limit over 
Error code:  FEE00-6065 
■Causes 
Supply gripper movement limit over during 
supply gripper teaching. 

■Actions 
When teaching each movement position, move it to the teaching position 
under TEACHING mode and carry out teaching. 
When carrying out this operation, the soft limit would have been reached 
and it would not move more than that. 

 
Error message:  Return discharge gripper to origin 
Error code:  FEE00-6066 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper origin return not complete or 
not return to origin after error. 

■Actions 
Return discharge gripper to origin in MANUAL mode. 

 
Error message:  Discharge gripper origin return error 
Error code:  FEE00-6067 
■Causes 
Error occured during discharge gripper origin 
return movement. 

■Actions 
Check origin sensor position and signal. 

 
Error message:  Discharge gripper servo alarm error 
Error code:  FEE00-6068 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper servo alarm detected. Servo 
motor maybe overload or driver internal error. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. 
Check the wiring until the motor and servo driver setting. 

 
Error message:  Discharge gripper + limit in error 
Error code:  FEE00-6069 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper + software limit is ON during 
discharge gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return discharge gripper to origin. Rectify the setting if it has entered 
the ＋ software limit. 
Please check discharge gripper + software limit parameter setting. 

 
Error message:  Discharge gripper - limit in error 
Error code:  FEE00-6070 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper - software limit is ON during 
discharge gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return discharge gripper to origin. Rectify the setting if it has entered 
the - software limit. 
Please check discharge gripper - software limit parameter setting. 

 
Error message:  Discharge gripper movement not complete 
Error code:  FEE00-6071 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper movement not complete within 
specific period of time. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 

 
Error message:  Discharge gripper motor error 
Error code:  FEE00-6072 
■Causes 
Command was given for discharge gripper 
operation but error occurred at motor. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sale personnel. 
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Error message:  Discharge gripper grip open error 
Error code:  FEE00-6073 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper grip movement not complete 
within specific period of time after move
command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for discharge gripper. 

Check gripper grip open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 
 
Error message:  Discharge gripper grip close error 
Error code:  FEE00-6074 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper grip movement not complete 
within specific period of time after move 
command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for discharge gripper. 
Check gripper grip open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 

 
Error message:  Discharge gripper teaching movement limit over 
Error code:  FEE00-6075 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper movement limit over during 
discharge gripper teaching. 

■Actions 
When teaching each movement position, move it to the teaching position 
under TEACHING mode and carry out teaching. 
When carrying out this operation, the soft limit would have been reached 
and it would not move more than that. 

 
Error message:  Unloader magazine not set 
Error code:  FEE00-6081 
■Causes 
Unloader magazine not set or there is no 
magazine at work storage position. 

■Actions 
Please set magazine to unloader. If there is no magazine at storage 
position, move the magazine until the storage position in MANUAL 
mode. 
If magazine is set, check magazine detect sensors and its wiring. 

 
Error message:  Pitch transfer interlock by unloader 
Error code:  FEE00-6082 
■Causes 
No magazine at unloader or unloader not at 
storage position, pitch transfer by belt feeder is 
prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please set a magazine to unloader or move unloader to storage position.

 
Error message:  Frame align unit open interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6083 
■Causes 
Frame align unit open when work is gripped. 

■Actions 
Please remove work, and restart. 

 
Error message: 1st gripper open interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6084 
■Causes 
1st gripper is open, movement prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please close 1st gripper. 

 
Error message: 2nd gripper open interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6085 
■Causes 
2nd gripper is open, movement prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please close 2nd gripper. 

 
Error message: 3rd gripper open interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6086 
■Causes 
3rd gripper is open, movement prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please close 3rd gripper. 
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Error message: Preform position work stopper up interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6087 
■Causes 
Preform position stopper is in up position, 
preform head movement prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please move preform stopper to down position. 

 
Error message: Bonding position work stopper up interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6088 
■Causes 
Bonding position stopper is in up position, 
bonding head movement prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please move bonding stopper to down position. 

 
Error message: Work exists at passing position 
Error code:  FEE00-6090 
■Causes 
1st gripper 1 cycle operation tried to be done but 
there is work at passing position/preform position 
(shown by internal information/SHIFT data). 

■Actions 
Either carry out auto-run or move 2nd gripper and preform in manual 
mode. Perform this until there is no work at passing/preform position. 

 
Error message: No work at 1st gripper 
Error code:  FEE00-6091 
■Causes 
1 cycle operation tried to be performed without 
any work on the 1st gripper. 

■Actions 
Carry out cycle operation after work supply from loader. If work exist on 
loader rail, please check work detect sensor and its sensitivity. 

 
Error message: No work at 2nd gripper 
Error code:  FEE00-6092 
■Causes 
1 cycle operation tried to be performed without 
any work on the 2nd gripper. 

■Actions 
Carry out cycle operation after work supply from loader. 

 
Error message: No work at 3rd gripper 
Error code:  FEE00-6093 
■Causes 
1 cycle operation tried to be performed without 
any work on the 3rd gripper. 

■Actions 
Carry out cycle operation after work supply from loader. 

 
Error message: Multiple work 
Error code:  FEE00-6094 
■Causes 
For specified island position movement or wizard, 
only one work is allowed on the rail. 

■Actions 
Please remove work on rail. 

 
Error message: Work length parameter error 
Error code:  FEE00-6095 
■Causes 
Work length in parameter and calculated work 
length not tally. 

■Actions 
Please check work parameter. 

 
Error message: Unloader unknown position interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6096 
■Causes 
Unloader position is unknown. 

■Actions 
Please carry out unloader origin return operation. 
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Error message: Gripper pass position calculation error 
Error code:  FEE00-6098 
■Causes 
Gripper pass position calculation error. 

■Actions 
Please check work parameter. 

 
Error message: Feeder others error 
Error code:  FEE00-6099 
■Causes 
Internal error. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sale personnel. 

 
Error message: 1st gripper soft limit setting error 
Error code:  FEE00-6101 
■Causes 
1st gripper soft limit setting miss. 

■Actions 
Please set 1st gripper soft limit again in Super User mode. 

 
Error message: 2nd gripper soft limit setting error 
Error code:  FEE00-6102 
■Causes 
2nd gripper soft limit setting miss. 

■Actions 
Please set 2nd gripper soft limit again in Super User mode. 

 
Error message: 3rd gripper soft limit setting error 
Error code:  FEE00-6103 
■Causes 
3rd gripper soft limit setting miss. 

■Actions 
Please set 3rd gripper soft limit again in Super User mode. 

 
Error message: Supply gripper soft limit setting error 
Error code:  FEE00-6104 
■Causes 
Supply gripper soft limit setting miss. 

■Actions 
Please set supply gripper soft limit again in Super User mode. 

 
Error message: Discharge gripper soft limit setting error 
Error code:  FEE00-6105 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper soft limit setting miss. 

■Actions 
Please set discharge gripper soft limit again in Super User mode. 

 
Error message: 1st gripper close interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6107 
■Causes 
1st gripper is closed, movement interlock. 

■Actions 
Please move 1st gripper grip to open position. 

 
Error message: 2nd gripper close interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6108 
■Causes 
2nd gripper is closed, movement interlock. 

■Actions 
Please move 2nd gripper grip to open position. 

 
Error message: 3rd gripper close interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6109 
■Causes 
3rd gripper is closed, movement interlock. 

■Actions 
Please move 3rd gripper grip to open position. 

 
Error message: 1st gripper encoder error 
Error code:  FEE00-6110 
■Causes 
1st gripper encoder signal error. 

■Actions 
Please check motor wiring and servo setting. 
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Error message: 2nd gripper encoder error 
Error code:  FEE00-6111 
■Causes 
2nd gripper encoder signal error. 

■Actions 
Please check motor wiring and servo setting. 

 
Error message: 3rd gripper encoder error 
Error code:  FEE00-6112 
■Causes 
3rd gripper encoder signal error. 

■Actions 
Please check motor wiring and servo setting. 

 
Error message: Position input error 
Error code:  FEE00-6113 
■Causes 
Specified input data error. 

■Actions 
Please enter correct number. 

 
Error message: 1st gripper position error 
Error code:  FEE00-6114 
■Causes 
1st gripper position not tally with internal 
information. 

■Actions 
Please return 1st gripper to origin. 

 
Error message: 2nd gripper position error 
Error code:  FEE00-6115 
■Causes 
2nd gripper position not tally with internal 
information. 

■Actions 
Please return 2nd gripper to origin. 

 
Error message: 3rd gripper position error 
Error code:  FEE00-6116 
■Causes 
3rd gripper position not tally with internal 
information. 

■Actions 
Please return 3rd gripper to origin. 

 
Error message: X direction island count parameter setting error 
Error code:  FEE00-6117 
■Causes 
Work data X direction count and individual pitch 
setting island count not tally. 

■Actions 
Please check work data setting. 

 
Error message: 1st gripper + hardware limit in 
Error code:  FEE00-6118 
■Causes 
1st gripper + hardware limit in during 1st gripper 
movement. 

■Actions 
Return 1st gripper to origin and correct any parameter mistake.R 

 
Error message: 1st gripper - hardware limit in 
Error code:  FEE00-6119 
■Causes 
1st gripper - hardware limit in during 1st gripper 
movement. 

■Actions 
Return 1st gripper to origin and correct any parameter mistake. 

 
Error message: 2nd gripper + hardware limit in 
Error code:  FEE00-6120 
■Causes 
2nd gripper + hardware limit in during 2nd 
gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return 2nd gripper to origin and correct any parameter mistake. 
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Error message: 2nd gripper - hardware limit in. 
Error code:  FEE00-6121 
■Causes 
2nd gripper - hardware limit in during 2nd gripper 
movement. 

■Actions 
Return 2nd gripper to origin and correct any parameter mistake. 

 
Error message: 3rd gripper + hardware limit in 
Error code:  FEE00-6122 
■Causes 
3rd gripper + hardware limit in during 3rd gripper 
movement. 

■Actions 
Return 3rd gripper to origin and correct any parameter mistake. 

 
Error message: 3rd gripper - hardware limit in 
Error code:  FEE00-6123 
■Causes 
3rd gripper - hardware limit in during 3rd gripper 
movement. 

■Actions 
Return 3rd gripper to origin and correct any parameter mistake. 

 
Error message: Discharge gripper + hardware limit in 
Error code:  FEE00-6124 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper + hardware limit in during 
discharge gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return discharge gripper to origin and correct any parameter mistake. 

 
Error message: Discharge gripper - hardware limit in 
Error code:  FEE00-6125 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper - hardware limit in during 
discharge gripper movement. 

■Actions 
Return discharge gripper to origin and correct any parameter mistake. 

 
Error message: Mount head not at standby position interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6126 
■Causes 
Mount head not at standby position. 

■Actions 
Move mount head to standby position. 

 
Error message: Pulse motor power OFF 
Error code:  FEE00-6128 
■Causes 
Pulse motor power is OFF. 

■Actions 
Please switch ON pulse motor power. 

 
Error message: Preform stopper down interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6129 
■Causes 
Preform stopper is not at up position. 

■Actions 
Please move preform stopper to up position. 

 
Error message: Mount stopper down interlock. 
Error code:  FEE00-6130 
■Causes 
Mount stopper is not at up position. 

■Actions 
Please move mount stopper to up position. 

 
Error message: No work at preform position 
Error code:  FEE00-6131 
■Causes 
No work at preform position during cycle or 
wizard movement. 
Or work X direction last island exist at preform 
position. 

■Actions 
Supply work to preform position (beside last X island) and continue. 
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Error message: No work at mount position 
Error code:  FEE00-6132 
■Causes 
No work at mount position during cycle or wizard 
movement. 
Or work X direction last island exist at mount 
position. 

■Actions 
Supply work to mount position (beside last X island) and continue. 

 
Error message: Current row already preform done 
Error code:  FEE00-6133 
■Causes 
Current row preform already done during cycle or 
wizard movement. 

■Actions 
Please feed 1 pitch and continue. 

 
Error message: Current row already mount done 
Error code:  FEE00-6134 
■Causes 
Current row mount already done during cycle or 
wizard movement. 

■Actions 
Please feed 1 pitch and continue. 

 
Error message: Discharge gripper overload 
Error code:  FEE00-6136 
■Causes 
Overload sensor turn ON during discharge gripper 
move forward. 

■Actions 
Check whether discharge gripper can move forward in MANUAL mode.
If cannot move, please check overload detect sensor (SQ5116). 

 
Error message: Discharge gripper work jamming 
Error code:  FEE00-6137 
■Causes 
Work discharge sensor not ON within specific 
period of time after discharge gripper forward 
movement. 

■Actions 
Probably discharge sensor (SQ5108) or its sensitivity problem. 
Or may be frame cannot be discharge to unloader properly and cause 
jamming. 

 
Error message: Discharge gripper position frame exist. 
Error code:  FEE00-6144 
■Causes 
Discharge gripper position frame exist sensor 
(SQ5108) is ON. 

■Actions 
Probably frame exist sensor (SQ5108) or its sensitivity problem. Or 
frame jam during discharge. Check whether unloader pitch aligns with 
feeder rail and adjust unloader paramater if necessary. 
If frame jam does not occur and frame is correctly discharge to unloader, 
please move unloader elevator down 1 pitch. 

 
Error message: Mount position work stopper calibration error 
Error code:  FEE00-6150 
■Causes 
It is a calibration of mount work suppression 
error. 

■Actions 
Please review the calibration error value of the mount work suppression. 
The value of the work suppression pressure when it is not abnormal. 

 
Error message: Work discharge interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6151 
■Causes 
Unloader not at frame discharge position. 

■Actions 
Please move unloader to frame discharge position. 

 
Error message: Work Pusher interlock 
Error code:  FEE00-6152 
■Causes 
Work Pusher is not origin position. 

■Actions 
Please return Work Pusher origin. 
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Error message: Feeder bonding position heat up error 
Error code:  FEE00-6153 
■Causes 
The island at bonding position had been stopped 
for a period of time longer than feeder parameter 
[Heat up time]. 

■Actions 
When auto run again, the heat up island will be automatically skipped. 

 
Error message: Bonding position temperature abnormal 
Error code:  FEE00-6154 
■Causes 
Thermometer has detected the temperature was 
beyond setting at bonding position. 

■Actions 
Please confirm that temperature setting at bonding position is correct. 
Please wait until heater temperature is inside the setting range if setting 
is correct. 
Please turn off respective heater SW on function SW setting screen when 
you do not use the heater. 

 
Error message: Heater controller SW is OFF. Or bonding position heater wire is broken 
Error code:  FEE00-6155 
■Causes 
The heater at bonding position was detected being 
open circuit.  
Or heater controller SW is OFF. 

■Actions 
If the heater controller SW is OFF, please turn ON the SW. If heater 
controller SW is already ON, bonding position heater wire may be 
broken. 

 
Error message: Bonding position heater power source abnormal 
Error code:  FEE00-6156 
■Causes 
The power of heater at bonding position is not 
turn ON. 

■Actions 
If bonding position heater is used, please turn ON pre-heat power source. 
If this error still happens, please check the wiring of 
temperature-controller's power source.  
Please turn off the respective heater SW on function SW setting screen 
when you do not use the heater. 

 
Error message: Pre-heat position temperature abnormal 
Error code:  FEE00-6157 
■Causes 
Thermometer has detected the temperature was 
beyond setting at pre-heat position. 

■Actions 
Please confirm that temperature setting at pre-heat position is correct. 
Please wait until heater temperature is inside the setting range if setting 
is correct. Please turn off respective heater SW on function SW setting 
screen when you do not use the heater. 

 
Error message: Heater controller SW is OFF. Or pre-heat position heater wire is broken 
Error code:  FEE00-6158 
■Causes 
The heater at pre-heat position was detected being 
open circuit.  
Or heater controller SW is OFF. 

■Actions 
If the heater controller SW is OFF, please turn ON the SW. If heater 
controller SW is already ON, pre-heat position heater wire may be 
broken. 

 
Error message: Pre-heat position heater power source abnormal 
Error code:  FEE00-6159 
■Causes 
The power of heater at pre-heat position is not 
turn ON. 

■Actions 
If pre-heat position heater is used, please turn ON pre-heat power source. 
If this error still happens, please check the wiring of 
temperature-controller's power source.  
Please turn off the respective heater SW on function SW setting screen 
when you do not use the heater. 
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Error message: Position set close error 
Error code:  FEE00-6200 
■Causes 
Position set close movement not complete within 
specific period of time after move command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for position set. 
Check position set open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 

 
Error message: Position set open error 
Error code:  FEE00-6201 
■Causes 
Position set close movement not complete within 
specific period of time after move command. 

■Actions 
Check if there is any abnormality on the open/close grip solenoid valve 
for position set. 
Check position set open/close detection sensor position and wiring. 

 
Error message: Position set motor error 
Error code:  FEE00-6202 
■Causes 
Command was given for position set operation but 
error occurred at motor. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 
If this error occur frequently, please contact our sale personnel. 

 
Error message: Position set movement not complete 
Error code:  FEE00-6203 
■Causes 
Position set movement not complete within 
specific period of time. 

■Actions 
Check motor power supply and motor wiring. 

 
Error message: 1st gripper frame exist 
Error code:  FEE00-6204 
■Causes 
1st gripper frame exist (shift information). 

■Actions 
Please remove frame at 1st gripper (and shift information) and continue.

 
Error message: 2nd gripper frame exist 
Error code:  FEE00-6205 
■Causes 
2nd gripper frame exist (shift information). 

■Actions 
Please remove frame at 2nd gripper (and shift information) and continue.

 
Error message: 3rd gripper frame exist 
Error code:  FEE00-6206 
■Causes 
3rd gripper frame exist (shift information). 

■Actions 
Please remove frame at 3rd gripper (and shift information) and continue.

 
Error message: Frame pass position frame exist 
Error code:  FEE00-6207 
■Causes 
Frame pass position frame exist. 

■Actions 
 

 
Error message: Supply stopper function switch is OFF 
Error code:  FEE00-6210 
■Causes 
Supply stopper function switch is OFF, When 
frame is short, supply stopper function switch 
must turn ON, or else frame transfer is 
impossible. 

■Actions 
Please turn ON supply stopper function switch. 
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Error message: Gripper 2 movement interlock (with gripper 3) 
Error code:  FEE00-6301 
■Causes 
Gripper 2 target move position interfere with 
gripper 3. 

■Actions 
Move away gripper 3 and continue. 
If this error occurs during auto run, please contact our sales personnel. 

 
Error message: Gripper 3 movement interlock (with gripper 2) 
Error code:  FEE00-6302 
■Causes 
Gripper 3 target move position interfere with 
gripper 2. 

■Actions 
Move away gripper 2 and continue. 
If this error occurs during auto run, please contact our sales personnel. 

 
Error message: Preform specified row number already move over 
Error code:  FEE00-6312 
■Causes 
Preform specified row number already move over.

■Actions 
Please specify row number greater than or equal to current row number.

 
Error message: Mount specified row number already move over 
Error code:  FEE00-6313 
■Causes 
Mount specified row number already move over.

■Actions 
Please specifiy row number greater than current row number. 

 
Error message: Interlock with preform position frame 
Error code:  FEE00-6314 
■Causes 
Interlock with preform position frame. 

■Actions 
Please transfer preform position frame first and continue. 

 
Error message: Interlock with mount position frame 
Error code:  FEE00-6315 
■Causes 
Interlock with mount position frame. 

■Actions 
Please transfer mount position frame first and continue. 

 
Error message: Interlock with discharge position frame 
Error code:  FEE00-6316 
■Causes 
Interlock with discharge position frame. 

■Actions 
Please transfer discharge position frame first and continue. 

 
Error message: Preform position at frame last row. 
Error code:  FEE00-6317 
■Causes 
Preform position at frame last row, preform 
position pitch transfer is prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please discharge the current frame and supply new frame to continue. 

 
Error message: Mount position at frame last row 
Error code:  FEE00-6318 
■Causes 
Mount position at frame last row, mount position 
pitch transfer is prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please discharge the current frame and supply new frame to continue. 
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5.7 Warning message 
 
This section describes the warning and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R 
machine monitor during operation.  
 
During warning display on the machine monitor and at the same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower 
yellow lamp will be blinking and machine will continue running until process ended. 
 
Feeder unit don’t have warning message. 
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5.8 Sensors and Actuators Specification 

 
This section describes the sensor and actuator specification for feeder unit. 

 
5.8.1 Input/Output check usage explanation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 5.4 Input/Output check screen for feeder unit. 
 
 

Description:  
 
     ： Graphic with actual sensor location will appear when click on the correspond I/O.         

The logic of the sensor is stated together with the sensor label. 
 
     ：Graphic display of the location for the selected I/O sensor. 
 
         ：Actual sensor name/marking.  
 
     ：Front view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked. 
       
       ：Right view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked 
 

Input item [①] 

① 

Help screen [②] Sensor Name [③] 

Right view  
Button [⑤] 

Front view  
Button [④] 

② 

③ 

④ 

⑤ 
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5.8.2 Input/Output detail specification 

 

No Part Symbol Logic 
Resolution Purpose 

1 1st gripper M5106 10μm Actuator for moving 1st gripper in X axis. 
2 2nd gripper M5107 1μm Actuator for moving 2nd gripper in X axis. 
3 3rd gripper M5108 1μm Actuator for moving 3rd gripper in X axis. 
4 Discharge gripper M5103 45μm Actuator for moving discharge gripper in X axis. 
5 2nd gripper close SQ5101 1:Close 2nd gripper close detect 
6 2nd gripper open SQ5102 1:Open 2nd gripper open detect. 
7 3rd gripper close SQ5103 1:Close 3rd gripper close detect. 
8 3rd gripper open SQ5104 1:Open 3rd gripper open detect. 

9 Work edge search SQ5127 1:frame 
detected Detect frame edge during frame edge detection cycle. 

10 Discharge gripper close SQ5105 1:Close Discharge gripper grip close detect 
11 Discharge gripper open SQ5106 1:Open Discharge gripper grip open detect. 

12 Work discharge check SQ5108 0: frame 
detected 

After storage feeder storage operation, it detects if 
work has been stored correctly into the magazine. 

13 PFM clamp open SQ5110 0: Open Preform clamp open detect. 
14 BD clamp open SQ5111 0: Open Mount clamp open detect. 

15 Work pos set SQ5124 1: Frame 
detected 

Detect whether frame is properly aligned by supply 
feeder’s frame align unit or not. 

16 Position set origin SQ5125 1: Origin Supply feeder’s frame align unit origin detect when PP 
loader is in use. 

17 Position set close SQ5126 1: Close Supply feeder’s frame align unit close detect 

18 Supply rail work exist SQ5128 1:Frame 
exist Detect whether frame exist at supply feeder rail or not.

19 Work transfer check SQ5129 0:Frame 
exist 

Detect frame at magazine loader and PP loader 
passing point. 

20 Pos set origin (W LD) SQ5130 1: Origin Supply feeder’s frame align unit origin detect when 
magazine loader is in use. 

21 Vacuum check (PFM pos) SP5112 1:Vacuum 
OK Feeder preform side frame suction vacuum detect. 

22 Vacuum check (PFM pos) SP5113 1:Vacuum 
OK Feeder mount side frame suction vacuum detect. 

23 Supply clamper open SQ5114 1: Open Supply stopper open detect. 
24 Supply clamper close SQ5115 1: Close Supply stopper close detect. 
25 Dchg gripper overload SQ5116 0: Overload Discharge gripper overload detect. 
26 1st gripper open  SQ5131 1: Open 1st gripper grip open detect. 
27 1st gripper close SQ5132 1: Close 1st gripper grip close detect. 
28 2nd gripper –ELS SQ5117 1:Left limit 2nd gripper left limit/origin detect. 
29 3rd gripper +ELS SQ5118 1Right limit 3rd gripper right limit/origin detect. 
30 Discharge gripper -ELS SQ5107 1:Left limit Discharge gripper left limit/origin detect. 
31 2nd gripper close YV5101 1:Close Solenoid valve for 2nd gripper open/close. 
32 3rd gripper close YV5102 1:Close Solenoid valve for 3rd gripper open/close. 
33 Discharge gripper close YV5103 1:Close Solenoid valve for discharge gripper open/close. 

34 PFM work vacuum YV5104 1:Vacuum 
ON Feeder’s preform side vacuum ON/OFF. 

35 BD work vacuum YV5105 1:Vacuum 
ON Feeder’s bonding head side vacuum ON/OFF. 

36 Supply clamper close YV5108 1:Close Solenoid valve for supply stopper open/close. 
37 1st gripper close YV5110 1:Close Solenoid valve for 1st gripper open/close. 
38 PFM clamper close YV5111 1:Close Solenoid valve for preform stopper open/close. 
39 BD clamper close YV5112 1:Close Solenoid valve for mount stopper open/close. 
40 ULD Mg slider YV5401 1:Forward Solenoid valve for magazine slider forward/reverse. 
41 Inline L/F pusher fwd YV5402A 1:Forward Solenoid valve for inline L/F pusher forward/reverse. 

 
Table 5.7 Input/Output items for feeder unit. 
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Chapter 6 
Wafer Table Unit 

 
 
 
This chapter describes the wafer table unit structure (mechanical) and system operation. Detail 
explanation can be found in the following areas: 

 
 Mechanical Structure 
 Basic movements 
 Manual items 
 Parameter items 
 Teaching Items 
 Error message 
 Warning message 
 Sensors and Actuators Specification 
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6.1  Mechanical Structure 
 

 
This unit consists of wafer XY table, wafer expander and vacuum stage (only stage up/down 
mechanism, plunge up pin control is done at bonding head). Actuator for wafer XY table is 
pulse motor, expander is air and vacuum stage is cylinder.  
Wafer Mapping is an optional function. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Wafer table unit structure  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Wafer XY table 

Expander solenoid valve 

Expander ring 
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6.2  Basic movements  
 

The wafer supplied from the ring changer is sent to pickup position by wafer XY table. From the 
specified position (start position), die is positioned, checked for defects and picks up specified chip, 
in orderly sequence. Furthermore, once the processing of all area on wafer, wafer ring will be 
automatically be moved to ring exchanged position.  
As there is noθtable in this unit, mount position direction（θ）of mount is processed at bonding 
head. 
 
Mapping (Optional Function) 
This function sorts out required wafers based on its bar-coded IDs. Using this sorted wafer map 
data, this function will then perform sequential positioning of only good dies that have been pre-set 
for pick-up.   
To carry out mapping operation, set Map Mode to OFF and perform general parameter setting and 
teaching. With this, mapping operation can then be done by setting and teaching parameters used in 
mapping operation.  
Mapping is executed by setting ON/OFF at Chip Recognition Function SW to ON. 
   
<Wafer ID Key Input Method> 
At this condition, input the wafer ID by manual mode and execute the map data read. Please restart 
by pushing the start key with the automatic operation mode. Pickup process is based on the set data. 
 
<Wafer ID Barcode Check Method> 
In the ring change operation, ring is pulled out to the barcode reading position, the barcode that 
stick on the wafer (ring) will be read. The mapping software will download the map data to the 
machine.  
In the condition where the barcode reading is NG or when error occurs during communication, the 
wafer will be stored in the magazine. After the ring elevator moves down 1 step, the change head 
returns to origin position, error occurs and process stop. 
When start again in this condition, it will begin from the next wafer. If intend to start from the wafer 
before, elevator has to be moved up 1 step before start. 
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6.3  Manual items 
 
 
This mode is use to turn ″ON″ and “OFF” on the selected item of the selected unit. In order to perform, 
the Manual Mode operation, choose Manual Mode and select the unit by using the mouse. Then 
pressed the ON  or OFF  key for the item action (movement). 
 
Table 6.1 Manual Actions item for Wafer table unit. 
 

No. Item Function Interlock 

[01] 1 cycle ON Carry out positioning. 

 Plunge up pin is at offset position. 
 Bonding head is at standby 

position. 
 Stage is at up position. 
 Wafer table origin return is 

completed. 
 Wafer table is at pickup position. 
 Expander is at down position. 

[02] Origin return  ON Carry out unit overall origin 
return. 

 Plunge up pin is at offset position. 
 Bonding head is at standby 

position. 
 Stage is at down position. 

[03] Auto trace  ON Carry out auto trace.   Same condition as in 「１cycle」
interlock. 

[04] Manual trace ON Carry out manual trace (step by 
step execution). 

 Same condition as in 「１cycle」
interlock. 

[05] Move to start pos  ON Move wafer table to start 
position. 

 Plunge up pin is at offset position. 
 Bonding head is at standby 

position. 
 Wafer table origin return is 

completed. 
 Wafer table is not at non-specified 

position. 

[06] Move to ring change 
pos/start pos ON Move wafer table to ring change 

position.  Same as above 

[07] Move to wafer center ON Move wafer table to wafer 
center.   Same as above 

ON Move vacuum stage up. 
[08] Stage up/down 

OFF Move vacuum stage down.  

 Wafer table is at pickup position 
(operable during lowering down) 

ON Move expander stage up.  
[09] Expander up/down 

OFF Move expander stage down. 

 Wafer table at ring change position 
(operable during lowering down) 

ON Hot blow ON 
[10] Hot blow ON/OFF 

OFF Hot blow OFF 
 None 
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No. Item Function Interlock 

[11] Move to orientation 
flat pos ON Move to ring orientation 

position 

 Plunge up pin is at offset position. 
 Bonding head is at standby 

position. 
 Wafer table origin return is 

completed. 
 Wafer table is not at non-specified 

position. 
 Expander is at down position. 
 Ori-flat Mode parameter is set to 1.

[12] Orientation flat 
detect execute ON Execute ring orientation-flat 

detect  Same as above 

[13] Random search 
memory clear ON Clear the current memory when 

execute random search function  None 
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Mapping (Optional Function) 
 

No. Item Function Interlock 

[14] Wafer Pos. Search 
(AUTO) ON 

Move automatically to search 
the standard position for wafer. 
Operation mode for wafer 
standard position search is set in 
the wafer table standard position 
detection mode in mapping 
parameter. 

 Plunge up pin is at offset position. 
 Bonding head is at standby 

position. 
 Wafer table origin return is 

completed. 
 Wafer table is not at non-specified 

position. 
 Expander is at down position. 
 Function SW [Mapping Mode 

ON/OFF SW] is ON. 
 Map data read is completed. 

[15] Wafer Pos. Search 
(MANUAL) 

JOG 
+ 

ON 

Manually search the wafer 
standard position. Move the XY 
table manually and set the 
reference chip position 
according to the sequence. 

 Same as above 

[16] Partial Wafer Setting ON Set the wafer partial.  Same as above 

[17] Specified Pos 
Registration ON Register the specified position 

of the wafer.  Same as above 

[18] Specified Pos Info 
Clear ON Clear the specified position of 

the wafer.  Same as above 

[19] Jog pitch move 
(MAP) 

JOG 
+ 

ON 

When JOG key is pressed, chip 
position and pitch move step by 
step, Target chip map 
coordinates is display on 
monitor, When ON key is press, 
current position is set as 1st chip.

 Same as Wafer standard position 
search (Auto) 

 Wafer standard position search 
completed. 

Note) 
Need to move to map data 1st good 
chip position. Pitch move when shift 
key is ON, else JOG move. 

[20] Restart (MAP) ON 

When ON, XY table will move 
to the map target chip XY 
coordinate that set in the 
parameter. This target 
coordinate is the 1st position. 

 Same as above 

[21] Barcode read (MAP) ON Execute the barcode read 
function. 

 Function SW [Map Mode ON/OFF 
SW] is ON. 

 Function SW [Barcode ON/OFF 
SW] is ON. 

[22] ElevatorStep read 
(MAP) ON Execute to read the elevator slot 

no. (indication for map data) 
 Function SW [Map Mode ON/OFF 

SW] is ON. 

[23] Barcode key input 
(MAP) ON 

Input the barcode ID key. This 
function is for manual barcode 
enter if the barcode cannot be 
read automatically. 

 Function SW [Map Mode ON/OFF 
SW] is ON. 

[24] Map data read 
(MAP) ON 

With the wafer ID, map data 
will be read.  
If this function cannot proceed, 
map data will not renew. 

 Function SW [Map Mode ON/OFF 
SW] is ON. 
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6.4  Parameter items 
 
This section describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using parameter mode. 
 

6.4.1 Parameter help usage explanation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
Figure 6.2 Parameter help screen for Wafer table unit. 

 
 

Description:  
 
① : Graphic of explanation with detail information regarding the correspond parameter will  

pop up once the “help” button is clicked. 
 

② : Graphic of explanation with detail information. 
 

③ : Click on the “close” button to close the parameter help explanation and return to previous     
page. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Help button 
[①] 

Help screen 
[②]

Close button [③]
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6.4.2 How to use unit parameter help 
 

1. Click on the “Adjust” button and the adjustment mode screen will be displayed. 
 
2. Select the “Chip Rec.” button to select the regarding unit. 

 
3. Click on the “Parameter” button in order to display the parameter screen. A list of 

parameters will be displayed on the screen. 
 

4. Choose any parameter that needed and click on the item button. When selected, the cursor 
of the regarding parameter will turn to blue colour. 

 
5. In order to use the help function, click on the “help” button on the left side of the screen. 

 
6. A HELP window will display on the screen. Graphic display together with the description 

will include inside the HELP window. 
 

7. Click on the “close” button inside the HELP window to close the HELP window after 
finish reading. 

 
The HELP window will disappeared and return to parameter screen. 

 
 

6.4.3 Unit parameter 
  

(Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 
 
Table 6.2 Parameter item for Wafer table unit. 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Radius  

The setting for wafer table movable 
radius. The movable radius is normally 
almost the size of wafer radius. (slightly 
bigger or smaller) 

1 ～ 160 mm Can 

[02] Retry No. 

In this unit, during recognition, when 
chip positioning is not at the allowable 
range (setting in REC EDIT), positioning 
compensation will be done. Positioning 
compensation retry limit is set in this 
parameter. When positioning 
compensation is done more than this 
setting, the chip will be judged as 
ALIGNMENT NG chip. 

0 ～ 99 -- Cannot 

[03] Delay timer  

This parameter is to set the wait time 
from the completion of XY table until the 
image is taken. The purpose to set this 
timer is to prevent the vibration effect 
cause by the table movement being 
captured by the camera. 

0 ～ 999 msec Cannot 

[04] Vacuum miss retry No. 

This parameter is the retry number for the 
positioning alignment when pick up miss 
is detected. If the pick up miss is counted 
and reach this parameter setting, the chip 
will be abandoned from pick up, and 
search for next chip. If the chip retry 
recognition is fail, this chip will also be 
abandoned and search for next chip. 
(Not use in PRO-D1) 

0 ～ 99 -- Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[05] 
Alignment error No. 
stop 

After completion of 1 wafer, alignment 
NG chips count (positioning cannot be 
done within retry count limit) and actual 
parameter is compared. If more than the 
parameter, alignment error stop will be 
executed. If fewer, it will be moved to 
ring changer position as normal 
operation. 

0 ～ 99 chips Cannot 

[06] No chip turn 

If no chip continues until the set count, 
table will move to next Y row.  
Next row moving operation:  
① No chip after the movement 
 
 
 
 
②Chip present after the movement 
 
 
 
 
 

0 ～ 99 chips Cannot 

[07] NG chip turn 

If NG chip continues until the set count, 
table will move to next Y row. 
Next row movement is same as above 
NO chip turn.  

0 ～ 99 chips Cannot 

[08] Calculate pitch mode 

Calculate next chip position. This setting 
is to select pitch calculation method for 
chip to move to next position.  
(When forward recognition is ON, this 
function only will be executed multiple 
pitch transfer) 
0: OFF 
1: Method 1 
After ring changer movement, the first 
recognized chip theta will be used as the 
entire wafer. The next pitch is decided as 
the distance from current chip position 
and previous chip position. This method 
is suitable to use on full cut wafer that 
has consistence chip arrangement.  
2:Method 2 
The next chip's pitch is calculated by the 
previous 5 chip's arrange pitch. This 
method is suitable to use on curvy chip 
arrangement. 

0 ～ 2 -- Cannot 

[09] Wafer search area 

Sets search area shape.  
0: Circle 
1: Polygon 
2: Overlapping between circle and 
polygon area. 
For teaching method,  
Setting "0":Teach radius; 
Setting "1":Teach polygon area;  
Setting "2":Teach radius and teach 
polygon area. 

0 ～ 2  Cannot 

[10] Polygon No. Sets polygon vertex count. 3 ～ 12 -- Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[11] Start pos X Set coordinate X for first chip start 
position. 

－160000 
～ 

160000 
μm Can 

[12] Start pos Y Set coordinate Y for first chip start 
position. 

－160000 
～ 

160000 
μm Can 

[13] Ring change pos X Sets coordinate X for ring changer 
position. 

－130000 
～ 

10000 
μm Can 

[14] Ring change pos Y 

Sets coordinate Y for ring changer 
position. 
No R/C：Standard position = -190mm 
(with R/C: Standard position = -225mm) 

－235000 
～ 

－170000 
μm Can 

[15] Discharge blow time Blow time during ring discharge 0 ～ 99 sec Cannot

[16] Supply blow time Blow time during supply ring 0 ～ 99 sec Cannot

[17] Before supply blow 
time Blow time before ring discharge 0 ～ 99 sec Cannot

[18] 
Orientation flat detect 
Mode 

Setting whether to execute orientation 
flat detection mode. 
0: OFF 
1: ON (Wafer detect ring orientation) 

0 ～ 1 -- Cannot

[19] 
Wafer exchange stop 
function SW 

If this parameter is ON wafer table will 
stop at ring change position to check the 
remaining chip. Otherwise, wafer table 
will continue the wafer ring change 
process.  
0: Wafer ring change 
1: Stop at ring change position 

0 ～ 1 -- Cannot

[20] Wafer angle detect mode 

Setting for wafer slant angle detect mode.
0: OFF 
1: ON (detection execute) 
Wafer slant angle detection timing are as 
follow: 
1. Movement from R/C position to pick 

up position. 
2. When wafer center position move. 

0 ～ 1 -- Cannot

[21] Wafer angle align mode 

When pick up the target chip, the 
recognition result θ for target chip can 
be corrected by either the previous θ 
correction or the wafer slanting θ 
offset value. 
0: correct by recognition result θ 
1: correct by wafer slant θ 

0 ～ 1 -- Cannot

[22] 
No chip wafer-end 
mode 

During continuous no chip count is 
reached this parameter setting, wafer 
table will force to be stopped. When there 
is 2 time search (Search again = 1) 
condition, wafer table will stop at the 
search direction. 
0: Function OFF 

0 ～ 99999 chips Cannot
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[23] 

Chip search mode 
(1: Next recognition 
2: random) 

Selection whether to use special chip 
search mode. 
0: Normal search 
1: Next recognition 
2: Random search 

 
 

0 ～ 2 

  
 

Cannot

[24] ZEBRA chip count X The chip count in X axis inside a zebra 
block. 0 ～ 999  Cannot

[25] ZEBRA chip count Y The chip count in Y axis inside a zebra 
block. 0 ～ 999  Cannot

[26] ZEBRA block pitch X The pitch in X axis for a zebra block. 0 ～ 999 μm Cannot

[27] ZEBRA block pitch Y The pitch in Y axis for a zebra block. 0 ～ 999 μm Cannot

 
 
 
 
 
 

Mapping (Optional Function) 
 

No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[28] Wafer rotation 

Input the wafer orientation direction for 
table setting. 
Down : 0º 
Left  : 90º 
Up   : 180º 
Right : 270º 

0 ～ 270 º Cannot

[29] 
Wafer position search 
mode 

Selection of the wafer standard position 
search method. (refer to 6.4.4 for detail) 
Mode 2: wafer boundary method. 
Mode 3: biggest map array method. 
Mode 4: matrix search method. 

2 ～ 4 -- Cannot

[30] Reference chip No. 

Reference chip amount setting when 
[Wafer Position Search Mode] is set to 
"2". 
Setting "4" is not used. 

1 ～ 4 chip Cannot

[31] 1st reference chip X 
coordinate 

Input the map X coordinate data for 1st 
reference chip. (mode 2, 4) 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot

[32] 1st reference chip Y 
coordinate 

Input the map Y coordinate data for 1st 
reference chip. (mode 2, 4) 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot

[33] 2nd  reference chip X 
coordinate 

Input the map X coordinate data for 2nd 
reference chip. (mode 2) 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot

[34] 2nd  reference chip Y 
coordinate 

Input the map Y coordinate data for 2nd 
reference chip. (mode 2) 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot

[35] 3rd  reference chip X 
coordinate 

Input the map X coordinate data for 3rd 
reference chip. (mode 2) 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot

[36] 3rd  reference chip Y 
coordinate 

Input the map Y coordinate data for 3rd 
reference chip. (mode 2) 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot

[37] 4th  reference chip X 
coordinate 

Input the map X coordinate data for 4th 
reference chip. (not used) 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot

[38] 4th  reference chip Y 
coordinate 

Input the map Y coordinate data for 4th 
reference chip. (not used) 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot

[39] Pitch division No. 

During pitch movement, this is the 
parameter setting for number of pitch (for 
continuous bad bin chip & wafer search 
movement) to move before doing 
positioning. 
Example: If setting is 2, from good bin 
chip, wafer table will move to 2nd bad 
bin chip and align, then 4th bad bin chip.

0 ～ 99 chip Cannot
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[40] 
1st chip confirm mode 
SW 

In auto run, when wafer standard position 
search is end, table will move to 1st chip 
position. This is the setting for error 
output when confirmation. 
0: OFF 
1: ON 

0 ～ 1 -- Cannot

[41] 
Reference chip confirm 
mode SW 

During auto operation, after wafer 
standard position is detected, then move 
to the reference chip position, error may 
happened during confirmation.  
(for mode 4 only) 
0: OFF 
1: ON 

0 ～ 1 -- Cannot

[42] 
Specified chip confirm 
SW 

After wafer position search, select 
whether to stop at the specified chip as 
1st chip position. 
(In standard mode, 1st chip position is 
the top left first good bin chip) 
0: Not use 
1: Use 

0 ～ 1 -- Cannot

[43] 
Specified chip position 
X 

The map coordinate X for the specified 
chip. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [SPECIFIED CHIP CONFIRM 
SW] is set "1") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[44] 
Specified chip position 
Y 

The map coordinate Y for the specified 
chip. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [SPECIFIED CHIP CONFIRM 
SW] is set "1") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[45] 
Chip search confirm 
mode 

Select whether to stop at specified chip 
for confirmation during wafer position 
search. 
0:OFF 
1:1 confirm chip 
2:2 confirm chip 
setting until 10. 

0 ～ 10 -- Cannot

[46] Chip confirm axis X1 

Map coordinate X for the first 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "1") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[47] Chip confirm axis Y1 

Map coordinate Y for the first 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "1") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[48] Chip confirm axis X2 

Map coordinate X for the second 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "2") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[49] Chip confirm axis Y2 

Map coordinate Y for the second 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "2") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[50] Chip confirm axis X3 

Map coordinate X for the third 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "3") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[51] Chip confirm axis Y3 

Map coordinate Y for the third 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "3") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[52] Chip confirm axis X4 

Map coordinate X for the forth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "4") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[53] Chip confirm axis Y4 

Map coordinate Y for the forth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "4") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[54] Chip confirm axis X5 

Map coordinate X for the fifth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "5") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[55] Chip confirm axis Y5 

Map coordinate Y for the fifth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "5") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[56] Chip confirm axis X6 

Map coordinate X for the sixth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "6") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[57] Chip confirm axis Y6 

Map coordinate Y for the sixth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "6") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[58] Chip confirm axis X7 

Map coordinate X for the seventh 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "7") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[59] Chip confirm axis Y7 

Map coordinate Y for the seventh 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "7") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[60] Chip confirm axis X8 

Map coordinate X for the eighth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "8") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[61] Chip confirm axis Y8 

Map coordinate Y for the eighth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "8") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[62] Chip confirm axis X9 

Map coordinate X for the ninth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "9") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[63] Chip confirm axis Y9 

Map coordinate Y for the ninth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "9") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[64] Chip confirm axis X10 

Map coordinate X for the tenth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "10") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[65] Chip confirm axis Y10 

Map coordinate Y for the tenth 
confirmation chip during wafer position 
search. 
(This parameter effective only when 
parameter [Chip search confirm mode] is 
set "10") 

－2000  
～ 
2000 

-- Cannot

[66] 
NG-Mark chip skip 
mode SW 

Setting for skip or display error when the 
recognition result NG but map data 
shows that the chip is good chip.  
0: OFF (error display and stop when NG)
1: ON (skip when NG) 
(All the recognized chip that judged other 
than good chip is assumed as NG chip) 

0 ～ 1 -- Cannot
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[67] NO chip skip mode SW 

Setting for skip or display error when 
there is no chip but map data shows that 
there is a good chip.  
0: OFF (error display and stop when NO 
chip) 
1: ON (skip when NO chip) 

0 ～ 1  Cannot

[68] Search direction SW 

The chip search start direction and 
position during mapping mode. 
0: Left Up (Standard) 
1: Right Up 
2: Right Down  
3: Left Down 
 
 

0 ～ 3 -- Cannot

[69] MAP target chip axis X 

When execute manual mode -> restart 
function, this setting is the map 
coordinate X data which is the wafer 
table first move target position. 

0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot

[70] MAP target chip axis Y 

When execute manual mode -> restart 
function, this setting is the map 
coordinate Y data which is the wafer 
table first move target position. 

0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot

[71] Chip type [0.2] 

Set the top left chip information for 
reference chip during matrix 3x3 area 
search mode. 
0: no check 
1: no chip 
2: chip 
3: mirror chip 
Matrix coordinate: 
[0,2]  [1,2]  [2,2] 
[0,1]  [1,1]  [2,1] 
[0,0]  [1,0]  [2,0] 

0 ～ 3 -- Cannot

[72] Chip type [1.2] 

Set the top middle chip information for 
reference chip during matrix 3x3 area 
search mode. 
Matrix coordinate: 
[0,2]  [1,2]  [2,2] 
[0,1]  [1,1]  [2,1] 
[0,0]  [1,0]  [2,0] 

0 ～ 3 -- Cannot

[73] Chip type [2.2] 

Set the top right chip information for 
reference chip during matrix 3x3 area 
search mode. 
Matrix coordinate: 
[0,2]  [1,2]  [2,2] 
[0,1]  [1,1]  [2,1] 
[0,0]  [1,0]  [2,0] 

0 ～ 3 -- Cannot

[74] Chip type [0,1] 

Set the middle left chip information for 
reference chip during matrix 3x3 area 
search mode. 
Matrix coordinate: 
[0,2]  [1,2]  [2,2] 
[0,1]  [1,1]  [2,1] 
[0,0]  [1,0]  [2,0] 

0 ～ 3 -- Cannot

3 2

     

Wafer 

10
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[75] Chip type [2,1] 

Set the middle right chip information for 
reference chip during matrix 3x3 area 
search mode. 
Matrix coordinate: 
[0,2]  [1,2]  [2,2] 
[0,1]  [1,1]  [2,1] 
[0,0]  [1,0]  [2,0] 

0 ～ 3 -- Cannot

[76] Chip type [0,0] 

Set the bottom left chip information for 
reference chip during matrix 3x3 area 
search mode. 
Matrix coordinate: 
[0,2]  [1,2]  [2,2] 
[0,1]  [1,1]  [2,1] 
[0,0]  [1,0]  [2,0] 

0 ～ 3 -- Cannot

[77] Chip type [1.0] 

Set the bottom middle chip information 
for reference chip during matrix 3x3 area
search mode. 
Matrix coordinate: 
[0,2]  [1,2]  [2,2] 
[0,1]  [1,1]  [2,1] 
[0,0]  [1,0]  [2,0] 

0 ～ 3 -- Cannot 

[78] Chip type [2,0] 

Set the bottom right chip information for 
reference chip during matrix 3x3 area 
search mode. 
Matrix coordinate: 
[0,2]  [1,2]  [2,2] 
[0,1]  [1,1]  [2,1] 
[0,0]  [1,0]  [2,0] 

0 ～ 3 -- Cannot

[79] 
Wafer search confirm 
SW 

Setting of confirmation location number 
for wafer position search(mode 4). 
0: OFF 
1: 1 Wafer position confirmation point. 
2: 2 Wafer position confirmation points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0 ～ 2 -- Cannot

[80] 
Wafer confirm 1st  
position X 

1st confirm chip coordinate X setting 
(during mode 4 wafer position search). 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot 

[81] 
Wafer confirm 1st 
Position Y 

1st confirm chip coordinate Y setting 
(during mode 4 wafer position search). 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot 

[82] 
Wafer confirm 2nd 
Position X 

2nd confirm chip coordinate X setting 
(during mode 4 wafer position search). 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot 

[83] 
Wafer confirm 2nd 
Position Y 

2nd confirm chip coordinate Y setting 
(during mode 4 wafer position search). 0 ～ 2000 -- Cannot 

 

 

 

 

G 

★

★ 
G:Confirm chip 

★：No chip 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[84] 
Ref. chip search retry 
no 

The largest reference position search area 
for matrix 3x3 searching.  
Example: 18 is set (search will be carry 
out in clock wise direction until 18 
chips.) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

9 ～ 81 -- Cannot

[85] 
MAP mode 3 offset 
function SW 

Setting for the wafer standard position 
detection mode 3 offset function. 
0: OFF 
1: ON 

0 ～ 1 -- Cannot

[86] MAP array up offset 
When used the wafer standard position 
detection mode 3 offset function, set the 
offset value for upper side alignment 
number. 

-20 ～ 20 -- Cannot

[87] MAP array down offset 
When used the wafer standard position 
detection mode 3 offset function, set the 
offset value for lower side alignment 
number. 

-20 ～ 20 -- Cannot

[88] MAP array left offset 
When used the wafer standard position 
detection mode 3 offset function, set the 
offset value for left side alignment 
number. 

-20 ～ 20 -- Cannot

[89] MAP array right offset 
When used the wafer standard position 
detection mode 3 offset function, set the 
offset value for right side alignment 
number. 

-20 ～ 20 -- Cannot

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

⑰⑱… 
⑯⑦④⑧ 
⑮②①③ 
⑭⑥⑤⑨ 
⑬⑫⑪⑩ 
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6.4.4 Function SW 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[01] Expander SW Select when the expander is attached and 

to activate the expander to functioning.  
ON or OFF -- Cannot 

[02] 
Ring changer SW 

Select when the ring changer is attached 
and to activate the ring changer to 
functioning.  

ON or OFF -- Cannot 

[03] 
Pitch Y Direction SW 

Select the chip search direction. 
0: Chip search at X direction 
1: Chip search at Y direction 

ON or OFF -- Cannot 

[04] MAP mode SW Select when using wafer mapping 
system.  

ON or OFF -- Cannot 

[05] 
Barcode SW (MAP) 

When Map mode SW is ON, this 
function SW is to select whether to 
activate the barcode reader function. 

ON or OFF -- Cannot 

[06] Elevator step SW 
(MAP) 

When Map mode SW is ON, this 
function SW is to select whether to 
activate the elevator step detect function.

ON or OFF -- Cannot 

[07] Start pos stop SW 
(MAP) 

When Map mode SW is ON, this 
function SW is to select whether to stop 
at start position. 

ON or OFF -- Cannot 

[08] Wafer storage stop SW 
(MAP) 

When Map mode SW is ON, this 
function SW is to select whether to stop 
at wafer storage. 

ON or OFF -- Cannot 

[09] ZEBRA chip mode SW Select whether to activate ZEBRA block 
chip search function. 

ON or OFF -- Cannot 

 
Table 6.3 Function SW for Wafer table unit. 
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6.4.5 Wafer Standard Position Search 
 

Wafer reference position detection includes detecting the most suitable position of map data’s 

origin position (0, 0) on XY table coordinate system as well as auto calculating wafer angle and 

pitch size. To do this, there are 4 different methods to choose from.    

However, when auto recognition cannot be done, wafer reference position can be registered 

manually. 

 
Mode 1: Visually Adjusting Chip Method (Not Available in PRO-D01) 

 

For this detection method, wafer standard position detection is executes by utilizing the pickup 

chip and strange pattern chip (unique die pattern). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◇Parameter Setting 

1. Pattern of the visually adjusting chip is registered.  

2. Start position is adjusted to the position of visually 

adjusting chip①. 

3. Map array coordinate for ①・②・③・④ is set in the 

parameter. 

◇Search Order 

1. With the ①②③④ order, visually adjusting position is 

decided. 

2. Calculates the distance and pitch between ①-② and 

between ③-④. It is considers NG when the pitch size is 

differs by above ±1/2 pitch. Error will be displayed and 

process will stop. 

  

3. The wafer tilt and map array origin will be calculated 

from position①②③④ 
 

① ② 

③

④
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Mode 2: The Method of Utilizing The Presence of Chip at Boundary 

For this method, we used the boundary (XY direction) of good chip (standard pattern chip) and improper chip. 

Wafer position detection is executes from the map coordinate for reference chip that set in the parameter. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mode 3: The Method of Utilizing The Both Ends of Map Array 

For this detection method, utilizes the boundary (- direction only) for the good and improper 

chips. Wafer position detection is executes from the XY array number in the map data. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◇Parameter Setting 

1. Adjusts the start position to position ①. 

2. Set the map array coordinate for.①・②・③の in the 

parameter. 

◇Searching Order 

1. With the ①②③ order, decides the position for the 

good chip. At the same time, needs to confirm that 

chip is not exixt at the nearby position （★）.  

2. Calculate the distance and pitch between ①-② and 

between ②-③. It is considers NG when the pitch size 

is differs by above ± 1/2 pitch. Error will be 

displayed and process will stop. 

3. The wafer tilt and map array origin will be calculated 

◇Parameter Setting 

１． Adjusts the start position to position①. 

◇ Search Order 

１． With the ① ② ③ ④  order, decides the good chip 

position based on the X array number and Y array 

number. At the same time, needs to confirm that chip is 

not exixt at the nearby position （★）. 

2. Calculate the distance and pitch between ①-② and 

between ②-③. It is considers NG when the pitch size is 

differs by above ±1/2 pitch. Error will be displayed and 

process will stop. 

3. The wafer tilt and map array origin will be calculated 

from position①②③④ 

② 

③ 

① 
★ 

★

★ 
★ 

★ 
★ 

② 

④

① ★

★

★ 

★

③
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Mode 4: Matrix Search Method 

For this method, the wafer position detection is executes from map coordinate of the set reference chip. The 

chip recognition results are compared with the chip presence information within 3x3 area of the set reference 

chip (matrix chip data). 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◇ Parameter Setting 

1. Adjusts the start position to position②. 

2. Map array coordinate for matrix array chip data （②） 

and wafer position confirmation detection position（③④） 

is set in parameter. 

3. In advance execute the teaching for none chip detection 

function. 

◇ Search Order 

1. Moves to the wafer center position （①）. Detects the 

wafer tilt near the center position and also search for the 

wafer θ. 

2. Moves to start position （①）. After detected the reference 

chip （Ｒ）, recognizes the surrounding chips. Compares 

the recognition results with the matrix array chip data. 

(matrix search) 

3. After completing the matrix search, moves to wafer 

position confirmation detection position（③）  by pitch 

division. Wafer position confirmation detection is 

executes. 

4. For wafer position confirmation detection, after detected 

the reference chip, the presence of chip （★）will be 

confirmed. 

5. The possible maximum setting for wafer confirmation 

detection is 2 points. 

6. The wafer tilt and map array origin will be calculated 

from position②③④. 

②

④ 

① 

★

★ 

★ 

③ 
★ 

R M G 

G 

G 

G G 

G 

R: Reference Chip 

Ｇ：Good Chip 

Ｍ：Mirror Chip 

M 
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6.5  Teaching items 
 

This chapter describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using TEACHING mode 

 
6.5.1 Teaching items 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Start pos X Sets start position X coordinate.  
-160000 

～ 
160000 

μm Can 

[02] Start pos Y Sets start position Y coordinate.  
-160000 

～ 
160000 

μm Can 

[03] Ring change pos X Sets coordinate X for ring changer 
position. 

－10000 
～ 

10000 
μm Can 

[04] Ring change pos Y 

Sets coordinate Y for ring changer 
position. 
No R/C：Standard position = -190mm 
With R/C：Standard position = -225mm 

－180000 
～ －

200000 
With R/C： 
－215000 
～ －

235000 

μm Can 

[05] Orientation flat pos X Sets Orientation-flat pos position X 
coordinate 

-160000 
～ 

160000 
μm Can 

[06] Orientation flat pos Y Sets Orientation-flat pos position Y 
coordinate 

-160000 
～ 

160000 
μm Can 

 
Table 6.4 Teaching Item for Wafer table unit. 
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6.5.2 Manual Items  
 

 
Name Corresponding manual menu and explanation 

X axis jog 
↑ key：＋ Dir 1 pulse (up) 

↓ key：－ Dir 1 pulse (down) 

Y axis jog  
→ key：＋ Dir 1 pulse  (front→rear） 

← key：－ Dir 1 pulse (rear→front) 

Teach radius ON key：Execute (3 points entry at manual)  

Teach polygon area ON key：Execute（max 12 points entry at manual） 

Origin return ON key：Origin return 

Alignment 
ON key：Execute 

Carry out same operation as for 1 cycle operation.  

Auto trace ON key：Execute 

Manual trace ON key：Execute 

Move to start pos  ON key：Move 

Move to ring change pos ON key：Move 

Move to orientation flat pos ON key：Move 

Zebra Block Pitch Teach ON key：Teach 

Wafer pos search (Auto) ON key：Execute 

Wafer pos search (Manual) 
JOG key：Table move 

ON key：position confirm 

Barcode read (MAP) ON key：Execute 

ElevatorStep read (MAP) ON key：Execute 

Barcode key input (MAP) ON key：Execute (Key input menu displayed) 

Map data read (MAP) ON key：Execute 
 

Table 6.5 Manual teaching Item for Wafer table unit 
 
 
 
 
 

         Note: For description of each movement, please refer to manual items. 
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6.6 Error message 
 
 
This section describes the error and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01 machine 
monitor during operation. For machine to run smoothly and to avoid frame scratch and jammed, error 
detect and interlock is build in the software. 
 

 When trouble or interlock happened, error message will be display on the machine monitor and at the 
same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower red lamp will be blinking and machine stop running. 
 
6.6.1 Error message help usage explanation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6.3 Error messages screen. 
 
Description:  
 

① ： Button to access “Chip Rec.” manual mode origin return command. With this button user no need 
go to manual mode and perform origin return. 

② ： When user click this button system will directly open “Recognition edit” menu. 
③ ： During island NG/Error user have option to manual teach the position and continue running. 
④ ： Cancel the error messages screen. 
⑤ ： Reset the buzzer during error occurred.  
 
  
 
 
 

Unit Origin 
Return button

[①] 

Rec. Edit 
Button 
[②] 

[⑤] 
Reset buzzer  
Sound button 

Manual adjust 
Button 
[③] 

Cancel 
Button 
[④] 
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6.6.2 Error message help usage explanation  
 
Below is the explanation for all the troubles. 
 

Error message: Outside moveable radius 
Error code:  WFT00-6001 
■Causes 
Current position is outside of moveable radius.  

■Actions 
Please use JOG key to move the wafer table into moveable radius 
area. 
To make the start position inside movable radius, it is either to 
enlarge the movable radius 
or please re-setting the start position. 

 

Error message: Wafer end 
Error code:  WFT00-6002 
■Causes 
There is no more chip on wafer.  

■Actions 
Please replace a new wafer.  

 

Error message: Alignment error 
Error code:  WFT00-6003 
■Causes 
During 1 wafer recognition processing, alignment 
error count exceeded set parameter count.  
This error appears after completion of 1 wafer 
before the ring is replaced.  
 

■Actions 
・ Please check if the recognition allowable range parameter range is 

appropriate. 
・ If the allowable range is too small, the possibility for alignment 

error to occur is higher. 
・ If alignment error continues to happen very frequently, please 

re-setting the recognition. 

 

Error message: Parameter range error 
Error code:  WFT00-6004 
■Causes 
The parameter setting exceeds allowable range. 
This error appears before operations start. 

■Actions 
Please review the parameter. 

 

Error message: Manual operation condition error 
Error code:  WFT00-6005 
■Causes 
Operation that cannot be operated in Manual 
Action was tried to be executed in Manual Action.

■Actions 
Check the machine condition. This error appears during [No wafer], 
[Stage down] or [Expander up]. 

 

Error message: Outside absolute movable radius 
Error code:  WFT00-6006 
■Causes 
Current position is at outside of absolute movable 
range. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return.  
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Error message: Wafer table origin return interlock 
Error code:  WFT00-6010 
■Causes 
As the expander is up, wafer table origin return 
cannot be executed. 

■Actions  
Please lower down the expander by Manual action mode. 

 

Error message: Table movement interlock ＜BDH（1）＞ 

Error code:  WFT00-6011 
■Causes 
As bonding head origin return not done, wafer 
table cannot move.  

■Actions 
Please perform bonding head origin return.  

 

Error message: Table movement interlock ＜BDH（2）＞ 

Error code:  WFT00-6012 
■Causes 
As bonding head is not at standby position, wafer 
table cannot move.  

■Actions 
Please move bonding head to standby position. 

 

Error message: Table movement interlock ＜BDH (3）＞ 

Error code:  WFT00-6013 
■Causes 
As plunge up pin is not at offset position, wafer 
table cannot move.  

■Actions 
Please move plunge up pin to offset position.  

 

Error message: Table movement interlock ＜STAGE＞ 

Error code:  WFT00-6014 
■Causes 
As plunge up stage is down, wafer table cannot be 
moved at pickup position.  

■Actions 
Please move up the plunge up stage.  

 

Error message: Expander up interlock 
Error code:  WFT00-6015 
■Causes 
As wafer table is not at expand position, expander 
cannot move up.  

■Actions 
Move wafer table to expand position.  

 

Error message: Vacuum stage up interlock 
Error code:  WFT00-6016 
■Causes 
As wafer table is not at pickup position, vacuum 
stage cannot be moved up.  

■Actions 
Please move wafer table to pickup position.  

 

Error message: Unknown current position error  
Error code:  WFT00-6017 
■Causes 
As wafer table current position is unknown, its 
operation cannot be done.  

■Actions 
Please carry out wafer table return origin operation. 
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Error message: Table movement interlock ＜EXPANDER＞ 

Error code:  WFT00-6018 
■Causes 
As expander is at up position, wafer table cannot 
be moved. 

■Actions 
Please move expander to down position.  

 

Error message: Table movement interlock ＜STAGE  (2)＞ 

Error code:  WFT00-6019 
■Causes 
At ring changer position, as plunge up stage is not 
down, wafer table cannot be moved.  

■Actions 
Please move the plunge up stage to down position. 

 

Error message: Table origin return non-completion error  
Error code:  WFT00-6020 
■Causes 
As wafer table origin return is not completed, or, 
after certain movement error had occurred, origin 
return need to be executed. 

■Actions 
Please carry out wafer table origin return.  

 

Error message: Table limit in  
Error code:  WFT00-6021 
■Causes 
During wafer table operation, vacuum stage limit 
sensor is detected at ON condition. 

■Actions 
Please carry out origin return. 
If the movable position is detected inside limit area, please re-setting 
related parameter.  
(Movable radius setting and origin position compensation). 
If there is no problem on position setting, there is a possibility that 
the limit sensor setting missed.  
Please re-adjust the sensor setting. 

 

Error message: Expander down interlock error. 
Error code:  WFT00-6022 
■Causes 
Chuck head not at origin position, expander down 
prohibited 

■Actions 
Please move chuck head to origin position. 

 

Error message: Wafer Orientation-flat Error 
Error code:  WFT00-6023 
■Causes 
The wafer orientation direction is different. 

■Actions 
Please match the wafer orientation direction. 

 
 

Error message: Orientation flat inspection register position error 
Error code:  WFT00-6024 
■Causes 
Wafer orientation flat inspection register position 
is out of the wafer movable radius. 

■Actions 
Please change the wafer orientation flat inspection register position.
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Error message: Front cover open 
Error code:  WFT00-6025 
■Causes 
Front cover is opened. 
If cover is opened during cycle operation, this 
operation will stop. 

■Actions 
Please close front cover. 
When this error occur during table movement, origin return is 
necessary. 

 

Error message: Orientation flat inspection parameter setting error 
Error code:  WFT00-6026 
■Causes 
The parameter setting for orientation flat 
inspection is set to OFF. 

■Actions 
Please change the parameter setting for orientation flat inspection to 
ON. 

 

Error message: Ring direction detection error 
Error code:  WFT00-6027 
■Causes 
It was detected that the detected ring direction is 
different with the setting. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the ring direction. Or, please check the setting for 
ring direction. 

 

Error message: Wafer Orientation-flat detect not completed 
Error code:  WFT00-6028 
■Causes 
Wafer Orientation-flat detection not finish. 

■Actions 
Please execute Orientation-flat detection again. 

 

Error message: Table origin return error (X axis)  
Error code:  WFT00-6030 
■Causes 
Error occurred during wafer table origin return.  

■Actions 
Please check X axis sensor position and signal. 

 

Error message: Table X axis servo alarm 
Error code:  WFT00-6031 
■Causes 
None  

■Actions 
None 

 

Error message: Table X axis + direction limit in  
Error code:  WFT00-6032 
■Causes 
X axis enter the + direction limit, table is not 
allow to move. 

■Actions 
Please execute table origin return. 

 

Error message: Table X axis – direction limit in  
Error code:  WFT00-6033 
■Causes 
X axis enter the - direction limit, table is not allow 
to move. 

■Actions 
Please execute table origin return. 
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Error message: Table X axis operation non-completed  
Error code:  WFT00-6034 
■Causes 
After wafer table X axis operation is executed, the 
operation is not completed within the setting time.

■Actions 
Please check if the motor power supply is ON. 
Please check the motor wiring.   

 

Error message: Table X axis motor error 
Error code:  WFT00-6035 
■Causes 
After the wafer table X axis operation is executed, 
the motor return an error that indicate the 
operation is abnormal. 

■Actions 
Please check if the motor power supply is ON. 
Please check the motor wiring. 

 

Error message: Table X axis motor speed error 
Error code:  WFT00-6036 
■Causes 
After wafer table X axis operation command is 
executed, due to the speed is abnormal, the 
operation cannot be done. 

■Actions 
Please check motor speed setting. 

 

Error message: Table X axis motor positioning error 
Error code:  WFT00-6037 
■Causes 
The wafer table X axis does not receive the 
movement complete signal.  

■Actions 
There is a possibility that the wafer table motor slip. 
Please check for the abnormality of the table mechanism and 
hardware.  

 

Error message: Table X axis FAN Alarm error 
Error code:  WFT00-6038 
■Causes 
Wafer table receive the alarm signal from X axis 
cooling fan.  

■Actions 
Please check the condition of the cooling fan.  

 

Error message: Table origin return error (Y axis)  
Error code:  WFT00-6040 
■Causes 
Error occurred during wafer table origin return.  

■Actions 
Please check Y axis sensor position and signal. 

 

Error message: Table Y axis servo alarm 
Error code:  WFT00-6041 
■Causes 
None  

■Actions 
None 

 

Error message: Table Y axis + direction limit in  
Error code:  WFT00-6042 
■Causes 
Y axis enter the + direction limit, table is not 
allow to move. 

■Actions 
Please execute table origin return. 
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Error message: Table Y axis – direction limit in 
Error code:  WFT00-6043 
■Causes 
Y axis enter the - direction limit, table is not allow 
to move. 

■Actions 
Please execute table origin return. 

 

Error message: Table Y axis operation non-completed 
Error code:  WFT00-6044 
■Causes 
After wafer table Y axis operation is executed, the 
operation is not completed within the setting time.

■Actions 
Please check if the motor power supply is ON. 
Please check the motor wiring. 

 

Error message: Table Y axis motor error  
Error code:  WFT00-6045 
■Causes 
After the wafer table Y axis operation is executed, 
the motor return an error that indicate the 
operation is abnormal. 

■Actions 
Please check if the motor power supply is ON. 
Please check the motor wiring. 

 

Error message: Table Y axis motor speed error 
Error code:  WFT00-6046 
■Causes 
After wafer table Y axis operation command is 
executed, due to the speed is abnormal, the 
operation cannot be done. 

■Actions 
Please check motor speed setting. 

  

Error message: Vacuum stage up error 
Error code:  WFT00-6060 
■Causes 
Vacuum stage was tried to be moved up but the 
operation was not correctly completed. 

■Actions 
・ Check if it can mechanically move up. If not, check any 

mechanical interference or utilities condition.  
・ If can mechanically move, check upper end sensor position and 

signal.  

 

Error message: Vacuum stage down error 
Error code:  WFT00-6061 
■Causes 
Vacuum stage down was operated but operation 
was not completed correctly.  

■Actions 
・ Check if it can mechanically move down. If not, check any 

mechanical interference or utilities condition.  
・ If can mechanically move, check lower end sensor position and 

signal.  

 

Error message: Expander up error 
Error code:  WFT00-6062 
■Causes 
Expander was operated to move up but operation 
was not correctly completed.  

■Actions 
・ Check if it can mechanically move up. If not, check any 

mechanical interference or utilities condition.  
・ If can mechanically move, check upper end sensor position and 

signal. 
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Error message: Expander down error 
Error code:  WFT00-6063 
■Causes 
Expander was operated down but operation was 
not correctly completed.  

■Actions 
・ Check if it can mechanically move down. If not,  check any 

mechanical interference or utilities condition.  
・ If can mechanically move, check lower end sensor position and 

signal. 

 

Error message: Calibration error. (PRO-D1 not ready) 
Error code:  WFT00-6064 
■Causes 
Recognition target pattern not detected during 
AUTO calibration.  

■Actions 
Re-teach recognition or carry out manual calibration.  

 

Error message: Vacuum stage limit sensor wiring cut-off (open circuit) 
Error code:  WFT00-6065 
■ Causes 
During the checking of vacuum stage limit sensor 
wiring cut-off (open circuit), limit sensor did not 
respond.  

■ Actions 
This may be due to vacuum stage limit sensor wiring cut-off (open 
circuit). Check limit sensor input condition at I/O screen.  

 

Error message: No wafer during single operation  
Error code:  WFT00-6066 
■ Causes 
No wafer on XY table during single operation.  

■ Actions 
Please set a wafer.  

 

Error message: Absolute movable radius teaching error  
Error code:  WFT00-6067 
■ Causes 
It was moved until the sensor sensing position but 
the limit sensor was not activated.  

■ Actions 
This may be due to vacuum stage limit sensor wiring cut-off (open 
circuit). Check limit sensor input condition at I/O screen. This may 
also be affected by the motor non-tuning. Check that the motor is 
not overloaded.  

 

Error message: Polygon area teaching error  
Error code:  WFT00-6068 
■ Causes 
Preset polygon area is not appropriate. This is not 
applicable to too complicated multiple sides.  

■ Actions 
Re-do polygon side area teaching.  

 

Error message: Movable radius teaching error  
Error code:  WFT00-6069 
■ Causes 
Preset movable radius is not appropriate. Preset 
moveable area exceeded absolute movable radius 
area.  

■ Actions 
Re-do movable radius teaching.  
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Error message: Expander up sensor error. 
Error code:  WFT00-6070 
■ Causes 
Expander up movement is executed but up detect
sensor cannot detect completion of the movement.

■ Actions 
Please check whether expander is at upper position. Check for any 
obstacle if expander is not at upper position. 
If expander is up, please check expander up detect sensor position 
and its signal. 

 

Error message: Table θ axis origin return non-completion error 
Error code:  WFT00-6071 
■Causes 
As wafer table origin return is not completed, or 
origin return not done after an error had occurred. 

■Actions 
Carry out wafer table origin return. 

 

Error message: Table origin return error (θ axis) 
Error code:  WFT00-6072 
■Causes 
Error occurred during wafer table origin return.  

■Actions 
Check θ-axis each sensor position and signal.  

 

Error message: Table θ axis + direction limit in 
Error code:  WFT00-6073 
■Causes 
As it had entered θ axis + direction limit, table 
cannot be moved.  

■Actions 
Carry out table origin return.  

 

Error message: Table θ axis + direction limit in 
Error code:  WFT00-6074 
■Causes 
As it had entered θ axis - direction limit, table 
cannot be moved.  

■Actions 
Carry out table origin return.  

 

Error message: Table θ axis operation non-completed (TIME OUT). 
Error code:  WFT00-6075 
■Causes 
Operation command was given to wafer table θ 
axis but operation completion time elapsed.  

■Actions 
Check if servo motor power supply is ON. Check wiring until the 
motor. 

 

Error message: Table θ axis motor error 
Error code:  WFT00-6076 
■Causes 
Operation command was given to wafer table θ 
axis but error was returned by the motor and 
operation cannot be done.  

■Actions 
Check if pulse motor power supply is ON. Check wiring until the 
motor.  

 

Error message: Table θ axis motor speed error 
Error code:  WFT00-6077 
■Causes 
Operation command was given to wafer table θ 
axis but operation cannot be done because of 
speed error.  

■Actions 
Check motor speed setting.  
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Error message: θ axis move interlock error 〈STAGE (1)〉 

Error code:  WFT00-6078 
■Causes 
Although a stage is not in a rise state, tried to 
make it move θ axis.  

■Actions 
Please raise a stage.  

 

Error message: θ axis move interlock error 〈BDH (1)〉 

Error code:  WFT00-6079 
■Causes 
Since a bonding head is origin point return 
unfinished, the drive of theta axis cannot be 
performed 

■Actions 
Please carry out the origin position return of a bonding head. 

 

Error message: θ axis move interlock error 〈BDH (2)〉 

Error code:  WFT00-6080 
■Causes 
Since a pressure-from-below needle is starting 
point return unfinished, the drive of theta axis 
cannot be performed.  

■Actions 
Please carry out the origin position return of a bonding head.  

 

Error message: UV light guide advancement interlock 
Error code:  WFT00-6081 
■Causes 
The UV light guide was not able to advance 
because the stage was descending.  

■Actions 
Please confirm the state of the stage.  

 

Error message: The UV light guide advancement is abnormal 
Error code:  WFT00-6082 
■Causes 
The advancement operation of the UV light guide 
was not completed. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the state of the electromagnetic valve and the sensor 
of the UV light guide.  

 

Error message: The UV light guide retreat is abnormal 
Error code:  WFT00-6083 
■Causes 
The retreat operation of the UV light guide was 
not completed.  

■Actions 
Please confirm the state of the electromagnetic valve and the sensor 
of the UV light guide.  

 

Error message: Recognition model teaching non-completion error  
Error code:  WFT00-6101 
■ Causes 
At recognition, chip recognition teaching was not 
carried out.  

■ Actions 
Carry out chip recognition teaching for recognition.  

 

Error message: Inspection model data teaching non-completion error  
Error code:  WFT00-6102 
■ Causes 
Chip recognition teaching (inspection model) for 
recognition is not executed.  

■ Actions 
Carry out chip recognition teaching (inspection model) for 
recognition.  
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Error message: Recognition communication error 
Error code:  WFT00-6103 
■ Causes 
Communication with recognition is not correct. 

■ Actions 
・ Re-start the machine and check if the problem re-occurs.  
・ If yes, please contact our sales personnel.  

 

Error message: Recognition system error  
Error code:  WFT00-6104 
■ Causes 
During communication with recognition, a system 
abnormality occurred at the recognition area.  

■ Actions 
・ Re-start the machine and check if the problem re-occurs.  
・ If yes, please contact our sales personnel. 

 
Error message: Recognition system product conversion error  
Error code:  WFT00-6105 
■ Causes 
During product conversion, a communication 
error occurs between recognition.  

■ Actions 
・ Re-start the machine and check if the problem re-occurs. 
・ Recognition product data may have been erased. Re-register 

product conversion.  

 

Error message: Recognition system error (1). 
Error code:  WFT00-6106 
■Causes 
During communication with recognition, a system 
abnormality occurred at the recognition area.  

■Actions 
・Re-start the machine and check if the problem re-occurs. 
・If yes, please contact our sales personnel. 

 

Error message: Recognition system error (2). 
Error code:  WFT00-6107 
■Causes 
During communication with recognition, a system 
abnormality occurred at the recognition area.  

■Actions 
・Re-start the machine and check if the problem re-occurs. 
・If yes, please contact our sales personnel. 

 

Error message: Ring size recognition error 
Error code:  WFT00-6108 
■Causes 
When ring size was checked, the ring size 
different from a parameter setup was detected.  

■Actions 
Please check the carried ring size (expander unit). 
Or please check the parameter set up.  

 

Error message: Calibration recognition error 
Error code:  WFT00-6109 
■Causes 
When the auto calibration was performed, it 
became an error by the following factor. 
A chip is not found. 
The answer of the error from a recognition 
system.  

■Actions 
Please perform recognition adjustment of chip recognition. 
Or please change and perform the position which a calibration starts. 
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Error message: Calibration recognition error. (result) 
Error code:  WFT00-6110 
■Causes 
As a result of performing a calibration, the 
unfixed numerical value was computed.  

■Actions 
Again, please perform a calibration.  
Or please perform recognition adjustment of chip recognition.  

 

Error message: Calibration error (0 divide). 
Error code:  WFT00-6111 
■Causes 
It was going to perform 0 devide, when 
computing a calibration.  

■Actions 
Again, please perform a calibration.  
Or please perform recognition adjustment of chip recognition.  

 

Error message: Ring size recognition error 
Error code:  WFT00-6112 
■Causes 
When ring size was checked, the ring size 
different from a parameter setup was detected. 

■Actions 
Please check the carried ring size (expander unit). 
Or please check the parameter set up. 

 

Error message: Random search binary file error 
Error code:  WFT00-6113 
■Causes 
There is no file which memorizes chip 
information in a random search.  

■Actions 
Again, please perform start operation. 
When the same errors occur frequently, please contact me to 
business of our company.  

 

Error message: All random search circumference tips NO chip error 
Error code:  WFT00-6114 
■Causes 
A chip does not exist in the surroundings of the 
chip first found in the random search. 

■Actions 
Please move a table on the outskirts to a position with a chip.  

 
 

 

 

 
MAPPING Error Message 
 

Error message: Reference chip not found 
Error code:  WFT00-6501 
■Causes 
Reference chip not found for wafer standard 
position detection. 
The causes can be as follow: 
• Recognition model teaching not correctly 

performed. 
• Pitch size teaching not correctly performed. 
• Start position not correctly set. 
• Reference chip position in parameter is not 

correctly set. 

■Actions 
• Please perform recognition model teaching again. 
• Please check the start position and reference chip position.  
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Error message: The calculated reference chip distance is too big. 
Error code:  WFT00-6502 
■Causes 
The reference chip distance that calculated from 
the wafer standard position detection is too big 
when compared with the reference chip position 
that set in the parameter 
The causes can be as follow: 
• Pitch size teaching not correctly performed. 
• Start position not correctly set.  
• Reference chip position in parameter is not 

correctly set. 

■Actions 
Please check and confirm the pitch size, start position and reference 
chip position that set in the parameter. 

 

Error message: The calculated reference chip distance is too small. 
Error code:  WFT00-6503 
■ Causes 
The reference chip distance that calculated from 
the wafer standard position detection is too small
when compared with the reference chip position 
that set in the parameter 
The causes can be as follow: 
• Pitch size teaching not correctly performed. 
• Start position not correctly set.  
• Reference chip position in parameter is not 

correctly set. 

■ Actions 
Please check and confirm the pitch size, start position and reference 
chip position that set in the parameter. 

 

Error message: MAP position detection pitch size error. 
Error code:  WFT00-6504 
■ Causes 
Pitch size in the MAP data and the actual pitch 
size that detected from the wafer position is not 
the same. 

■ Actions 
In position detection Mode 3, please confirm the total of MAP data 
arrangement and the total of good chip. 

 

Error message: Target move position is outside the moveable radius. 
Error code:  WFT00-6505 
■ Causes 
Target move position is outside the moveable 
radius, movement is prohibited. 

■ Actions 
Please check the moveable radius parameter. 

 

Error message: MAP mode manually expander down interlock. 
Error code:  WFT00-6506 
■ Causes 
When MAP mode is ON, expander is not allowed
to move down manually. 

■ Actions 
Return the wafer to ring. Please execute again the 1 cycle wafer 
supply operation. 

 

Error message: Map restart function interlock error. 
Error code:  WFT00-6507 
■ Causes 
When execute the MAP restart function, it is 
necessary to move to 1st chip after the wafer 
position detection. 

■ Actions 
Please execute wafer position detection and move the wafer table to
1st chip position before MAP restart function. 
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Error message: MAP: 1st chip confirmation stop. 
Error code:  WFT00-6508 
■ Causes 
When MAP mode, machine stopped at the 1st 
good chip position after wafer search process 
finished. (Parameter setting) 

■ Actions 
Please confirm the MAP data position and the actual table position.
Please push the start button if the MAP shifted problem not 
happened. 
If the map shifted problem happened, please check the cause. 

 

Error message: Not in MAP mode 
Error code:  WFT00-6509 
■ Causes 
Not in MAP mode, wafer standard position 
detection end. 

■ Actions 
Please turn ON MAP mode SW in function switch. 

 

Error message: Fail in parameter setting 
Error code:  WFT00-6510 
■ Causes 
The set data/value is not suitable. 

■ Actions 
Please correct the parameter set. 

 

Error message: MAP: reference chip confirmation stop 
Error code:  WFT00-6511 
■Causes 
When MAP mode, machine stopped at the 
reference chip position after wafer position search 
process finished. (parameter set in mode 4 only) 

■Actions 
Please confirm the MAP data position and the actual table position.
Please push the start button if the MAP shifted problem not 
happened. 
If the map shifted problem happened, please check the cause. 

 

Error message: MAP: Specified chip confirmation stop 
Error code:  WFT00-6512 
■Causes 
When MAP mode, machine stopped at the 
reference chip position after wafer position search 
process finished. (parameter set).  

■Actions 
Please confirm the MAP data position and the actual table position.
Please push the start button if the MAP shifted problem not 
happened. 
If the map shifted problem happened, please check the cause. 

 

Error message: MAP: Specified chip confirmation stop.(in Chip Search) 
Error code:  WFT00-6513 
■Causes 
When MAP mode, machine stopped at the 
reference chip position after wafer position search 
process finished. (parameter set).  

■Actions 
Please confirm the MAP data position and the actual table position.
Please push the start button if the MAP shifted problem not 
happened. 
If the map shifted problem happened, please check the cause. 

 

Error message: Partial Wafer Type Select Error 
Error code:  WFT00-6514 
■Causes 
The parameter is set to execute type H2(Q2～Q4) 
while partial type H1(Q1) not being processed 
yet.  

■Actions 
Please execute the operation for partial type H1(Q1).  
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Error message: Partial Wafer Standard Chip Position Detect Error 
Error code:  WFT00-6515 
■Causes 
When using partial wafer function, the standard 
chip cannot be found.  

■Actions 
Please set the parameter "Partial Die Alignment SW" to 0 and 
register again.  

 

Error message: Partial Wafer Process End 
Error code:  WFT00-6516 
■Causes 
Partial wafer process is already finish.  

■Actions 
By manual mode, move the wafer ring to storage area and supply a 
new wafer ring to the wafer table.  

 

Error message: MAP-PC software initialize failure 
Error code:  WFT00-6521 
■ Causes 
Initialization of MAP-PC software failed. 

■ Actions 
Please confirm the MAP-PC software is executed. (MMI side) 
If MAP-PC software has not started, please restart the machine. 

 

Error message: MAP-PC(HOST-PC) communication time out 
Error code:  WFT00-6522 
■ Causes 
Communication with MAP-PC not completed in
mapping operation. 

■ Actions 
Please check the wiring for MAP-PC. 
Please check the MAP-PC power supply and confirm that the 
mapping software is executed. 

 

Error message: Barcode read error 
Error code:  WFT00-6523 
■ Causes 
Barcode read failed. 

■ Actions 
Please check the barcode read position. 

 

Error message: Barcode communication time out 
Error code:  WFT00-6524 
■Causes 
Communication with barcode not completed in 
mapping operation.  

■Actions 
Please check the connection condition of barcode.  

 

Error message: Good chip BIN code set error 
Error code:  WFT00-6525 
■ Causes 
MAP data read and current good chip BIN code 
setting is different. 

■ Actions 
Please correct the MAP-PC good chip BIN code setting. 

 

Error message: MAP data not match error 
Error code:  WFT00-6526 
■ Causes 
MID read by machine is not in the host. 

■ Actions 
Please check the barcode name. 
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Error message: Share memory write error 
Error code:  WFT00-6527 
■ Causes 
Memory operation in PC failed. 

■ Actions 
Retry the operation. If error still happened, please restart the 
machine. 
If error always happened even after restart the machine, please 
contact our sales personnel. 

 

Error message: Communication error between process 
Error code:  WFT00-6528 
■ Causes 
Error occurred during communication between 
control software and communication software. 

■ Actions 
Retry the operation. If error still happened, please restart the 
machine. 
If error always happened even after restart the machine, please 
contact our sales personnel. 

 

Error message: Handshake error 
Error code:  WFT00-6529 
■ Causes 
The communication handshake between control 
software and PC-software failed. 

■ Actions 
Retry the operation. If error still happened, please restart the 
machine. 
If error always happened even after restart the machine, please 
contact our sales personnel. 

 

Error message: Barcode communication time out 
Error code:  WFT00-6530 
■ Causes 
Communication with barcode not completed in 
mapping operation. 

■ Actions 
Please check the connection condition of barcode. 

 

Error message: Barcode ID input error 
Error code:  WFT00-6531 
■ Causes 
The figure of barcode ID exceeds. 

■ Actions 
Please check the figure of barcode ID. Or please input again. 

 

Error message: Please manually input the wafer ID 

Error code:  WFT00-6532 
■ Causes 
Cannot read the barcode automatically, please 
input manually. 

■ Actions 
Please manually input the wafer ID. 

 

Error message: Please read the MAP data 

Error code:  WFT00-6533 
■ Causes 
Cannot read the barcode automatically, please 
manually read the MAP data. 

■ Actions 
Please read the MAP data. 
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Error message: Handshake error (HOST). 
Error code:  WFT00-6534 
■Causes 
The communication handshake between control 
PC-software and HOST-PC failed 

■Actions 
Retry the operation. If error still happened, please restart the 
machine. 
If error always happened even after restart the machine, please 
contact our sales personnel 

 

Error message: Content of send data error 
Error code:  WFT00-6535 
■Causes 
Inaccurate data was received in communication 
between control software and PC-software 

■Actions 
Retry the operation. If error still happened, please restart the 
machine. 
If error always happened even after restart the machine, please 
contact our sales personnel 

 

Error message: The abnormalities in send data 
Error code:  WFT00-6536 
■Causes 
Abnormalities are in the send data from MAP 
software to control software. 

■Actions 
When you operate it again and you do not solve, please re-switch on 
an equipment power supply. 
Even if it performs a power supply re-injection, when an error 
occurs, even an operating person in charge needs to inform. 

 

Error message: Map array abnormal 

Error code:  WFT00-6541 
■ Causes 
MAP data array amount is different from the 
previous wafer data. 

■ Actions 
Please check the wafer position detection function by trace mode. 

 

Error message: Barcode rotation direction confirmation error 

Error code:  WFT00-6542 
■ Causes 
The rotate direction read by the barcode is not 
correct. 

■ Actions 
Please check the set direction for wafer ring. 

 

Error message: Cannot find the MAP data 

Error code:  WFT00-6543 
■ Causes 
Unable to carry out map mode chip search 
because no map data. 
Possible map data not successfully download. 

■ Actions 
Please perform barcode reading on the target ring and set ring to 
expander. 

 

Error message: MAP data not match error 

Error code:  WFT00-6544 
■ Causes 
Cannot find the good chip at the good chip 
location during MAP mode execution. 
When map data and the actual position is shifted, 
the wafer position search may fail. 

■ Actions 
When wafer position search was failed, please retry wafer position 
search. 
If there is other cause for none good chip, please change the start 
position of chip recognition by the restart in manual mode. 
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Error message: Map data or parameter incorrect, wafer position search cannot be executed 

Error code:  WFT00-6545 
■ Causes 
Maybe the map data was corrupted. 
Or, when wafer position search mode 2 is 
executed, reference chip coordinate was 
incorrectly set in the parameter. 

■ Actions 
Please confirm the map data is not corrupt. 
If in mode 2, please check the parameter setting. 

 

Error message: Wafer array over 

Error code:  WFT00-6546 
■ Causes 
Search for the next chip position end, a position 
that bigger than map data array was detected. 
Maybe because of the incorrect parameter setting.

■ Actions 
Please check the parameter. 
 

 

Error message: Error of Matrix Search Parameter (Mode4) 
Error code:  WFT00-6547 
■Causes 
Because the NG area was not set in the matrix 
search (mode 4), it became an error. 

■Actions 
Please confirm a set parameter of the matrix area. 

 

Error message: Matrix center axis error 
Error code:  WFT00-6548 
■Causes 
There are neither REF chip coordinates nor a 
matrix center recorded in the MAP data.  
There is a possibility that the setting of the 
parameter is wrong. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the parameter. (SUPER USER) 

 

Error message: Reference coordinate data error 
Error code:  WFT00-6549 
■Causes 
When the map data is downloaded, the reference 
coordinate data is not set. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the down load data of the HOST. 

 

Error message: Wafer position search mode set error 
Error code:  WFT00-6550 
■Causes 
The wafer position search is not correctly set. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the parameter. 

 

Error message: Center chip search error 
Error code:  WFT00-6551 
■Causes 
A central chip was not found. 

■Actions 
Please do the recognition model in the teaching. 
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Error message: Orientation flat boundary center position movement error 
Error code:  WFT00-6552 
■Causes 
It is not possible to move because an orientation 
flat boundary central position is outside a movable 
area. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the wafer position search operation. 

 

Error message: Reference chip position movement error 
Error code:  WFT00-6553 
■Causes 
It is not possible to move because a reference chip
position is outside a movable area. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the wafer position search operation. 

 

Error message: Pitch size error. (X Large) 
Error code:  WFT00-6554 
■Causes 
When detecting wafer position, MAP data and 
chip array size is different. 

■Actions 
Please check the MAP data array number and good chip number. 

 

Error message: Pitch size error. (X Small) 
Error code:  WFT00-6555 
■Causes 
When detecting wafer position, MAP data and 
chip array size is different. 

■Actions 
Please check the MAP data array number and good chip number. 

 

Error message: Pitch size error. (Y Large) 

Error code:  WFT00-6556 
■Causes 
Different Wafer Size Acchal Wafer or Map Data.

■Actions 
Please Retry Wafer Pos Search. 

 

Error message: Pitch size error. (Y Small) 
Error code:  WFT00-6557 
■Causes 
When detecting wafer position, MAP data and 
chip array size is different. 

■Actions 
Please check the MAP data array number and good chip number. 

 

Error message: MAP: Specified Axis Setting Mode setting error 
Error code:  WFT00-6558 
■Causes 
Specified Axis Setting Mode is OFF. 

■Actions 
Please change parameter Specified Axis Setting Mode. 

 

Error message: MAP: Specified position coordinate setting error 
Error code:  WFT00-6559 
■Causes 
Specified position coordinate is not setting. 

■Actions 
Please setting the specified position coordinate. 
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Error message: Map file preservation processing error 
Error code:  WFT00-6560 
■Causes 
It failed in the preservation of the map file. 

■Actions 
Please do the file preservation processing with mapping PC system.
Please store the wafer after completing processing. 

 

Error message: Mirror chip detection error(mode 6). 
Error code:  WFT00-6561 
■Causes 
The mirror chip was not able to be detected. 

■Actions 
Please review the registered reference position.  
Please execute the mirror chip detection setting again. 

 

Error message: System error (sequence). 
Error code:  WFT00-6898 
■Causes 
Operation which software does not expect was 
carried out. 

■Actions 
Basically, operation can be continue without power off, If same 
error occurs again, please power down and restart again. 
But if that also don't recover, please contact the maker. 

 

Error message: Others error 
Error code:  WFT00-6899 
■Causes 
Internal error. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel. 
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6.7 Warning message 
 
This section describes the warning and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01 
machine monitor during operation.  
 
During warning display on the machine monitor and at the same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower 
yellow lamp will be blinking and machine will continue running until process ended. 
Below is the warning message for wafer table unit. 
 
 

Warning message: Wafer end 

Warning code:  WFT00-2001 

Chip on wafer finished during auto mode. 
 

Warning message: Please manually input the wafer ID 

Warning code:  WFT00-2002 

Cannot read the barcode, please input manually. 
 

Warning message: Alignment error 

Warning code:  WFT00-2003 
During 1 wafer recognition processing, alignment error count exceeded set parameter count. 
This error appears after completion of 1 wafer before the ring is replaced. 
 

Warning message: Start position stop 

Warning code:  WFT00-2004 
After the start position had moved, it stopped after wafers had been exchanged.  
This warning is a parameter setting. 
 

Warning message: Stop before wafer is stored 

Warning code:  WFT00-2005 
It had stopped before the wafer storage operated.  
This warning is a parameter setting. 
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6.8  Sensors and Actuators specification 
 

This section describes the sensor and actuator specification for loader unit. 
 

6.8.1 Input/Output check usage explanation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 6.4 Input/Output check screen for Wafer table unit. 
 

Description:  
 
     ： Graphic with actual sensor location will appear when click on the correspond I/O.         

The logic of the sensor is stated together with the sensor label. 
 
     ：Graphic display of the location for the selected I/O sensor. 
 
         ：Actual sensor name/marking.  
 
     ：Front view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked. 
 
      ：Back view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 
 
 

Input item [①] 

① 

Help screen [②] Sensor Name [③] 

Left view  
Button [⑧] 

Right view  
Button [⑦] 

Front view  
Button [④] 

Back view  
Button [⑤] 

Top view  
Button [⑥] 

② 

③ 

④ 

⑤ 
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    ：Top view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 
    
    ：Right view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. (If this unit have back view button) 
 

：Left view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once  
this button is clicked 

 
 

6.8.2 Input/Output detail specification  
 

No Part Label Logic 
Resolution Purpose 

1 Wafer table X right limit SQ6203 1:+LIMIT For X table movement 
2 Wafer table X origin SQ6201 1:ORIGIN For X table movement origin 
3 Wafer table Y fwd limit SQ6203 1:+LIMIT For Y table movement 
4 Wafer table Y origin SQ6202 1:ORIGIN For Y table movement origin 
5 WFT pickup area limit SQ6403 0:limit For limit detect 
6 WFT ring exist detect SQ6307 1:exist To detect ring set in table 
7 Plunger stage up YV6401 1:up Vacuum stage up/down movement use 
8 WFT stage up limit SQ6411 1:+LIMIT Vacuum stage up detect  
9 WFT stage down limit SQ6412 1:-LIMIT Vacuum stage down detect 
10 WFT expand ring up YV6301 1:up Expander ring up/down movement use 
11 Expand down YV6302 1:down Expander down movement use 
12 Expand air release YV6303 1:on Expand air release action use 
13 WFT hot blow on KA205 1:on Wafer table hot air blow on use 
14 WFT expander down limit SQ6306 1:-LIMIT Expander down detect 
15 WFT expander up limit SQ6305 0:+LIMIT Expander up detect 
16 Wafer table X right limit SQ6203 1:+LIMIT For X table movement 

 
Table 6.6 Input/Output items for Wafer table unit. 

 

⑥ 

⑦ 

⑧ 



                                                                        

Chapter 7 
Island Recognition Unit 

 
V4.008R05SR 

 
 
This chapter describes the island recognition unit structure (mechanical) and system operation. Detail 
explanation can be found in the following areas: 

 
 Mechanical Structure 
 Basic movements 
 Manual items 
 Parameter items 
 Teaching Items 
 Error message 
 Warning message 
 Sensors and Actuators Specification 
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7.1  Mechanical Structure 
 

 
This unit consists of a high-resolution camera, optical lens and image processing system. 
(No actuator, auto zoom and XY table) 
 
 
 

7.2  Basic movements  
 

L/F island position that was transferred until bonding position is detected through the image 
processing via high-resolution image camera (2048 x 2048 pixels). The detection method used 
here is gray level (256 binary) center of gravity detection and pattern matching can be selected. Or, 
post bonding chip position inspection (POST－DBI)is also possible.  
 
This unit do not have XY table, therefore all island at bonding position can be recognized at one 
image shot. 
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7.3  Manual items 
 
 
This mode is use to turn ″ON″ and “OFF” on the selected item of the selected unit. In order to perform, 
the Manual Mode operation, choose Manual Mode and select the unit by using the mouse. Then 
pressed the ON  or OFF  key for the item action (movement). 
 
Table 7.1 Manual Actions item for Island recognition unit. 
 

No. Item Function Interlock 

[01] 1 cycle [01] 
 * (Note1) ON Island position detect at the 

assign island. 
 Bonding head at standby position 

(Recognition possible position). 

[02] Origin return ON No movement because no 
actuator.  None 

[03] Auto trace ON 

Execute auto trace. 
Repeating the execution of island 
position detection at bonding 
position. 
Press STOP key to stop. 

 Same condition as in 「１cycle」
interlock. 

[04] Manual trace ON Step by step execution of auto 
trace action. 

 Same condition as in 「１cycle」
interlock. 

[05] DBI auto trace ON 

DBI auto trace execution. 
Repeating DBI execution after 1 
row of island position detection at 
bonding position is completed. 
Press STOP key to stop. 

 Same condition as in 「１cycle」
interlock. 

[06] DBI manual trace ON Step by step execution of DBI 
auto trace action. 

 Same condition as in 「１cycle」
interlock. 

[07] DBI data clear ON Clear all data during DBI 
execution.  None 

[08] DBI-X data all set ON 

Auto calculates the X offset for 
DBI feedback data from the first 
island till last island of the same 
row. 
For Chidori, this function is for 
“Odd” row. 

 None 

[09] DBI-Y data all set ON 

Auto calculates the Y offset for 
DBI feedback data from the first 
island till last island of the same 
row. 
For Chidori, this function is for 
“Odd” row. 

 None 

[10] DBI-X data all set  
(For Even) ON 

Auto calculates the X offset for 
DBI feedback data from the first 
island till last island of the 
“Even” row. 

 None 

[11] DBI-Y data all set  
(For Even) ON 

Auto calculates the Y offset for 
DBI feedback data from the first 
island till last island of the 
“Even” row. 

 None 

 
 
 
*(    Note 1) [  ] : Show island number can be changed using +1 、 -1  button. 
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7.4  Parameter items 
 
This section describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using parameter mode. 
 

7.4.1 Parameter help usage explanation 
 

 
 Help screen 
 [②] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Operation Manual 

 
Help button 

[①] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Close button [③]

   
Figure 7.1 Parameter help screen for Island Recognition unit. 

 
 

Description:  
 
① : Graphic of explanation with detail information regarding the correspond parameter will  

pop up once the “help” button is clicked. 
 

② : Graphic of explanation with detail information. 
 

③ : Click on the “close” button to close the parameter help explanation and return to previous     
page. 
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7.4.2 How to use unit parameter help 
 

1. Click on the “Adjust” button and the adjustment mode screen will be displayed. 
 
2. Select the “Island Rec.” button to select the regarding unit. 

 
3. Click on the “Parameter” button in order to display the parameter screen. A list of 

parameters will be displayed on the screen. 
 

4. Choose any parameter that needed and click on the item button. When selected, the cursor 
of the regarding parameter will turn to blue colour. 

 
5. In order to use the help function, click on the “help” button on the left side of the screen. 

 
6. A HELP window will display on the screen. Graphic display together with the description 

will include inside the HELP window. 
 

7. Click on the “close” button inside the HELP window to close the HELP window after 
finish reading. 

 
The HELP window will disappeared and return to parameter screen. 

 
 

7.4.3 Unit parameter 
  

(Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 
 
Table 7.2 Parameter item for Island Recognition unit. 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Delay timer (Column) 

Delay time is the waiting time before it 
starts to capture the next island image by 
column after the feeder feed completed. 
This timer is to avoid the vibration effect 
after feeder pitch move. 

0 ～ 999 msec Cannot 

[02] 
Mark-Continuous NG 
stop No. 

If the NG mark detected continuously 
over the setting limit, error message will 
pop up and machine will stop.  
(e.g.)  
1: stop after 1 time NG mark detected. 
2: stop after continuous 2 times NG mark 

detected. 

0 ～ 999 No. Cannot 

[03] Island NG skip SW 

When this SW is on, the island NG will 
be converted to NG mark.  
During standard NG mark treatment, the 
NG island will be skipped. 
0:OFF (Error message display.) 
1:ON (Converts island NG into mark NG 

- island skip.) 

0 ～ 1 No Cannot 

[04] Detect area shift X 

X axis shifted position from recognition 
base position to frame center position. 
This parameter is normally set when a 
new frame type is applied. 

-9999999
～ 

9999999 
μm Cannot 

[05] Detect area shift Y 

Y axis shifted position from recognition 
base position to frame center position. 
This parameter is normally set when a 
new frame type is applied. 

-9999999
～ 

9999999 
μm Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[06] 
DBI-frequency 
(Column) 

Select the specific column to execute 
DBI for bonding position or/and bonding 
volume. 
e.g.）1: Inspect every column. 

2: Inspect one column in periodic 
of 2 column. 
(DBI on column 2,4,6th)  

3: Inspect one column in periodic 
of 3 column. 
(DBI on column 3,6,9th) 

0 ～ 999 line Cannot 

[07] 
DBI-Continuous NG 
stop No. 

Continuous NG counts for AgP position 
and volume DBI. 
e.g.）1: stop after 1 time NG. 

2: stop after continuous 2 times 
NG. 

0 ～ 999 No. Cannot 

[08] Island NG retry No. 

When recognizes an NG island, this 
setting is the frequency for this island 
being re-recognized before it skip to the 
next island.  
Example, set 1 : When recognizes an 
island is NG for the 1st time, error 
message will display.  
During 2nd time re-recognize and detect 
the island is NG again, message will not 
display and will automatically skip to the 
next island. 
0 : FUNCTION OFF (always display 
error).   

0 ～ 5 No. Cannot 

[09] Island monitoring No. 

During the execution of auto trace in 
manual mode, monitor the condition for 
selected island. 
(Example) select 1st island : The monitor 
will display only the 1st island condition 
for every column. 

0 ～ 100 No. Cannot 

[10] DBI F.B. data X 1 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value (1st bonding position). 

-9999999
～ 

999999 
μm Cannot 

[11] DBI F.B. data Y 1 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value (1st bonding position). 

-9999999
～ 

999999 
μm Cannot 

      

[208] DBI F.B. data X 100 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value (100th bonding position). 

-9999999
～ 

999999 
μm Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[209] DBI F.B. data Y 100 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value (100th bonding position). 

-9999999
～ 

999999 
μm Cannot 

[210] DBI F.B. data X  1B 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value.  
(Correspond to the even number 
sequence for the chidori island. ) 

-9999999
～ 

9999999 
μm Cannot 

[211] DBI F.B. data Y  1B 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value.  
(Correspond to the even number 
sequence for the chidori island. ) 

-9999999

～ 

9999999 

μm Cannot 

 

     

[408] DBI F.B. data X  100B 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value.  
(Correspond to the even number 
sequence for the chidori island. ) 

-9999999
～ 

9999999 
μm Cannot 

[409] DBI F.B. data Y  100B 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value.  
(Correspond to the even number 
sequence for the chidori island. ) 

-9999999

～ 

9999999 

μm Cannot 

 

 
7.4.4 Function SW 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[01] Island recognition SW Select whether to use island recognition 

function. 
ON or OFF -- Cannot 

 
Table 7.3 Function SW for Island Recognition unit. 
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7.5  Teaching items 
 

This chapter describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using TEACHING mode 

 
7.5.1 Teaching items 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] None --  -- -- -- 

 
Table 7.4 Teaching Item for Island Recognition unit. 

 
7.5.2 Manual Items  

 
Name Corresponding manual menu and explanation 

Auto trace ON key：Execute 

Manual trace ON key：Execute 
 

Table 7.5 Manual teaching Item for Island Recognition unit 
 
 
 
 
 

         Note: For description of each movement, please refer to manual items. 
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7.6 Error message 
 
 
This section describes the error and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R machine 
monitor during operation. For machine to run smoothly and to avoid frame scratch and jammed, error 
detect and interlock is build in the software. 
 

 When trouble or interlock happened, error message will be display on the machine monitor and at the 
same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower red lamp will be blinking and machine stop running. 
 
7.6.1 Error message help usage explanation  
 
 

Operation Manual 

Unit Origin 
Return button

[①] 

Rec. Edit 
Button 
[②] 

[⑤] 
Reset buzzer  
Sound button 

Manual adjust 
Button 
[③] 

Cancel 
Button 
[④] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.2 Error messages screen. 
 
Description:  
 

① ： Button to access “Island Rec.” manual mode origin return command. With this button user no 
need go to manual mode and perform origin return. 

② ： When user click this button system will directly open “Recognition edit” menu. 
③ ： During island NG/Error user have option to manual teach the position and continue running. 
④ ： Cancel the error messages screen. 
⑤ ： Reset the buzzer during error occurred.  
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7.6.2 Error message help usage explanation  
 
Below is the explanation for all the troubles. 
 

Error message: Island position recognition error 
Error code:  ILR00-6001 
■Causes 
Recognition process not completed after island 
recognition execution. 

■Actions 
・ Please check bonding island recognition image. 
・ Make sure the illumination is appropriate. 
・ If this error occurs frequently, please adjust recognition 

setting. 

 

Error message: Island position recognition offset over limit 
Error code:  ILR00-6002 
■Causes 
Island recognition result shows position offset 
exceeding permissible range. 

■Actions 
・ Please check whether the position offset tolerance is 

appropriate or not. 
・ Please check the recognition image. 
・ Make sure the illumination is appropriate. 
・ If this error occurs frequently, please adjust recognition 

setting. 

 

Error message: Parameter out of range 
Error code:  ILR00-6003 
■Causes 
Parameter set exceeded setting range. 
This error occurred before movement. 

■Actions 
Please check parameter. 
(Please check parameter at main control side). 

 

Error message: Manual action execution error 
Error code:  ILR00-6004 
■Causes 
Manual action execution failed because execution 
condition not fulfilled. 

■Actions 
Please check machine status. 
This error occurred because bonding head is not at standby 
position. 

 

Error message: Calibration error（PRO-D1 not ready） 

Error code:  ILR00-6060 
■ Causes 
Target pattern not detected during AUTO 
calibration. 

■ Actions 
Please perform teaching again or perform manual calibration. 

 

Error message: Calibration data error（PRO-D1 not ready） 

Error code:  ILR00-6061 
■ Causes 
Calibration result shows resolution data error. 

■ Actions 
Please perform calibration again. 
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Error message:  Single movement error 
Error code:  ILR00-6062 
■Causes 
No work at bonding position during island 
recognition single mode operation. 

■Actions 
Please transfer work to bonding position. Check shift 
information as well. 

 

Error message:  Island number setting error 
Error code:  ILR00-6070 
■Causes 
Island number specified exceeded multi island 
number setting. 

■Actions 
Please check mount island number. 

 

Error message:  Error and stop due to NG mark detected 
Error code:  ILR00-6071 
■Causes 
NG mark detected continuously for the number of 
time set in parameter. 

■Actions 
Please check mark detection setting. 

 

Error message:  DBI result fail 
Error code:  ILR00-6080 
■Causes 
DBI result fail continuously for the number of 
time set in parameter. 

■Actions 
Please check the bonding position and condition. Please check DBI 
setting. 

 

Error message:  DBI feedback cannot be carried out twice for the same row. 
Error code:  ILR00-6081 
■Causes 
Error and stop due to DBI feedback twice for the 
same row. 

■Actions 
Please transfer L/F for 1 pitch and carry out DBI again. 

 

Error message:  The target island for DBI does not exist. 
Error code:  ILR00-6082 
■Causes 
Target island not exist for DBI execution. 

■Actions 
Please transfer L/F. 

 

Error message: Recognition model data teaching not completed 
Error code:  ILR00-6101 
■ Causes 
Island recognition teaching not performed. 

■ Actions 
Please perform chip recognition teaching for recognition. 

 

Error message: DBI model data teaching not completed 
Error code:  ILR00-6102 
■ Causes 
Chip recognition teaching (inspection model) not 
performed. 

■ Actions 
Please perform chip recognition teaching (inspection model). 
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Error message: Parameter out of range (Recognition) 
Error code:  ILR00-6103 
■Causes 
Parameter set in recognition exceeded permissible 
range.  
This error occurred before movement. 

■Actions 
Please check parameter for recognition. 
(Please check recognition side parameter). 

 

Error message: Recognition handshake error 
Error code:  ILR00-6104 
■ Causes 
Handshake problem with recognition unit. 

■ Actions 
・ Please re-start the machine and check whether the same problem 

happened. 
・ If this problem occurs frequently, please contact our sales 

personnel. 

 

Error message: Recognition system error 
Error code:  ILR00-6105 
■ Causes 
System error occurs during handshake with 
recognition system. 

■ Actions 
・ Please re-start the machine and check whether the same 

problem re-occurs. 
・ If this problem occurs frequently, please contact our sales 

personnel. 

 

Error message: Recognition system other error 
Error code:  ILR00-6106 
■ Causes 
System error occurs during handshake with 
recognition system. 

■ Actions 
・ Please re-start the machine and check whether the same 

problem re-occurs.  
・ If this problem occurs frequently, please contact our sales 

personnel. 

 

Error message: Lighting change error 
Error code:  ILR00-6107 
■ Causes 
The recognition system failed in the change of 
lighting. 

■ Actions 
Please perform the check of a connector the circumference of the 
power supply of lighting. 
Or please check to see you change Value of light by the manual.

 

Error message: Recognition system error( Execute Recognition ). 
Error code:  ILR00-6110 
■ Causes 
System error occurs during handshake with 
recognition system. 

■ Actions 
Please re-start the machine and check whether the same problem 
re-occurs. 
If this problem occurs frequently, please contact our sales 
personnel. 
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Error message: Recognition system error( Illumination change ). 
Error code:  ILR00-6111 
■ Causes 
System error occurs during handshake with 
recognition system. 

■ Actions 
Please re-start the machine and check whether the same problem 
re-occurs. 
If this problem occurs frequently, please contact our sales 
personnel. 

 

Error message: Recognition system error( Wizard Display ). 
Error code:  ILR00-6112 
■ Causes 
System error occurs during handshake with 
recognition system. 

■ Actions 
Please re-start the machine and check whether the same problem 
re-occurs. 
If this problem occurs frequently, please contact our sales 
personnel. 

 

Error message: Others error 
Error code:  ILR00-6899 
■Causes 
Internal error. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales 
personnel. 

 
 
 
 
7.7 Warning message 
 
None. 
 
 

 
7.8  Sensors and Actuators specification 
 

7.8.1 Input/Output detail specification  
 
 

No Part Label Logic 
Resolution

Purpose 

1 None -- -- -- 
 

Table 7.6 Input/Output items for Island Recognition unit. 
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Chapter 8 
Preform Recognition Unit 

 
V4.011R07SR 

 
 
This chapter describes the island recognition unit structure (mechanical) and system operation. Detail 
explanation can be found in the following areas: 

 
 Mechanical Structure 
 Basic movements 
 Manual items 
 Parameter items 
 Teaching Items 
 Error message 
 Warning message 
 Sensors and Actuators Specification 
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8.1  Mechanical Structure 
 

 
This unit consists of a high-resolution camera, optical lens and image processing system. 
(No actuator, auto zoom and XY table) 
 
 
 

8.2  Basic movements  
 

L/F island position that was transferred until preform position is detected through the image 
processing via high-resolution image camera (2048 x 2048 pixels). The detection method used 
here is gray level (256 binary) center of gravity detection and pattern matching can be selected. Or, 
post preform AgP condition (position, volume) inspection (AgP-DBI) is also possible. 
 
This unit do not have XY table, therefore all island at preform position can be recognized at one 
image shot. 
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8.3  Manual items 
 
 
This mode is use to turn ″ON″ and “OFF” on the selected item of the selected unit. In order to perform, 
the Manual Mode operation, choose Manual Mode and select the unit by using the mouse. Then 
pressed the ON  or OFF  key for the item action (movement). 
 
Table 8.1 Manual Actions item for Preform recognition unit. 
 

No. Item Function Interlock 

[01] 1 cycle [01] 
 * (Note1) ON Island position detect at the 

assign island. 
 Bonding head at standby position 

(Recognition possible position). 

[02] Origin return ON No movement because no 
actuator.  None 

[03] Auto trace ON 

Execute auto trace. 
Repeating the execution of island 
position detection at preform 
position. 
Press STOP key to stop. 

 Same condition as in 「１cycle」
interlock. 

[04] Manual trace ON Step by step execution of auto 
trace action. 

 Same condition as in 「１cycle」
interlock. 

[05] DBI auto trace ON 

DBI auto trace execution. 
Repeating DBI execution after 1 
row of island position detection at 
preform position is completed. 
Press STOP key to stop. 

 Same condition as in 「１cycle」
interlock. 

[06] DBI manual trace ON Step by step execution of DBI 
auto trace action. 

 Same condition as in 「１cycle」
interlock. 

[07] DBI data clear ON Clear all data during DBI 
execution.  None 

[08] DBI-X data set 
[All/back] ON 

Auto calculates the X offset for 
DBI feedback data from the first 
island till last island of the same 
row. 
For Chidori, this function is for 
“Odd” row. 
For Twin Stamp, this function 
calculates the “Back” row. 

 None 

[09] DBI-Y data set 
[All/back] ON 

Auto calculates the Y offset for 
DBI feedback data from the first 
island till last island of the same 
row. 
For Chidori, this function is for 
“Odd” row. 
For Twin Stamp, this function 
calculates the “Back” row. 

 None 

[10] DBI-X data set 
[Front] ON 

Auto calculates the X offset for 
DBI feedback data from first 
island till last island of the 
“Front” row. 
For Chidori, this function is for 
“Odd” row. 

 None 
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[11] DBI-Y data set [Front] ON 

Auto calculates the Y offset for 
DBI feedback data from first 
island till last island of the 
“Front” row. 
For Chidori, this function is for 
“Odd” row. 

 None 

[12] DBI-X data set 
[Even-All/back] ON 

Auto calculates the X offset for 
DBI feedback data from the first 
island till last island of the 
“Even” row. 
For Twin Stamp, this function 
calculates the “Back” row. 

 None 

[13] DBI-Y data set 
[Even-All/back] ON 

Auto calculates the Y offset for 
DBI feedback data from the first 
island till last island of the 
“Even” row. 
For Twin Stamp, this function 
calculates the “Back” row. 

 None 

[14] DBI-X data set 
[Even-Front] ON 

Auto calculates the X offset for 
DBI feedback data from the first 
island till last island of the “Even 
Front” row. 

 None 

[15] DBI-Y data set 
[Even-Front] ON 

Auto calculates the Y offset for 
DBI feedback data from the first 
island till last island of the “Even 
Front” row. 

 None 

 
 
 
*(    Note 1) [  ] : Show island number can be changed using +1 、 -1  button. 
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8.4  Parameter items 
 
This section describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using parameter mode. 
 

8.4.1 Parameter help usage explanation 
 

 
 Help screen 
 [②] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Operation Manual 

 
Help button 

[①] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Close button [③]

   
Figure 8.1 Parameter help screen for Preform Recognition unit. 

 
 

Description:  
 
① : Graphic of explanation with detail information regarding the correspond parameter will  

pop up once the “help” button is clicked. 
 

② : Graphic of explanation with detail information. 
 

③ : Click on the “close” button to close the parameter help explanation and return to previous     
page. 
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8.4.2 How to use unit parameter help 
 

1. Click on the “Adjust” button and the adjustment mode screen will be displayed. 
 
2. Select the “Pf Rec.” button to select the regarding unit. 

 
3. Click on the “Parameter” button in order to display the parameter screen. A list of 

parameters will be displayed on the screen. 
 

4. Choose any parameter that needed and click on the item button. When selected, the cursor 
of the regarding parameter will turn to blue colour. 

 
5. In order to use the help function, click on the “help” button on the left side of the screen. 

 
6. A HELP window will display on the screen. Graphic display together with the description 

will include inside the HELP window. 
 

7. Click on the “close” button inside the HELP window to close the HELP window after 
finish reading. 

 
The HELP window will disappeared and return to parameter screen. 

 
 

8.4.3 Unit parameter 
  

(Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 
 
Table 8.2 Parameter item for Preform Recognition unit. 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Delay timer (Column) 

Delay time is the waiting time before it 
start to capture the next island image by 
column after the feeder feed completed. 
This timer is to avoid the vibration effect 
after feeder pitch move. 

0 ～ 999 msec Cannot 

[02] 
Mark-Continuous NG 
stop No. 

If the NG mark detected continuously 
over the setting limit, error message will 
pop up and machine will stop.  
(e.g.)  
1: stop after 1 time NG mark detected. 
2: stop after continuous 2 times NG mark 

detected. 

0 ～ 999 No. Cannot 

[03] Island NG skip SW 

When this SW is on, the island NG will 
be converted to NG mark.  
During standard NG mark treatment, the 
NG island will be skipped. 
0:OFF (Error message display.) 
1:ON (Converts island NG into mark NG 

- island skip.) 

0 ～ 1 No Cannot 

[04] Detect area shift X 

X axis shifted position from recognition 
base position to frame center position. 
This parameter is normally set when a 
new frame type is applied. 

-9999999
～ 

9999999 
μm Cannot 

[05] Detect area shift Y 

Y axis shifted position from recognition 
base position to frame center position. 
This parameter is normally set when a 
new frame type is applied. 

-9999999
～ 

9999999 
μm Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[06] 
DBI-frequency 
(Column) 

Select the frequency (by column) to 
execute DBI for paste position or/and 
paste volume function. 
e.g.）1: Inspect every column. 

2: Inspect one column in periodic 
of 2 column. 
(DBI on column 2,4,6th)  

3: Inspect one column in periodic 
of 3 column. 
(DBI on column 3,6,9th) 

0 ～ 999 line Cannot 

[07] 
DBI-Continuous NG 
stop No. 

During DBI position or/and DBI paste 
volume if NG detected continuously over 
the setting limit, error message will pop 
up and machine will stop. 
e.g.）1: stop after 1 time NG. 

2: stop after continuous 2 times 
NG. 

0 ～ 999 No. Cannot 

[08] Island NG retry No. 

When recognizes an NG island, this 
setting is the frequency for this island 
being re-recognized before it skip to the 
next island.  
Example, set 1 : When recognizes an 
island is NG for the 1st time, error 
message will display.  
During 2nd time re-recognize and detect 
the island is NG again, message will not 
display and will automatically skip to the 
next island. 
0 : FUNCTION OFF (always display 
error).   

0 ～ 5 No. Cannot 

[09] Island monitoring No. 

During the execution of auto trace in 
manual mode, monitor the condition for 
selected island. 
(Example) select 1st island : The monitor 
will display only the 1st island condition 
for every column. 

0 ～ 100 No. Cannot 

[10] 
DBI NG-1 row skip 
bond SW 

During detected DBI NG island, select 
whether to skip bond for the whole row. 
0: Only skip bond the DBI NG island.  
1: Skip bond the whole row (Y) of the 
DBI NG island. 

0 ～ 1 -- Cannot 

[11] 
DBI NG-continuous 
column NG stop No. 

When parameter [DBI NG-1 ROW SKIP 
BOND SW] is on, if the number of 
column is continuous detected DBI NG 
over this parameter setting limit, error 
message will pop up and machine will 
stop.  
1: Stop after continuous 1 column is 
detected DBI NG. 
2: Stop after continuous 2 column is 
detected DBI NG. 

0 ～ 9999 No. Cannot 

[12] Before DBI delay timer The delay timer before DBI function start 
to execute for every row. 0 ～ 9999 msec Cannot 

[13] Theta NG island skip 

If island theta slanting result is over this 
parameter setting, the island will be 
judged as NG and will be skipped from 
paste and bonding. 

0 ～ 10 deg Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[14] Rec pos switch timing 

The timing (from the specified column of 
a frame) setting for the recognition 
system to change the recognition image 
area (frame column (Y direction)). 
Eg. Setting 3:  
a. Feeder transfer frame to 1st column, 

AgP recognition at 1st column. 
b. Transfer to 2nd column, AgP 

recognition at 2nd column. 
c. Transfer to 3rd column, AgP 

recognition will change to 1st column. 
(image changing timing) 

d. Transfer to 4th column, AgP 
recognition at 2nd column. 

0 ～ 10 -- Cannot 

[15] 
DBI NG accumulate 
count 

When DBI NG accumulate count is 
applied, the accumulated DBI NG island 
more than this parameter, DBI NG stop 
error will display. 
This function must match with the next 
parameter "DBI NG ACCUMULATE 
NUMBER". Either of the parameter 
setting = 0, this function is OFF. 

0 ～ 1000 -- Cannot 

[16] 
DBI NG acuumulate 
number 

When DBI NG accumulate count is 
applied, the accumulated DBI NG island 
more than this parameter, the 
accumulation count will be reset to 0. 
This function must match with the 
previous parameter "DBI NG 
ACCUMULATE NUMBER". Either of 
the parameter setting = 0, this function is 
OFF. 

0  
～  

100000 
-- Cannot 

[17] DBI F.B. data X 1 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual preform position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value (1st preform position). 

-9999999
～ 

999999 
μm Cannot 

[18] DBI F.B. data Y 1 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value (1st preform position). 

-9999999
～ 

999999 
μm Cannot 

      

[415] DBI F.B. data X 200 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value (200th preform position). 

-9999999
～ 

999999 
μm Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[416] DBI F.B. data Y 200 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual bonding position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value (200th preform position). 

-9999999
～ 

999999 
μm Cannot 

[217] DBI F.B. data X  1B 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual preform position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value.  
(Correspond to the even number 
sequence for the chidori island. ) 

-9999999
～ 

9999999 
μm Cannot 

[218] DBI F.B. data Y  1B 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual preform position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value.  
(Correspond to the even number 
sequence for the chidori island. ) 

-9999999

～ 

9999999 

μm Cannot 

  

     

[815] DBI F.B. data X  200B 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual preform position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value.  
(Correspond to the even number 
sequence for the chidori island. ) 

-9999999
～ 

9999999 
μm Cannot 

[816] DBI F.B. data Y  200B 

When DBI automatic operation feedback 
function is used, present feedback data is 
input.  
Moreover, an individual preform position 
can be changed by changing this set 
value.  
(Correspond to the even number 
sequence for the chidori island. ) 

-9999999

～ 

9999999 

μm Cannot 

 

 
8.4.4 Function SW 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Island recognition SW Select whether to use island recognition 
function. ON or OFF -- Cannot 

[02] Current NG island skip 
SW 

Select whether to skip the NG island 
during manual mode. ON or OFF -- Cannot 

 
Table 8.3 Function SW for Preform Recognition unit. 
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8.5  Teaching items 
 

This chapter describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using TEACHING mode 

 
8.5.1 Teaching items 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] None --  -- -- -- 

 
Table 8.4 Teaching Item for Preform Recognition unit. 

 
8.5.2 Manual Items  

 
Name Corresponding manual menu and explanation 

Auto trace ON key：Execute 

Manual trace ON key：Execute 
 

Table 8.5 Manual teaching Item for Preform Recognition unit 
 
 
 
 
 

         Note: For description of each movement, please refer to manual items. 
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8.6 Error message 
 
 
This section describes the error and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R machine 
monitor during operation. For machine to run smoothly and to avoid frame scratch and jammed, error 
detect and interlock is build in the software. 
 

 When trouble or interlock happened, error message will be display on the machine monitor and at the 
same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower red lamp will be blinking and machine stop running. 
 
8.6.1 Error message help usage explanation  
 
 
 

Unit Origin 
Return button

[①] 

Rec. Edit 
Button 
[②] 

[⑤] 
Reset buzzer  
Sound button 

Manual adjust 
Button 
[③] 

Cancel 
Button 
[④] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.2 Error messages screen. 
 
Description:  
 

① ： Button to access “Pf Rec.” manual mode origin return command. With this button user no need go 
to manual mode and perform origin return. 

② ： When user click this button system will directly open “Recognition edit” menu. 
③ ： During island NG/Error user have option to manual teach the position and continue running. 
④ ： Cancel the error messages screen. 
⑤ ： Reset the buzzer during error occurred.  
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8.6.2 Error message help usage explanation  
 
Below is the explanation for all the troubles. 
 

Error message: Preform position recognition error 
Error code:  AGR00-6001 
■Causes 
Recognition process not completed after island 
recognition execution. 

■Actions 
・ Please check bonding preform recognition image. 
・ Make sure the illumination is appropriate. 
・ If this error occurs frequently, please adjust recognition 

setting. 

 

Error message: Preform position recognition offset over limit 
Error code:  AGR00-6002 
■Causes 
Preform recognition result shows position offset 
exceeded permissible range. 
If position offset exceeds ± 1mm, error will be 
display no matter whatever the setting is. 

■Actions 
・ Please check whether the position offset tolerance is 

appropriate or not. 
・ Please check the recognition image. 
・ Make sure the illumination is appropriate. 
・ If this error occurs frequently, please adjust recognition 

setting. 

 

Error message: Parameter out of range 
Error code:  AGR00-6003 
■Causes 
Parameter set exceeded setting range. 
This error occurred before movement. 

■Actions 
Please check parameter. 
(Please check parameter at main control side). 

 

Error message: Manual action execution error 
Error code:  AGR00-6004 
■Causes 
Manual action execution failed because execution 
condition not fulfilled. 

■Actions 
Please check machine status. 
This error occurred because preform head is not at standby 
position. 

 

Error message: Preform Rec. escape function data setting error. 
Error code:  AGR00-6007 
■ Causes 
When using chidori function, the escape number 
is not odd number. 
or, when using DBI function, the escape function 
cannot be applied. 

■ Actions 
When using chidori function, please make sure and set the 
parameter [Rec pos switch timing] to odd number. 
or when this escape function is apply, please set parameter 
[DBI-frequency (1/N)] to OFF. 

 

Error message: Fail in parameter setting. 
Error code:  AGR00-6008 
■ Causes 
The set data/value is not suitable. 

■ Actions 
Please correct the parameter set. 
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Error message: Recognition position offset size limit error 
Error code:  AGR00-6009 
■ Causes 
When the recognition position switch function 
was used, the amount in which the recognition 
position was offset was too large and the limit of 
the camera view was exceeded. 

■ Actions 
Please reduce the value of parameter "Rec pos switch timing". 

 

Error message: Calibration error (It is Ram in PRO-D1.) 
Error code:  AGR00-6060 
■ Causes 
When the AUTO calibration was executed, the 
pattern for recognition was not able to be 
detected. 

■ Actions 
Please execute recognition teaching again or execute a manual 
calibration. 

 

Error message: Calibration data error(It is Ram in PRO-D1. ) 
Error code:  AGR00-6061 
■ Causes 
The resolution data of the calibration result is 
abnormal. 

■ Actions 
Please execute the calibration again. 

 

Error message:  Single operation error 
Error code:  AGR00-6062 
■Causes 
There is no work in the preform position though it 
is single operation. 

■Actions 
Please send work to the preform position. In that case, please 
confirm shift information. 

 

Error message:  Island number setting error 
Error code:  AGR00-6070 
■Causes 
The specified island number exceeded the number 
of multi islands. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the preform island number. 

 

Error message:  Error and stop due to NG mark detected. 
Error code:  AGR00-6071 
■Causes 
NG mark detected continuously for the number of 
time set in parameter. 

■Actions 
Please check mark detection setting. 

 

Error message:  DBI result fail 
Error code:  AGR00-6080 
■Causes 
DBI result fail continuously for the number of 
time set in parameter. 

■Actions 
Please check AgP position and condition. 
Please check DBI setting. 

 

Error message:  DBI feedback cannot be carried out twice for the same row. 
Error code:  AGR00-6081 
■Causes 
Error and stop due to DBI feedback twice for the 
same row. 

■Actions 
Please transfer L/F for 1 pitch and carry out DBI again. 
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Error message:  Target island for DBI does not exist. 
Error code:  AGR00-6082 
■Causes 
Target island for DBI did not exist. 

■Actions 
Please transfer L/F. 

 

Error message: Recognition model data teaching unfinished error 
Error code:  AGR00-6101 
■ Causes 
The teaching of the island recognition for the 
paste is not executed in the recognition part. 

■ Actions 
Please execute the teaching of the island recognition for the paste 
in the recognition part. 

 

Error message: DBI inspection model data teaching unfinished error  
Error code:  AGR00-6102 
■ Causes 
The teaching of DBI for the paste (inspection 
model) is not executed in the recognition part. 

■ Actions 
Please execute the teaching of DBI for the paste (inspection 
model) in the recognition part. 

 

Error message: Parameter range error (recognition part) 
Error code:  AGR00-6103 
■Causes 
The parameter set in the recognition part has 
exceeded a set tolerance. Error occurs before it 
begins to operate. 

■Actions 
Please review the parameter once.  
Please confirm the parameter on the recognition side. 

 

Error message: Recognition communication abnormality 
Error code:  AGR00-6104 
■ Causes 
The communication with the recognition part. 

■ Actions 
Please confirm whether to relapse by reactivating the device once. 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel.

 

Error message: The recognition system is abnormal 
Error code:  AGR00-6105 
■ Causes 
When communicating with the recognition part, 
an abnormal system was generated in the 
recognition part. 

■ Actions 
Please confirm whether to relapse by reactivating the device once.
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel.

 

Error message: Recognition system other error 
Error code:  AGR00-6106 
■ Causes 
Recognition others system error occurred during 
handshake. 

■ Actions 
Please shut down the machine once, restart and see if the same 
error occur. 
If same error occur, please contact our sales personnel. 

 

Error message: Lighting change error 
Error code:  AGR00-6107 
■ Causes 
The recognition system failed in the change of 
lighting. 

■ Actions 
Please perform the check of a connector the circumference of the 
power supply of lighting. 
Or please check to see the change value of light by the manual. 
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Error message: Recognition system error (Execute Recognition ). 
Error code:  AGR00-6110 
■ Causes 
System error occurs during handshake with 
recognition system. 

■ Actions 
・ Please re-start the machine and check whether the same 

problem happened. 
・ If this problem occurs frequently, please contact our sales 

personnel. 
 

Error message: Recognition system error (Illumination change) 
Error code:  AGR00-6111 
■ Causes 
System error occurs during handshake with 
recognition system. 

■ Actions 
・ Please re-start the machine and check whether the same 

problem happened. 
・ If this problem occurs frequently, please contact our sales 

personnel. 
 

Error message: Recognition system error (Wizard Display)  
Error code:  AGR00-6112 
■ Causes 
System error occurs during handshake with 
recognition system. 

■ Actions 
・ Please re-start the machine and check whether the same 

problem happened. 
・ If this problem occurs frequently, please contact our sales 

personnel. 
 

Error message: Recognition system error (Execute Recognition) 

Error code:  AGR00-6113 
■ Causes 
System error occurs during handshake with 
recognition system. 

■ Actions 
・ Please re-start the machine and check whether the same 

problem happened. 
・ If this problem occurs frequently, please contact our sales 

personnel. 
 

Error message: Others error 
Error code:  AGR00-6899 
■Causes 
An illegal internally error code was detected. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel.
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8.7 Warning message 
 
None. 
 
 

 
8.8  Sensors and Actuators specification 
 

8.8.1 Input/Output detail specification  
 

No Part Label Logic 
Resolution

Purpose 

1 None -- -- -- 
 

Table 8.6 Input/Output items for Preform Recognition unit. 
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Chapter 9 
Unloader Unit 

 
 
This chapter describes the unloader unit structure (mechanical) and system operation. Detail explanation 
can be found in the following areas: 

 
 Mechanical Structure 
 Basic movements 
 Manual items 
 Parameter items 
 Teaching Items 
 Error message 
 Warning message 
 Sensors and Actuators Specification 
 Operation Precaution 
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9.1  Mechanical Structure 

 
This unit consists of elevator mechanism, magazine pusher mechanism, magazine supply slider and 
storage stacker. Actuators used are elevator pulse motor, magazine pusher pulse motor and magazine 
supply slider cylinder. Empty magazine supply from upper supply stocker for frame storage and storage 
of full magazine into lower stocker are carried out by this unloader, without any stop.  
At the supply stocker, immediate magazine supply and at storage stacker, immediate magazine removal 
is possible.  
Magazine width, magazine pitch and slot number is controlled by parameters which in turn increase its 
flexibilities (Shared parameter with magazine loader in work data). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 9.1 Unloader unit structure  

 
 
 
 

9.2 Basic movements 
 

Storage stacker 

Elevator mechanism 

Magazine pusher mechanism 

Basically, unloader mechanisms can be divided into the following: 
 

Unloader magazine supply operation: 
Method 1： 
To get the magazine on supply stocker (upper tray), unloader elevator (Z axis) will move to 
magazine supply position (move up) and then magazine pusher move to standard position. After 
that the magazine will be supplied by slider to elevator, and magazine pusher will move back for 
1mm.  Once the elevator moves to magazine 1st position (magazine bottom storage position), 
magazine pusher will move to magazine pusher standard position.  
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Method 2： 
To get the magazine on supply stocker (upper tray), unloader elevator (Z axis) will move to 
magazine supply position (move up) and then magazine pusher moves to standard position. 
After that the magazine will be supplied by slider to elevator, and magazine pusher will move 
back for 1mm. Once the elevator moves to magazine 1st position (magazine upper storage 
position), magazine pusher will move to magazine pusher standard position. A warning message 
will be displayed when the last magazine supply is done.An error and operation stop will occur 
when the supply magazine are finished. 
 

Unloader elevator pitch operation: 
After moving to work storage 1st (top) position, work will be stored to the magazine and 
elevator will move 1 step down (or up). 

 
Unloader magazine discharge operation: 

After storing work into all the magazine slots, magazine pusher moves 1mm back and unloader 
elevator will move to discharge position. After the operation, the magazine pusher will move 
forward and pushed magazine to discharge stocker.  
After that, magazine pusher will be returned to standard position and unloader elevator will 
automatically move up. Movement will change then to magazine supply operation.  
At discharge stocker, the sensor will detect if magazine is already full. When it is full, an error 
message will be displayed on the screen. At this time, buzzer and patolight will flickers. Buzzer 
can be stopped with the stop switch.  
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9.3  Manual items 
 
 
This mode is use to turn ″ON″ and “OFF” on the selected item of the selected unit. In order to perform, 
the Manual Mode operation, choose Manual Mode and select the unit by using the mouse. Then 
pressed the ON  or OFF  key for the item action (movement). 
 
Table 9.1 Manual Actions item for Unloader unit. 
 
No. Item Function Interlock 

[01] 1 cycle O
N 

For unloader, depending on the 
position of elevator, the following 3 
types of mechanisms will be done.  
・ 1 pitch down (up)  
・ Magazine discharge and supply 
・ Magazine supply (When magazine 

is not supplied)  

・ Carry out elevator origin return when 
origin return not done.  

・ Feeder transfer check sensor is OFF. 
・ For supply, magazine exists.  
・ For discharge, full sensor is OFF.  

[02] Origin return O
N 

Unit origin return.  
After magazine pusher origin return 
completion, elevator will carry out 
origin return.  
When having magazine, magazine 
discharge operation is included.  

・ Feeder transfer check sensor is OFF. 

[03] Mg pusher origin return  O
N Magazine pusher origin return. ・ None 

O
N 

Moves unloader elevator to magazine 
top storage position.  

[04] Elevator top/bottom 
pitch  O

F
F 

Moves unloader elevator to magazine 
bottom storage position.  

・ Elevator origin return is completed.  
・ Magazine pusher origin return is 

completed.  
・ Feeder transfer check sensor is OFF. 

[05] Magazine discharge O
N 

Discharges magazine.  
When not having magazine, it moves 
to storage 1st magazine storage 
position. 

・ Elevator origin return is completed.  
・ Feeder transfer check sensor is OFF. 
・ Magazine full sensor at discharge 

position is OFF.  

O
N 

Loader elevator moves 1 pitch up. 
When already at top position, moves 
to magazine supply position.  

・ Elevator origin return is completed.  
・ Pusher is not at pushing position.  

[06] Elevator up/down 
O
F
F 

Loader elevator moves 1 pitch down. 
When already at bottom position, 
moves to magazine discharge 
position.  

・ Elevator origin return is completed.  
・ Pusher is not at pushing position. 

\ 
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9.4  Parameter items 

 
This section describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using parameter 

mode. 
 

9.4.1 Parameter help usage explanation 
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Parameter    

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Help screen 
[②]

Help button 

Close button [③]

[①] 

 
Figure 9.2 Parameter help screen for unloader unit. 

 
Description:  

 
① : Graphic of explanation with detail information regarding the correspond parameter will  

pop up once the “help” button is clicked. 
 

② : Graphic of explanation with detail information. 
 

③ : Click on the “close” button to close the parameter help explanation and return to previous     
page. 

 
 

9.4.2 How to use unit parameter help 
 

1. Click on the “Adjust” button and the adjustment mode screen will be displayed. 
 
2. Select the “Unloader unit” button to select the regarding unit. 

 
3. Click on the “Parameter” button in order to display the parameter screen. A list of 

parameters will be displayed on the screen. 
 

4. Choose any parameter that needed and click on the item button. When selected, the cursor 
of the regarding parameter will turn to blue colour. 
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5. In order to use the help function, click on the “help” button on the left side of the screen. 
 

6. A HELP window will display on the screen. Graphic display together with the description 
will include inside the HELP window. 

 
7. Click on the “close” button inside the HELP window to close the HELP window after 

finish reading. 
 

The HELP window will disappeared and return to parameter screen. 
 
 

9.4.3 Unit parameter 
 
 (Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Elevator 1st pos 

Auto calculation of elevator 1st position is 
made from elevator rail pos, magazine 
lowest tray height (incl. work data) and 1st 
pos alignment.  

0 ～ 
  300000 μｍ Can 

[02] Elevator supply pos Sets elevator supply position.  0 ～ 
  380000 μｍ Cannot 

[03] Elevator discharge pos Sets elevator discharge position.  0 ～ 
  10000 μｍ Cannot 

[04] Magazine pusher 
standard pos 

Magazine pusher standard position is 
calculated from magazine thickness, work 
width (incl. work data) and standard 
position alignment. This is to set the 
position.  

‐100000 
 ～ 
  0 

μｍ Can 

[05] Magazine slot skip no. 
Selection for number of magazine slot to 
skip: 
0: Off 

0 ～ 
  99 - Cannot 

[06] Magazine Max L/F 
storage number 

Selection for magazine max L/F store in 
one magazine: 
0: Off 

0 ～ 
  99 - Cannot 

 
Table 9.2 Parameter item for Unloader unit. 

 
9.4.4 Magazine parameter（Work data） 
 

No.    Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Work magazine pitch Set the up/down pitch for 1 time elevator 
movement 

 1 ～ 
  50000 μｍ Cannot 

[02] Work magazine slot 
number Set magazine slots count  1 ～ 100  Cannot 

[03] Work magazine 
thickness Set magazine wall thickness  1000 ～ 

 50000 μｍ Cannot 

[04] Work magazine height Set magazine height  1000 ～ 
 300000 μｍ Cannot 

[05] Magazine top slot height Distance from magazine highest position 
to most top slot 

 1000 ～ 
 50000 μｍ Cannot 

[06] Magazine bottom slot 
height 

Distance from magazine lowest position 
to most bottom slot used to calculate 
elevator 1st position 

 0 ～ 
 50000 μｍ Cannot 

 
Table 9.3 Magazine parameter item for Unloader unit. 
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9.4.5 Function SW 
 

 

No.    Item Description 

[01] ULD storage mode(up/down) When ON, Storage will start from upper slot down to bottom solt. 
 

Table 9.4 Function switch item for Unloader unit. 
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9.5 Teaching Items 

 
This chapter describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using TEACHING 
mode 

 
9.5.1 Teaching items 

 

Name Corresponding parameter  

Elevator 1st pos align Elevator 1st pos align 

Elevator supply pos Elevator supply pos 

Elevator discharge pos Elevator discharge pos 

Mg pusher standard pos align Mg pusher standard pos align 

Elevator rail position Elevator rail position 

Pusher origin magazine width Pusher origin magazine width 
     

Table 9.5 Teaching Item for Unloader unit. 
 

9.5.2 Manual items 
 

Name Corresponding manual menu or explanation  

1 cycle ON key: 1 Cycle 

Origin return ON key: Return to origin 

Mg pusher origin return ON key: Move elevator reset 

Elevator top/bottom pitch 
ON key: Move elevator top pitch   

OFF key: Move elevator bottom pitch  

Mg dchg ON key: Discharge magazine 

Elevator up/down 
ON key: Move elevator 1 pitch up  

OFF key: Move elevator 1 pitch down 

Mg pusher fwd/rev 
ON key: Move magazine pusher forward 

OFF key: Move magazine pusher reverse 

Elevator supply pos ON key: Move elevator to supply pos 

Elevator dchg pos ON key: Move elevator to discharge position 

Mg Pusher std pos ON key: Move magazine pusher to standard pos 

Mg pusher back pos ON key: Move magazine pusher to reverse position 

Mg pusher dchg pos ON key: Move magazine pusher to discharge pos 
 

Table 9.6 Manual teaching Item for Unloader unit. 
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9.6 Error message 

 
 
This section describes the error and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R machine 
monitor during operation. For machine to run smoothly and to avoid frame scratch and jammed, error 
detect and interlock is build in the software. 
 

 When trouble or interlock happened, error message will be display on the machine monitor and at the 
same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower red lamp will be blinking and machine stop running. 
 
9.6.1 Error message help usage explanation  
 
 

Unit Origin 
Return button

[①] 

Rec. Edit 
Button 
[②] 

[⑤] 
Reset buzzer  
Sound button 

Manual adjust 
Button 
[③] 

Cancel 
Button 
[④] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 9.3 Error messages screen. 
 
Description:  
 

① ： Button to access unloader unit manual mode origin return command. With this button user no need 
go to manual mode and perform origin return. 

② ： When user click this button system will directly open “Recognition edit” menu. 
③ ： During island NG/Error user have option to manual teach the position and continue running. 
④ ： Cancel the error messages screen. 
⑤ ： Reset the buzzer during error occurred.  
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9.6.2 Error message help usage explanation  
 
Below is the explanation for all the troubles. 
 
 
Error message：  Empty magazine none 
Error code:  ULD00-6001 
■Causes 
No empty magazine at supply stocker. 

■Actions 
Please put magazine at supply stocker. 
If magazine already exists, please check the magazine detect sensor 
SQ5404. 
The LED of sensor SQ5404 will ON when detected magazine. 

 
Error message：  Magazine storage area full 
Error code:  ULD00-6002 
■Causes 
Magazine storage area is already full. 

■Actions 
Please remove the magazine at storage area. 
If storage area is not full, please check the sensor SQ5406. 
The LED of sensor SQ5406 will OFF, if magazine storage area is 
already full. 

 
Error message：  Unloader cover open 
Error code:  ULD00-6003 
■Causes 
Unloader cover sensor is ON, movement is 
prohibited. 

■Actions 
Please close unloader cover. If unloader cover is close, please check 
unloader cover sensor. 

 
Error message：  Magazine supply error 
Error code:  ULD00-6004 
■Causes 
1. Magazine was supplied to unloader elevator, 
but sensor SQ5404 unable to detect the magazine 
after elevator moving.  
2. During magazine supply cycle, magazine was 
detected at unloader elevator after unloader 
elevator moving to supply position. 

■Actions 
Please check whether magazine is correctly supplied to unloader 
elevator or not. 
If magazine is correctly supplied, please check the sensor SQ5404.

 
Error message：  Magazine supply interlock 
Error code:  ULD00-6005 
■Causes 
When magazine was detected at unloader 
elevator, supply slider cannot move forward and 
magazine supply cycle cannot start. 

■Actions 
Please remove the magazine at unloader elevator. 
If no magazine at unloader elevator, please check the sensor 
SQ5404. 

 
Error message：  Elevator up/down interlock 
Error code:  ULD00-6006 
■Causes 
Sensor SQ5108 detected work is not fully insert 
into unloader magazine which cause the unloader 
elevator unable to move up/down. 

■Actions 
Please insert the work at discharge feeder fully into unloader 
magazine. 
Please adjust machanical part if this error happen frequently. 

 
Error message：  Elevator up move interlock. 
Error code:  ULD00-6007 
■Causes 
Unloader elevator up movement prohibited.  

■Actions 
Check that elevator is elevator discharge position. 
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Error message：  Magazine pusher forward interlock. 
Error code:  ULD00-6008 
■Causes 
Magazine pusher cannot move forward when 
unloader elevator is not at discharge position. 

■Actions 
Please move the unloader elevator to discharge position, before 
moving the magazine pusher forward. 

 
Error message：  Supply slider forward interlock. 
Error code:  ULD00-6009 
■Causes 
When elevator is not at supply position, supply 
slider cannot move forward. 

■Actions 
Please move elevator to supply position first, before moving supply 
slider forward. 

 
Error message：  Unloader parameter error 
Error code:  ULD00-6010 
■Causes 
1. Parameter setting miss for "Magazine height 
bottom" in work data 
2. Parameter setting miss for "Magazine width" in 
work data 

■Actions 
Please check the parameter setting for lead frame magazine in work 
data. 

 
Error message：  Please remove unloader magazine 
Error code:  ULD00-6011 
■Causes 
After changing product type, unloader cannot 
move to start position with magazine on it. 

■Actions 
Please remove the magazine on unloader elevator. 
If there is no magazine on elevator, please check the magazine 
detect sensor SQ5404. 

 
Error message：  Magazine slot skip count parameter error 
Error code:  ULD00-6013 
■Causes 
Parameter setting was over the allowable skip 
number of magazine total slot count. 

■Actions 
If setting is over the parameter value for magazine slot skip count, 
then parameter will be automatically 
set the skip number to the maximum value. 
Please check the [slot skip number] and [Magazine Max L/F 
storage number] whether over the maximum value or not. 

 
Error message：  Magazine max L/F storage number over limit error 
Error code:  ULD00-6014 
■Causes 
Parameter setting for magazine slot maximum 
count is over the allowable maximum number of 
magazine total slot count. 

■Actions 
If key in parameter value is over the range, then data value will be 
set automatically to the maximum value. 

 
Error message：  Please origin return unloader elevator 
Error code:  ULD00-6020 
■Causes 
Unloader elevator is not complete origin return or 
an error had happened which caused the unloader 
elevator need to be origin return again. 

■Actions 
Please origin return unloader elevator at MANUAL mode. 

 
Error message：  Unloader elevator origin return error 
Error code:  ULD00-6021 
■Causes 
Error occurred during unloader elevator origin 
return. 

■Actions 
Please check unloader elevator origin sensor SQ5402 and unloader 
elevator motor power. 
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Error message：  Elevator + software limit error 
Error code:  ULD00-6023 
■Causes 
The position that the unloader elevator is going to 
move is larger then super user parameter [Elevator 
plus software limit]. 

■Actions 
Please recover the position parameter that have been just changed 
or change the super user parameter [Elevator plus software limit]. 
Please origin return unloader unit after this. 

 
Error message：  Elevator – software limit error 
Error code:  ULD00-6024 
■Causes 
The position that the unloader elevator is going to 
move is smaller then super user parameter 
[Elevator minus software limit]. 

■Actions 
Please recover the position parameter that had been just changed or 
change the super user parameter [Elevator minus software limit] if 
neccessary. After this please origin return the unloader unit. 

 
Error message：  Elevator movement time out 
Error code:  ULD00-6025 
■Causes 
Unloader elevator movement unable to be 
finished within a specified time. 

■Actions 
Please check the pulse motor power supply or elevator motor 
wiring. 

 
Error message：  Elevator motor error 
Error code:  ULD00-6026 
■Causes 
Elevator motor error. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sale staff. 

 
Error message：  Unloader elevator motor speed error 
Error code:  ULD00-6027 
■Causes 
Unloader elevator motor speed error.  

■Actions 
Please check the unloader elevator motor speed parameter that have 
been just changed. 

 
Error message：  Please origin return the magazine pusher 
Error code:  ULD00-6028 
■Causes 
Unloader magazine pusher is not origin return or 
an error had happened which cause the unloader 
magazine pusher need to be origin return again. 

■Actions 
Please origin return the unloader magazine pusher again. 

 
Error message：  Magazine pusher origin return error 
Error code:  ULD00-6029 
■Causes 
Error occurred during unloader magazine pusher 
origin return. 

■Actions 
Please check the magazine pusher origin sensor SQ5410. 

 
Error message：  Magazine pusher + software limit in. 
Error code:  ULD00-6030 
■Causes 
The position that the magazine pusher is going to 
move is larger then super user parameter [Pusher 
plus software limit]. 

■Actions 
Please check the position parameter that had been just changed or 
change the super user parameter [Pusher plus software limit]. 
After this please origin return the magazine pusher. 
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Error message：  Magazine pusher - software limit in. 
Error code:  ULD00-6031 
■Causes 
The position that the magazine pusher is going to 
move is smaller then super user parameter [Pusher 
minus software limit]. 

■Actions 
Please check the super user parameter that had been just changed or 
change the super user parameter [Pusher minus software limit] if 
neccessary. 
After this, please origin return the magazine pusher. 

 
Error message：  Magazine pusher movement time out 
Error code:  ULD00-6032 
■Causes 
Magazine pusher movement was not finish within 
a specified time. 

■Actions 
Please check the motor power supply or the motor wiring. 

 
Error message：  Magazine pusher motor error 
Error code:  ULD00-6033 
■Causes 
Magazine pusher motor error. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel. 

 
Error message： Unloader magazine pusher motor speed error 
Error code:  ULD00-6034 
■Causes 
Unloader pusher motor speed error. 

■Actions 
Please check the unloader magazine pusher motor speed parameter 
that been just changed. 
Please origin the unloader magazine pusher after this. 

 
Error message：  Supply slider forward error 
Error code:  ULD00-6035 
■Causes 
Supply slider had not reach the forward position 
after a specified time. 

■Actions 
Please set a empty magazine. If magazine exist check the magazine 
exist detect sensor SQ5404 condition. Also confirm the supply 
slider forward limit sensor SQ5403 is in good condition. 

 
Error message：  Magazine discharge error 
Error code:  ULD00-6036 
■Causes 
After magazine being discharged, magazine exist 
detect sensor SQ5404 still detect magazine at 
unloader elevator. 

■Actions 
Please remove the magazine at unloader elevator and then origin 
return.  
If no magazine at unloader elevator, please check the magazine 
detect sensor SQ5404. 

 
Error message：  Elevator - limit in. 
Error code:  ULD00-6041 
■Causes 
Unloader elevator - limit sensor SQ5402 was 
entered during operation. 

■Actions 
Please origin return the unloader unit.  
Please check the unloader elevator parameter that had been just 
changed, which may cause the unloader elevator to enter - limit 
sensor SQ5402. 

 
Error message：  Magazine pusher + limit in. 
Error code:  ULD00-6045 
■Causes 
Unloader pusher magazine pusher + limit sensor 
SQ5410 was being entered during operation. 

■Actions 
Please origin return the magazine pusher.  
Please check the unloader parameter that had been just changed, 
which may cause the magazine pusher to enter + limit sensor. 
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Error message：  Back end equipment auto run not ready yet 
Error code:  ULD00-6046 
■Causes 
Cannot start auto run because back end equipment 
not ready for auto run yet. 

■Actions 
Please get ready the back end equipment for auto run. 

 
Error message：  Back end equipment storage error. 
Error code:  ULD00-6047 
■Causes 
Storage error signal was received from back end 
equipment. 

■Actions 
Please check the back end equipment. 

 
Error message：  Back end equipment work demand signal off timeout 
Error code:  ULD00-6048 
■Causes 
Back equipment work demand signal was not turn 
off for more than a specified time. 

■Actions 
Please check the back end equipment. 

 
Error message：  Unloader others error 
Error code:  ULD00-6050 
■Causes 
Internal error.  

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel. 

 
Error message：  Inline frame pusher forward error 
Error code:  ULD00-6051 
■Causes 
Unloader side inline pusher forward sensor 
(SQ5413) not turn ON after a specified time. 

■Actions 
Please check inline pusher forward/reverse solenoid 
valve(YV5402).  
Please check also the forward sensor position and its wiring. 

 
Error message：  Inline frame pusher reverse error 
Error code:  ULD00-6052 
■Causes 
Unloader side inline pusher reverse sensor 
(SQ5414) not turn ON after a specified time. 

■Actions 
Please check inline pusher forward/reverse solenoid 
valve(YV5402).  
Please check also the reverse sensor position and its wiring. 

 

Error message：  Inline frame pusher overload error 
Error code:  ULD00-6053 
■Causes 
Unloader side inline pusher overload during 
movement. 

■Actions 
Please check whether the frame pusher has interfered by any 
obstacle or not. If nothing wrong, please adjust overload 
sensor(SQ5412)sensitivity. 

 

Error message：  Interlock by inline frame pusher 
Error code:  ULD00-6054 
■Causes 
1. When Inline frame pusher exist, this operation 
cannot be performed. 
2. Inline frame pusher is in forward position, auto 
run operation cannot be performed. 

■Actions 
1. Please move to buffer manually. 
2. Please reverse inline frame pusher in manual operation. Or ma
forward detect sensor malfunction or its wiring problem. 
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Error message：  The work state in the magazine is abnormal 
Error code:  ULD00-6055 
■Causes 
Work might not be being pushed appropriately in 
the elevator magazine by the feeder. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the state of work in the elevator magazine. 
Moreover, please confirm the operation like the work existence 
confirmation sensor 

 

Error message：  Inline pusher up hung up 
Error code:  ULD00-6056 
■Causes 
Inline pusher up command have been sent out but 
inline pusher up sensor (SQ5408) was not turn 
ON after a specified time. 

■Actions 
Please check the inline pusher up/down soleinoid valve (YV5404).
Moreover, please confirm the position and the wiring for inline 
pusher up sensor. 

 

Error message：  Inline pusher down hung up 
Error code:  ULD00-6057 
■Causes 
Inline pusher down command had been sent out, 
but inline pusher up sensor (SQ5408) was not 
turned off after a specified time. 

■Actions 
If the inline pusher not up yet, please check the inline pusher up 
soleinoid valve (YV5404).  
If inline pusher already up, please check the inline pusher up sensor 
for its position and wiring. 

 

Error message：  Back end equipment error signal ON 
Error code:  ULD00-6058 
■Causes 
Back end equipment error signal was turned on. 

■Actions 
Please confirm the state of work in the elevator magazine.  
Moreover, please check the condition of the work detect sensor. 
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9.7 Warning message 
 
This section describes the warning and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R 
machine monitor during operation.  
 
During warning display on the machine monitor and at the same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower 
yellow lamp will be blinking and machine will continue running until process ended. 
Below is the warning message for unloader unit. 
 
 
Warning message：  Magazine full 
Warning code:  ULD00-2001 

Magazine with lead frame in already full at storage stocker position. 
 
Warning message：  Empty magazine none 
Warning code:  ULD00-2002 

Empty magazine on supply stocker has finished. 
 
Warning message：  Unloader cover open 
Warning code:  ULD00-2003 

Unloader cover was open, movement prohibited. 
 
Warning message：  Backend work request signal OFF 
Warning code:  ULD00-2004 

 Backend work request signal is OFF 
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9.8 Sensors and Actuators Specification 

 
This section describes the sensor and actuator specification for unloader unit. 

 
9.8.1 Input/Output check usage explanation 

 
 

Input item [①] Sensor Name [③] Help screen [②] 
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Figure 9.4 Input/Output check screen for unloader unit. 
 
 

Description:  
 
     ： Graphic with actual sensor location will appear when click on the correspond I/O.         

The logic of the sensor is stated together with the sensor label. 
 
     ：Graphic display of the location for the selected I/O sensor. 

① 

Left view  
Button [⑦] 

Right view  
Button [⑥] 

Front view  
Button [④] 

Top view  
Button [⑤] 

② 
 
         ：Actual sensor name/marking.  
 
     ：Front view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked. 

③ 

④ 

       
    ：Top view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. 
⑤ 
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    ：Right view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked 
⑥ 

 
：Left view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once  ⑦ 

this button is clicked 
 
 

9.8.2 Input/Output detail specification 
 

No Part Label Logic 
Resolution 

Purpose 

1 Work discharge 
check 

SQ5108 1:EXIST Check for the work existence at the passing line between 
unloader and feeder. 

2 Slider forward limit SQ5403 1:+LIMIT Check if magazine supply slider is at forward limit end.  
3 Magazine exist 

detect 
SQ5404 1:EXIST Check if magazine supply has been completed.  

4 Magazine full 
detect 

SQ5406 0:EXIST Check if unloader magazine discharge stacker is full.  

5 Unloader magazine 
slider 

YV5401 1:ON Solenoid valve for moving the magazine slider 
forward/reverse. 

6 Elevator down limit SQ5402 1:-LIMIT Check if unloader elevator reaches down limit. 
7 Pusher back limit SQ5410 1:-LIMIT Check if unloader magazine discharge pusher reaches rear 

limit. 
8 Back-end rail exist SQ5411 0: ON To detect the exist of inline back-end rail connection. 

 
Table 9.7 Input/Output items for unloader unit. 
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9.9 Operation Precaution  

 
 

・ Be careful do not to touch the magazine loader constitution parts during machine movement. Hand 
and fingers can entangle to the moving parts accident can happen if it is place to the moving parts and 
unintentional movement is trigger. 

・ Please pay attention to the parts as shown in the following picture: 
① During elevator origin return action, avoid touching on the area within upper axis support and the 

magazine guide. 
② During elevator moving, avoid touching on the area within elevator stage and lateral plate. 
③ During elevator moving, avoid touching on the area within elevator stage and right side frame 
cover window. 
④ During elevator moving, avoid touching on the area within magazine slider and upper lateral 
plate. 
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Elevator stage 

Upper lateral plate 
Right side frame cover 

Cover right 

Upper axis support 

Magazine guide 

Slider plate 

 

 

 

Figure 9.5 Unloader structure unit. 

 

 

 



 



                                

Chapter 10 
Bonding Head Unit 

 
 
This chapter describes the bonding head unit structure (mechanical) and system operation. Detail 
explanation can be found in the following areas: 

 
 Mechanical Structure 
 Basic movements 
 Manual items 
 Parameter items 
 Teaching Items 
 Error message 
 Warning message 
 Sensors and Actuators Specification 
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10.1 Mechanical Structure 

 

This unit consists of 3 main mechanical movements. 

 

10.1.1 Mount Head 
This unit uses AC servo motor for its Y(front/back), Z (up/down) and X (left/right) movement and 
pulse motor for its Θ axis movement. It is a brush-less fully digitalized 4 axes mount head. To 
materialize its high bonding, high accuracy and high reliability, it was designed to give ultra low 
vibration with a simple design. Through application of auto adjustment function, it eliminates 
high-level adjustment that is a norm for high-speed machine as well as the need for re-adjustment 
after long period of use. It is designed to give optimum operation at all times. In addition to these, 
in order to ease checking and setting of pickup and bonding condition, a high accuracy and high 
speed bonding can be materialized as long as the operation manual is followed. 
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Z-axis AC servo 

 
Figure 10.1 Bonding head unit structure  
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10.1.2 Bonding arm 
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Collet holder 

 
Figure 10.2 Bonding arm structure 

 
 
10.1.3 Chip Ejector 
This unit uses 1 unit stepping motor that operates the final plunge up of 1 pin plunge up at the 
center. It also helps speedy product conversion via the changing of plunge up attachment during 
product conversion. 
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10.2 Basic movements 

 
Bonding head basic operation is made of 2 main categories:  
①P/U operation:  

Vacuum wafer sheet and fix the chip. Move all axes and let the collet and pin touch the chip. 
Next, with the chip vacuumed move Z-axis up. Here, through the electrically synchronized 
plunge up axis movement, chip can be picked up from the wafer sheet.  

②Mount operation： 
Place the collet with the vacuumed chip on top of island and press the chip onto the island.  
Next, move the collet and the mount operation will be completed 
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10.3 Manual items 
 
 
This mode is use to turn ″ON″ and “OFF” on the selected item of the selected unit. In order to perform, 
the Manual Mode operation, choose Manual Mode and select the unit by using the mouse. Then 
pressed the ON  or OFF  key for the item action (movement). 
 
Table 10.1 Manual Actions item for bonding head unit. 
 

No. Item Description Interlock 

O
N 

Carry out normal 1 cycle operation. The 
followings differ from single mode.  
・ Does not perform chip positioning. 

(Perform island recognition).  
・ Does not check frame presence.  
・ Mount position does not change after 

mount operation.  
※When vacuum suction sensor is OFF at 

function SW, P/U will be executed. If 
ON, if chip is detected, mount will be 
executed.  

・ Origin return is not 
completed.  

・ Each axis is at standby 
position.  

 

[01] 1 cycle  
 

O
F
F 

Other than no plunge up and no chip 
vacuum, the operation is the same as 1 cycle 
operation when the key is ON.  
※Vacuum miss sensor becomes invalid.  

Same condition as during 
ON key. Even though it is 
not operated, plunge-up 
origin return must be done. 

[02] Origin return  

O
N 

Perform origin return.  
First, Z-axis origin return is done, and then 
X axis, Y-axis and finally rotator. After 
completion of Z-axis, plunge up origin 
return will be commenced.  Lastly, Y –axis 
will return to standby position and then 
completed. 

None. 

O
N 

Separate 1 cycle operation to forward, 
backward, up, down movement. By pressing 
ON key, each step operation can be 
performed.  
①Moves X, Y, rotator axis to P/U position 
②Moves Z axis to lower dead point. Plunge 

up pin moves to plunge up position 
③Synchronized plunge up＋ Z axis up 
④ Moves Y, X, rotator axis to mount 

position 
⑤Moves Z axis to lower dead point.  

※Does not perform scrub  
⑥ Z axis up 
⑦Moves Y axis to chip standby pos and X, 

Y rotator axis to P/U position 

Same as 1 cycle operation. [03] Step 

O

F

F 

Other than no plunge up and no chip 

vacuum, the operation is the same as 1 cycle 

operation when the key is ON.  

※Vacuum miss sensor becomes invalid. 

 

Same condition as ON key. 

Operation Manual 
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No. Item Description Interlock 
[04] Test run  

O
N 

Perform continuous 1 cycle operation. The 
following items differ to auto operation.  
・ Does not perform chip recognition and 

island recognition. 
・ Does not perform frame presence 

check.  
・ Mount position does not change after 

mount operation. 
・ Vacuum miss sensor becomes invalid  
・ Through lower dead point setting, it will 

be auto set to 1mm higher.  
※1 cycle must stops at standby position. 

Even if 1 cycle is operated 
continuously, it will not give the same 
movement as test-run operation.  

Same as 1 cycle operation. 

O
N 

Perform the following solenoid valve 
operation.  
・ Chip vacuum ON 
・ Sheet vacuum ON 

None.  [05] Chip sheet vacuum 
ON/OFF 

O
F
F 

Perform the following solenoid valve 
operation.  
・ Chip vacuum OFF 
・ Sheet vacuum OFF 

None. 

O
N 

Perform the following solenoid valve 
operation. For each, ON for 5 minutes only. 
・ Chip blow ON; Note 2 
・ Chip vacuum release ON  

(When no chip blow)  

None. [06] Blow ON/OFF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Note -   
This is an option 

O
F
F 

Perform the following solenoid valve 
operation.  
・ Chip blow OFF; Note 2 
・Chip vacuum release OFF 

None. 

\ 
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10.4  Parameter items 

 
This section describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using parameter 

mode. 
 

10.4.1 Parameter help usage explanation 
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Parameter    

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Help screen 

Help button 
[①] 

[②]

Close button [③]

 
Figure 10.3 Parameter help screen for bonding head unit. 

 
Description:  

 
① : Graphic of explanation with detail information regarding the correspond parameter will  

pop up once the “help” button is clicked. 
 

② : Graphic of explanation with detail information. 
 

③ : Click on the “close” button to close the parameter help explanation and return to previous     
page. 

 
 

10.4.2 How to use unit parameter help 
 

1. Click on the “Adjust” button and the adjustment mode screen will be displayed. 
 
2. Select the “Bonding head unit” button to select the regarding unit. 

 
3. Click on the “Parameter” button in order to display the parameter screen. A list of 

parameters will be displayed on the screen. 
 

4. Choose any parameter that needed and click on the item button. When selected, the cursor 
of the regarding parameter will turn to blue colour. 
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5. In order to use the help function, click on the “help” button on the left side of the screen. 
 

6. A HELP window will display on the screen. Graphic display together with the description 
will include inside the HELP window. 

 
7. Click on the “close” button inside the HELP window to close the HELP window after 

finish reading. 
 

The HELP window will disappeared and return to parameter screen. 
 
 

10.4.3 Unit parameter 
 
 (Right column on the chart show whether that parameter can be input by teaching). 

 
No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching

[01] Pick Up Pos X Bonding arm X axis position, when bonding 
arm is directly above plunger pin.  
Seen from machine’s front, plus is towards 
the right side. 

-1000 ~ 
1000 

μｍ Can 

[02] Pick Up Pos Y Bonding arm Y axis position, when bonding 
arm is directly above plunger pin.  
Seen from machine’s front, plus is towards 
the machine’s rear side.  

-5000 ~ 
5000 

μｍ Can 

[03] Pick Up Pos Z Bonding arm Z axis position, when bonding 
arm is picking up a chip from wafer table.  
Seen from machine’s front, plus is towards 
the upper side. 

-31000 ~ 
        0 

μｍ Can 

[04] 1st Bonding Pos X Bonding arm X axis position, when bonding 
arm is putting a chip on 1st island of lead 
frame.  
Seen from machine’s front, plus is towards 
the right side. 

-1000 ~ 
1000 

μｍ Can  

[05] 1st Bonding Pos Y Bonding arm Y axis position, when bonding 
arm is putting a chip on 1st island of lead 
frame.  
Seen from machine’s front, plus is towards 
the machine. 

19000 ~ 
150000 

μｍ Can  

[06] 1st Bonding Pos Z Bonding arm Z axis position, when bonding 
arm is putting a chip on 1st island of lead 
frame.  
Seen from machine’s front, plus is towards 
upper side. 

-7000 ~ 
        0 

μｍ Can 

[07] Standby Pos Angle Bonding arm Θ angle when bonding arm is 
at standby position.  
View from up side, anti clock wise is 
positive. 

-180.0 ~ 
180.0 

degree Can  

[08] Pickup Pos Angle Bonding arm Θ angle when bonding arm is 
picking up a chip.  
View from up side, anti clock wise is 
positive. 

-180.0 ~ 
180.0 

degree Can 

[09] 1st Bonding Pos 
Angle 

Bonding arm angle when bonding arm is 
mounting a chip on 1st island of lead frame.
View from up side, anti clock wise is 
positive. 

-180.0 ~ 
180.0 

degree Can 

[10] Standby Pos Y Bonding head Y axis position when bonding 
arm is at the edge of feeder while waiting 
for chip recognition to be finished.  

0 ~ 
50000 
 
 

μｍ Can 

Operation Manual 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[11] Pickup Search Level This parameter is the distance in which 

bonding arm moves with constant speed 
before reaching pick up position..  

0 ~ 
1000 

μｍ Cannot 

[12] Pickup Search Speed Bonding head Z axis constant speed before 
bonding head reaches pick up position 

1 ~ 
    30 

ｍｍ／
 sec 

Cannot 

[13] Bonding Search Level This parameter is the distance in which 
bonding arm moves with constant speed 
before reaching mount position. 
However, when scrub2 function is in use, 
this parameter is the distance in which 
bonding arm moves with constant speed 
before reaching scrub2 position. 

0 ~ 
    1000 

μｍ Cannot 

[14] Bonding Search 
Speed 

Bonding arm's constant move speed before 
bonding arm arrives at bonding position. 
However, when scrub2 function is in use, 
this parameter is bonding arm's constant 
speed before bonding arm reaches scrub2 
position. 

1 ~ 
    30 

ｍｍ／
 sec 

Cannot 

[15] Plunge Up Offset Plunger position when plunger pin's tip is 
same height with plunger stage..  

0 ~ 
1000 

μｍ Can 

[16] 1st Plunge Up Height Plunger pin's move up distance when 
bonding arm's remain distance to pick up 
position is less than parameter[Plunge up 
start timing]. 
If parameter[Plunge up start timing] is 0, 
this parameter is plunger pin move's up 
distance after bonding arm reaches pick up 
position. 

0 ~ 
3000 

μｍ Can 

[17] 2nd Plunge Up Height After bonding arm reaches pick up position, 
this parameter is the distance in which 
bonding arm rises up synchronizely with 
plunger pin. 

0 ~ 
5000 

μｍ Can 

[18] After 2nd Plunge Up 
Lift Height 

This parameter is the distance in which 
bonding arm rises up with 2nd plunge up 
speed after sychronize movement with 
plunger pin had finished. 

0 ~ 
5000 

μｍ Can 

[19] 1st Plunge Up Speed Plunger pin's constant move up speed when 
bonding arm's remain distance to pick up 
position is less than parameter[Plunge up 
start timing]. 

1 ~ 
20 

ｍｍ／
 sec 

Cannot 

[20] 2nd Plunge Up Speed Plunger pin's rise up speed when plunger pin 
is rise up synchronizely with bonding arm. 

1 ~ 
20 

ｍｍ／
 sec 

Cannot 

[21] Plunge Up Start 
Timing 

Plunger pin will start to rise up when 
bonding arm's remain distance to pick up 
position is less than this parameter. 

0 ~ 
50000 

μｍ Cannot 

[22] Delay After Plunge 
Up 

This parameter is the delay after bonding 
arm rises up from pick up position with 
constant speed. 

0 ~ 
    10000 

ｍsec Cannot 

[23] Delay After Pickup This parameter is bonding arm's wait time 
after bonding arm arrives at pick up 
position.  
If after the wait time has finished and 
plunger's 1st up movement not yet finish, 
bonding arm will wait until plunger's 1st up 
movement finish, before moving up 
sychronizely with plunger. 

0 ~ 
    10000 

ｍsec Cannot 

[24] Delay After Bonding 
 
 
 

This parameter is the bonding arm's wait 
time after bonding arm arrives at bonding 
position and before scrub action starts.  

0 ~ 
    10000 

ｍsec Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[25] Bonding Slow Up 

Level 
This parameter is the distance in which 
bonding arm rises up from bonding position 
with constant speed. 

0 ~ 
    1000 

μｍ Cannot 

[26] Bonding Slow Up 
Speed 

Bonding arm's constant speed when rising 
up from bonding position. 

1 ~ 
    30 
 

ｍｍ／
 sec 

Cannot 

[27] Delay After Slow 
Up 

This parameter is the delay after bonding 
arm rises up from bonding position with 
constant speed. 

0 ~ 
    10000 

ｍsec Cannot 

[28] Chip Vacuum Break 
On Timing 

Vacuum release solenoid valve at bonding 
side will ON when the bonding arm's remain 
Z axis distance to bonding position is less 
than this parameter. 

0 ~ 
    50000 

μｍ Cannot 

[29] Chip Vacuum Flow 
Rate 

This parameter is the bonding arm's flow rate 
when chip is being sucked by bonding arm's 
collet. 
This parameter is the result from manual 
teach action [Chip vac flowmeter teach] and 
no need to be set by user. 

-10 ~ 
     10 

― Can 

[30] Chip Non Vacuum 
Flow Rate 

This parameter is bonding arm's flow rate 
when bonding arm's vacuum is ON and no 
chip at bonding arm's collet.  
This parameter is the result from manual 
teach action [Chip non vac flowmeter teach] 
and no need to be set by user. 

-10 ~ 
     10 

― Can 

[31] Chip Vacuum Miss 
Flow Rate 

When bonding arm's flow rate at chip 
vacuum miss detect timing is higher than 
this parameter, chip pick up miss error will 
be occurred.  
Please set this parameter value between chip 
vac flow rate[BDH-22010029] and chip non 
vac flow rate [BDH-22010030]. 

-10 ~ 
     10 

― Cannot 

[32] Chip Stopped Up 
Flow Rate (Teach) 

This parameter is the result from teach 
function [Chip stop up flowmeter teach] and 
will be used as base to determine chip carry 
back error. 

-10 ~ 
10 __ Can 

[33] Chip Stopped Up 
Flow Rate 

If flow sensor flow rate is lower than this 
parameter during chip carry back detection, 
chip stopped up error will be occurred. 
Please set this parameter value between 
Chip Vac Flow Rate[BDH-22010029] and 
Chip Non Vac Flow Rate[BDH-22010030]. 
When Chip Stopped Up Flow Rate 
(teach)[BDH-22010084] is 0, Chip Non Vac 
Flow Rate[BDH-22010030] will be used for 
stopped up detection 

-10 ~ 
     10 ― Cannot 

[34] Flow Rate Down 
Warning 

 
During auto operation, if the flow rate during 
chip vacuum miss detection is lower than 
this setting value, a warning message will be 
displayed. 
Please set this parameter value between 
Chip Vac Flow Rate[BDH-22010029] and 
Chip Non Vac Flow Rate [BDH-22010030]. 
If set to 0, warning message will not be 
displayed. 
 

-10 ~ 
     10 ― Cannot 

[35] Final Flow Rate 

 
This parameter is the last flow rate detected 
by flow sensor before machine stopped. 
 

-10 ~  
10 __ Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[36] Bonding Force 

(Air) 
This parameter set the mount arm's bonding 
force. 
If voice coil is in used, please set it to a 
value that will not release heat. �Either air 
force or VCM is fixed. 

0 ~ 
    2000 

0.01N 
(g) 

Cannot 

[37] Scrub1 Mode Selection for scrub action type when 
bonding arm is at bonding position.  
Please refer to Figure 10.4. 

0 ~ 
    4 

― Cannot 

[38] Scrub1 X Count The number time of scrub at X direction 
when mount arm is at bonding position. 

0 ~ 
    10 

― Cannot 

[39] Scrub1 Y Count The number time of scrub at Y direction 
when mount arm is at bonding position. 

0 ~ 
    10 

― Cannot 

[40] Scrub1 X Stroke This parameter is scrub width in X direction. 0 ~ 
    1000 

μｍ Cannot 

[41] Scrub1 Y Stroke This parameter is scrub width in Y direction. 0 ~ 
    1000 

μｍ Cannot 

[42] Scrub1 Speed Bonding arm X axis and Y axis speed when 
scrubing at bonding position. 

1 ~  
    30 

ｍｍ／
  sec 

Cannot 

[43] Delay After Scrub1 Bonding arm's wait time after scrub action at 
bonding position is finished. 
If scrub action is not executed, this wait time 
will be added to Delay after bonding. 

0 ~ 
    10000 

ｍsec Cannot 

[44] Scrub2 Mode Selection for scrub mode type when bonding 
arm's remaining distance to bonding position 
is equal to parameter [Scrub2 level]. 
This scrub function is no use, when 
parameter [Scrub2 level] is equal to 0. 
Please refer to Figure 10.5. 

0 ~ 
    4 

― Cannot 

[45] Scrub2 X Count The number scrub in X direction when the 
bonding arm is scrubing at a distance equal 
to parameter[Scrub2 level] above bonding 
position before reaching bonding position. 

0 ~  
    10 

― Cannot 

[46] Scrub2 Y Count The number scrub in Y direction when the 
bonding arm is scrubing at a distance equal 
to parameter[Scrub2 level] above bonding 
position before reaching bonding position. 

0 ~  
    10 

― Cannot 

[47] Scrub2 X Stroke X direction scrub width when the bonding 
arm is scrubing at a distance equal to 
parameter[Scrub2 level] above bonding 
position before reaching bonding position. 

0 ~  
    5000 

μｍ Cannot 

[48] Scrub2 Y Stroke Y direction scrub width when the bonding 
arm is scrubing at a distance equal to 
parameter[Scrub2 level] above bonding 
position before reaching bonding position. 

0 ~  
    5000 

μｍ Cannot 

[49] Scrub2 Speed XY direction scrub speed when the bonding 
arm is scrubing at a distance equal to 
parameter[Scrub2 level] above bonding 
position before reaching bonding position. 

1 ~ 
    30 

ｍｍ／
 sec 

Cannot 

[50] Delay Before Scrub2 Delay before bonding arm executes scrub 
action at a distance equal to 
parameter[Scrub2 level] above bonding 
position. 
When scrub2 action is not executed, this 
parameter is no used. 

0 ~  
    10000 

ｍsec Cannot 

[51] Delay After Scrub2 Delay after bonding arm executes scrub 
action at a distance equal to 
parameter[Scrub2 level] above bonding 
position. 
When scrub2 action is not executed, this 
parameter is no used. 

0 ~  
    10000 

ｍsec Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[52] Scrub2 Level The distance between bonding arm and 

bonding position when bonding arm 
performs scrub2 action. 
Scrub2 is the action when bonding arm is 
scrubing on a distance above bonding 
position while moving toward bonding 
position. 

1 ~  
    1000 

μｍ Cannot 

[53] After Scrub2 
Bonding Slow Down 
Speed 

Bonding arm's constant speed when bonding 
arm is moving from scrub2 position to 
bonding position. 

1 ~ 
    30 
 

ｍｍ／
 sec 

Cannot 

[54] Pickup Z Auto 
Teach Offset 

This parameter is distance from the position 
in which bonding arm's collet touchs with 
chip during pick up auto teaching to the 
actual pick up position..  

-1000 ~ 
       1000 

μｍ Cannot 

[55] Bonding Z Auto 
Teach Offset 

During bonding Z auto teaching, this 
parameter is the distance from the position 
in which bonding arm's collet touches with 
chip to the actual bonding position. 

-1000 ~ 
       1000 

μｍ Cannot 

[56] Plunge Up Auto 
Teach Offset 

During plunge up 1 auto teaching, this 
parameter is added into the touch sensor 
position as plunge up offset parameter. 

-1000 ~ 
       1000 

μｍ Cannot 

[57] Pickup Miss Retry 
No. 

When chip pick up miss is detected, bonding 
arm will proceed to pick up next chip until 
the number time of continously pick up miss 
is more than this parameter. 

0 ~  
     99 

 Cannot 

[58] Wafer Blow Mode 

Sets wafer blow method.  
0：Not used 
1：Wafer blow will ON when bonding arm 
starts to move down to pick up position and 
will OFF when bonding arm Y axis starts to 
move back from pick up position to mount 
position 
2：After bonding, bonding arm will stop at 

pick up position, wafer blow will ON for 
a duration time set by parameter and then 
bonding arm will starts move again to 
pick up position after wafer wafer blow 
operation is finished.. 

3 Wafer blow will start (ON) when bonding 
arm starts to move down to bonding 
position and will finish (OFF) when 
bonding arm start to move down to pick 
up position.. 

0 ~ 
    3  Cannot 

[59] Wafer Blow Timer Set blow time when wafer blow mode 
setting is 2. 

0 ~ 
   1000 

msec Cannot 

[60] Chip Vacuum Break 
Off Timing 

When bonding arm is moving up from 
bonding position to origin, chip vacuum 
release solenoid valve will OFF when the 
remaining Z axis distance to Z origin is less 
than this parameter. 

0 ~ 
    50000 

μｍ Cannot 

[61] Bonding Force 
Check Counter (Air) 

This parameter set the number of bonding 
cycle before bonding head executes bonding 
force check operation one time. 
Please set this parameter to 0 when bonding 
force check operation is not necessary. 

0 ~ 
   1000 

 Cannot 

[62] Delay After Bonding 
(At Pf Harding) 

If the harden timer of the bonded island is 
found time up, this parameter is the 
additional wait time to existing wait time at 
bonding position before scrub. 

 

msec Cannot 
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No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[63] IL Skip SW 

(0:NoUse 1:Skip 
2:Bond) 

To determine whether want to bond or skip 
the island mentioned by parameter 
[Skip island 01] until [Skip island 20].  
0: This function not use.  
1: Skip the island setting by the parameter. 

Bond on others island.  
2: Bond the island setting by the parameter. 

Skip on others island. 

0 ~ 2 

  
 
 
Cannot 

Table 10.2 Parameter item for bonding head unit. 
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2: Increase size square scrub       

 

 

 
 

0: Constanst size square scrub               3. Slanting scrub 
 

Scrub1 mode: 

 

 

 

1: Reducing size square scrub               4. Cross scrub 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10.4 Scrub1 mode 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

0: Constanst size square scrub               3. Slanting scrub 
 

 

 

1: Reducing size square scrub               4. Cross scrub 
 

 

 

 

2: Increasing size square scrub       
 

 

Scrub2 mode: 

 
Figure 10.5 Scrub2 mode 
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Bonding Diagram
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If Scrub 2 is not executed, parameter Scrub2 
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Figure 10.6 Bonding diagram 
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Figure 10.7 Bonding diagram (without considering scrub) 
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Figure 10.8 Pickup diagram  
 
 

10.4.4 Frame parameter 
 

No. Item Description Range Unit Teaching
[01] Y dir small block count This is the number of island at 

frame width direction. 
This is number at 1 time mount 
transfer. 

1 ~ 
   99 

― Cannot 

 
Table 10.3 Frame parameter item for bonding head unit 

 
10.4.5 Function SW 
 

Item Description 
Bonding head unit SW When set to OFF, error will be displayed when 1 cycle and single 

etc are executed. During auto operation, it will be at standby 
position.  

θrec. rotate compensate SW (PU) When set to OFF, chip recognition Θ alignment is disregarded.  

θrec. rotate compensate SW (BD) When set to OFF, island recognition Θ alignment is disregarded.  

Micro plunge up option Micro plunge up attachment exist or not 

Bonding overlap inhibit SW To enable/disable bonding head overlap. 

Bonding Z chidori SW Bonding head Z chidori ON/OFF switch 

Preform pasted check SW To enable/disable the checking of preform done condition before 
bonding.  

Pickup detect [OFF:Flow ON:Optic] To select the detection type of pick up. 

 
Table 10.4 Function switch item for bonding head unit 

Operation Manual 
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10.5 Teaching Items 
 

This chapter describes how to operate the BESTEM-D01R series Die Bonder using TEACHING 
mode 

 
10.5.1 Teaching items 

 
     Name Corresponding parameter 

Pickup pos axis X  Pickup pos X  
Pickup pos axis Y Pickup pos Y 
Pickup pos axis Z Pickup pos Z 
1st MT pos axis X 1st bonding pos X 
1st MT pos axis Y 1st bonding pos Y 
1st MT pos axis Z 1st bonding pos Z 
Standby pos axis Y  Standby pos Y  
Plunge up offset lift  Plunge up offset 
1st plunge up height 1st plunge up height 
2nd plunge up height 2nd plunge up height 
Standby pos angle Standby pos angle 
Pickup pos angle Pickup pos angle 
1st bonding pos angle 1st bonding pos angle 

     
Table 10.5 Teaching Item for Bonding head unit. 

 
10.5.2  Manual items 

 
 Name Corresponding manual menu and explanation 

Origin return ON key：Origin return 
Step  ON key： Teaching step  
Sheet vacuum ON/OFF ON key： Sheet vacuum ON  

OFF key：Sheet vacuum OFF 
Chip vac flowmeter teach ON key：Execute chip vacuum flowmeter teaching 
Chip non vac flowmeter 
teach 

ON key：Execute no chip vacuum flowmeter rate 
teaching  

Chip stop up flowmeter 
teach 

ON key：Execute stop chip vacuum flowmeter rate 
teaching 

BD auto teach(multi) ON key：Execute mount auto teaching for multi 
point 

PU auto teach(BD side no 
F.B) 

ON key ： Pick up side auto teaching without 
feedback to mount position 

 
Table 10.6 Manual teaching Item for bonding head unit. 
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10.6  Error message 

 
 
This section describes the error and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R machine 
monitor during operation. For machine to run smoothly and to avoid frame scratch and jammed, error 
detect and interlock is build in the software. 
 

 When trouble or interlock happened, error message will be display on the machine monitor and at the 
same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower red lamp will be blinking and machine stop running. 
 
10.6.1 Error message help usage explanation  
 
 

[⑤] 
Reset buzzer  
Sound button 

Cancel 
Button 
[④] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Unit Origin 

Return button
Manual adjust 

Button 
Rec. 

 level 
 
 [①] [③]  
 

Figure 10.9 Error messages screen. 
 
Description:  
 

① ： Button to access unloader unit manual mode origin return command. With this button user no need 
go to manual mode and perform origin return. 

② ： When user click this button system will directly open “Recognition edit” menu. 
③ ： During island NG/Error user have option to manual teach the position and continue running. 
④ ： Cancel the error messages screen. 
⑤ ： Reset the buzzer during error occurred.  
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10.6.2 Error message help usage explanation  
 
Below is the explanation for all the troubles. 
 
Error message:  Chip vacuum miss error 
Error code:  BDH-6001 
■Causes 
Bonding head chip vacuum miss continues to occur 
for the set count in the parameter.   

■Actions 
Please check plunge up condition. If vacuum miss occur 
frequently due to vacuum miss detect   photo sensor, readjust 
vacuum miss detect timing is necessary. 

 
Error message:  Chip carry back (stop up) error 
Error code:  BDH-6002 
■Causes 
Bonding head pellet carry back (stop up) occurred. 

■Actions 
Check if collet is blocked or if the pellet is carry back. 

 
Error message:  Remove chip on arm  
Error code:  BDH-6003 
■Causes 
PU was attempted but there is already a chip on the 
collet.  

■Actions 
Remove the chip.  
If this error can occur even if there is no chip, check the flow rate 
setting and if there is dust on the collet.  

 
Error message:  The island is already bonded 
Error code:  BDH-6004 
■Causes 
Bonding was attempted at SINGLE mode but that 
island has been bonded.  

■Actions 
Please change the bonding position.  

 
Error message:  No work at bonding position  
Error code:  BDH-6005 
■Causes 
There is no work at bonding position, therefore 
bonding head single operation cannot be executed.  

■Actions 
Transfer work until bonding position.  

 
Error message:  Plunge up stage down 
Error code:  BDH-6006 
■Causes 
Plunge up stage is down, therefore bonding head 
cycle operation cannot be executed.  

■Actions 
At MANUAL operation, move up the plunge up stage.  

 
Error message:  Mount counter count up error  
Error code:  BDH-6007 
■Causes 
It has reached the preset production count. 

■Actions 
Auto operation as it is can be continued if the production plan 
count is changed or the production count is cleared. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head soft SW setting miss error 
Error code:  BDH-6008 
■Causes 
Bonding head soft SW setting disables movement. 

■Actions 
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Error message:  Bonding head B/D side align limit over 
Error code:  BDH-6009 
■Causes 
Total alignment of bonding head X coordinate and 
island recognition at bonding head had exceed ±1 
mm. 

■Actions 
1. Check for any transfer misalignment caused by belt feeder.
2. Check if the island recognition teaching is correct. 

 
Error message:  Return bonding head to origin 
Error code:  BDH-6010 
■Causes 
Bonding head origin return is not completed or origin 
return not performed after an error.  

■Actions 
At MANUAL mode, perform bonding head origin return. 

 
Error message:  Pickup side overlap error 
Error code:  BDH-6011 
■Causes 
During operation at bonding head pickup side, overlap 
timing abnormality occurred at Y-axis and Z-axis. 

■Actions 
At MANUAL mode, perform bonding head origin return. 
Check if there is any setting mistake in P/U down timing and 
P/U return timing setting. 

 
Error message:  Bonding side overlap error  
Error code:  BDH-6012 
■Causes 
① During bonding head operation at bonding head 

side, Y-axis and Z-axis overlap timing error. 
② Bonding head Z axis movement has completed at 

bonding down position but X, Y or Θ axis still 
moving. 

■Actions 
At MANUAL mode, perform bonding head origin return. 
Check if there is any setting mistake in Mt down timing setting.
Please check the speed setting for the axis which movement not 
completed when Z axis at down position. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head operation prohibited area error 
Error code:  BDH－6013 
■Causes 
During bonding head operation, operation was 
stopped because it had entered operation prohibited 
area. 

■Actions 
At MANUAL mode, carry out origin return for bonding head. 
Please check operation prohibited area parameter setting correct 
or not for overlap movement. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head VCM setting error 
Error code:  BDH－6014 
■Causes 
During bonding head operation, VCM operation 
was attempted but failed due to the following 
reasons: 
1. Reference force setting was not done. 
2. A certain force setting has exceeded the setting 

range. 
3. Software does not have analog IO for VCM. 

■Actions 
Review the force setting (standby, operation, PU, Bd) for too high 
or too low setting. 
If the error continues to occur, switch off and then switch on again 
the machine's power supply. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head touch sensor abnormality error  
Error code:  BDH－6015 
■Causes 
Touch sensor abnormality was detected during or 
before bonding head Z-axis operation. 
This occurs when Z-axis down touch point was 
not detected or when touch point is detected at 
upward movement. 

■Actions 
Carry out bonding head origin return.  
Check touch sensor logic setting and sensitivity adjustment and 
wiring.  
This error only appears in auto teach only. 
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Error message:  Wafer table interlock  
Error code:  BDH－6016 
■Causes 
Wafer table position is not in pickup position (or 
unknown); therefore head operation cannot be 
done.  

■Actions 
Move wafer table position to pickup position and carry out head 
operation.  

 
Error message:  1 pin plunge up level interlock  
Error code:  BDH－6017 
■Causes 
1 pin plunge up level exceeded soft limit. 

■Actions 
Check 1 pin plunge up parameter. Error will be displayed for 
following conditions: 
Standard plunge up attachment： 
Offset level ＋pre plunge up level＋ synchronize plunge up stroke 
exceeds 3mm. 
Micro attachment: 
pre plunge up level ＋  synchronize plunge up stroke exceeds 
0.5mm. 

 
Error message:  PU side auto teaching Z-axis + limit 
Error code:  BDH－6018 
■Causes 
This error could be due to any of the following: 
① PU Z height auto teach result is more than 

-38mm. 
② 1mm higher than previous PU Z coordinate. 

■Actions 
Check if the collet is set appropriately. 
Check if the collet type is correct and that a big size collet is not 
used. 

 
Error message:  PU side auto teaching Z-axis –limit  
Error code:  BDH－6019 
■Causes 
This error could be due to any of the following: 
① PU Z height auto teach results is lower than 

-42mm. 
② 1mm or above 1mm lower than previous PU 

Z coordinate. 

■Actions 
Check if the collet has worn out. 
Check if the collet type is correct and a shorter collet is not used. 

 
Error message:  BD side auto teaching Z-axis + limit 
Error code:  BDH－6020 
■Causes 
This error is caused by the following item: 
① Mount Z height auto teach results is more than 

-3mm. 

■Actions 
Check if the collet is set appropriately. 
Check if the collet type is correct and that a big size collet is not 
used. 

 
Error message:  BD side auto teaching Z-axis –limit  
Error code:  BDH－6021 
■Causes 
This error is caused by the following item: 
① Mount Z height auto teach results is less than 

-7mm. 

■Actions 
Check if the collet has worn off. 
Check if the collet type is correct and that a shorter collet is not used.

 
Error message:  P1 axis offset position auto teaching + limit  
Error code:  BDH－6022 
■Causes 
P1 axis offset position auto teach had reached + 
limit (1mm). 

■Actions 
Check if plunge up stage is correctly set or if P1 pin is set. 
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Error message:  Z axis touch point detection position is exceed specific value 
Error code:  BDH－6023 
■Causes 
During pickup, mount Z axis auto teaching, the 
average of 3 times continuous reading is taken, 
however it had detected a coordinate 
misalignment of more than allowed. 

■Actions 
Check if touch sensor amplifier sensitivity is correctly adjusts and 
collet and plunge up stage is correctly fixed. 

 
Error message:  P axis touch point detection position is exceed specific value 
Error code:  BDH－6024 
■Causes 
During P axis offset position auto teaching, the 
average of 3 times continuous reading is taken, 
and however it had detected a coordinate 
misalignment have more than allowed. 

■Actions 
Check if touch sensor amplifier sensitivity is correctly adjusts and 
collet and plunge up stage is correctly fixed. 

 
Error message:  Adapter plate down position interlock  
Error code:  BDH－6025 
■Causes 
As adapter plate is down, operation cannot be 
done on single mode.  

■Actions 
Move adapter plate via feeder manual operation (belt feed origin 
return).  

 
Error message:  Vacuum miss detection setting error  
Error code:  BDH－6026 
■Causes 
There is abnormality in the setting for vacuum 
miss detection.  

■Actions 
Vacuum miss detection parameter consists of the following: 
「Flow rate during chip vacuum」 
「Flow rate for no chip vacuum」 
「Chip vacuum miss detection value」 
「Low flow warning threshold value」 
The above 2 items are set in teaching mode; the bottom 2 items can 
be input by the operator. 
If the setting is not in this status, i.e. 「Flow rate during chip 
vacuum」 ＞「Low flow warning threshold value」 ＞「Chip vacuum 
miss detection value」＞「Flow rate for no chip vacuum」, please 
re-teach or re-set the parameter. 

 
Error message:  Parameter setting miss error 
Error code:  BDH－6027 
■Causes 
Bonding head parameter setting miss. 

■Actions 
E.g. Y axis position for pickup and standby is the same. 

 
Error message:  Work clamper up interlock error 
Error code:  BDH－6028 
■Causes 
Work clamper in up position, bonding head 
movement prohibited. 

■Actions 
Move clamper down in manual mode and try again. 

 
Error message:  XY movement interlock by Z axis position 
Error code:  BDH－6029 
■Causes 
X, Y axis movement cannot be executed when 
bonding head Z axis not in standby position. 

■Actions 
Return bonding head to origin and try again. 
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Error message:  Chip vacuum pressure abnormal. 
Error code:  BDH－6030 
■Causes 
Although chip vacuum was turned ON, vacuum 
pressure did not go up to the fixed value. 

■Actions 
Please check whether the numerical value of the vacuum pressure 
sensor amplifier at the right-hand side of a bonding head has changed 
after manually ON the chip vacuum. 
No changes condition 
・ Please check whether the vacuum pressure device is connected. 
Changes condition  
・ Maybe the sensor is missed set. Please re-adjust the sensor. 

 
Error message:  The abnormalities in an air force. 
Error code:  BDH－6031 
■Causes 
Although the maximum voltage load was applied 
to air force, the touch sensor of a bonding head 
did not turn off. 

■Actions 
It did not turn off, although load was applied to above [ of an arm ] 
and the touch sensor of the bonding head Z-axis turned off, when air 
force was made into the maximum voltage.    The following 
possibilities can be considered. 
・ Please check whether air is going into equipment. 
・ Please check the condition of the piping for the bonding head 

force. 
・ Please become complicated in - mechanism and check whether 

there is any. 
 
Error message:  The abnormalities in bonding head axis-Z coin. 
Error code:  BDH－6032 
■Causes 
When bonding head Z axis stop at the lowest 
point or origin point, the coordinate is exceed 
30μm. 

■Actions 
Please input the search for the position (PU side or BD side). 
For complete countermeasure, re-adjust the servo for bonding head Z 
axis. 

 
Error message: Plunge counter count up error 
Error code:  BDH－6034 
■Causes 
The number of times of plunge use reached the 
setting value. 

■Actions 
It has reached the exchange time of plunge needle, please stop the 
equipment and change plunge needle. 
Please clear the plunge counter in information mode after needle 
change. 

 
Error message: Barrier in error 
Error code:  BDH－6035 
■Causes 
Stop up check timing was too late, Z-axis stop 
before stop up detection. 

■Actions 
Please Set the stop up timing to smaller value than current setting. 

 
Error message: Abnormality of the collet load was detected 
Error code:  BDH－6036 
■Causes 
The collet load came off out of range. 

■Actions 
Please confirm whether the air pipe for the load control has not come
off or the pressure sensor works normally. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head X-axis origin return error  
Error code:  BDH－6050 
■Causes 
This error occurred during bonding head X axis 
origin return. 

■Actions 
Check origin sensor and near origin sensor position and signal. 
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Error message:  Bonding head X-axis servo alarm error 
Error code:  BDH－6051 
■Causes 
Detected bonding head X-axis servo alarm. This 
may be due to servo alarm overload or servo 
motor driver internal problem. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Check servo driver wiring and servo driver 
setting. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head X-axis + limit sensor in 
Error code:  BDH－6052 
■Causes 
X-axis + limit sensor becomes ON during bonding 
head X-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Correct any setting which caused plus limit 
error. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head X-axis - limit sensor in 
Error code:  BDH－6053 
■Causes 
X-axis - limit sensor becomes ON during bonding 
head X-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Correct any setting which caused minus limit 
error. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head X-axis movement time out 
Error code:  BDH－6054 
■Causes 
Operation command was given to bonding head 
X-axis but the operation completion time has 
elapsed. 

■Actions 
Check if the servo motor power supply is ON. Check wiring until 
motor. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head X-axis motor error  
Error code:  BDH－6055 
■Causes 
Operation command was given to bonding head 
X-axis but the error was returned by the motor. 

■Actions 
Check if servo motor power supply is ON. Check wiring until motor.

 
Error message:  Bonding head X Axis + software limit error 
Error code:  BDH－6056 
■Causes 
Bonding head X axis + software limit in during X 
axis movement. 

■Actions 
Return bonding head to origin and correct any parameter mistake. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head X-axis - software limit error 
Error code:  BDH－6057 
■Causes 
Entered into X-axis - software limit during 
bonding head X-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Check parameter setting for position exceed 
minus software limit. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Y-axis origin return error  
Error code:  BDH－6058 
■Causes 
Error occurred during bonding head Y-axis origin 
return.  

■Actions 
Check origin sensor and near origin sensor position and signal.  

 
Error message:  Bonding head Y-axis servo alarm error  
Error code:  BDH－6059 
■Causes 
Detected bonding head Y-axis servo alarm. This 
may be due to servo motor overload or servo 
motor driver internal problem. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Check motor wiring and servo driver setting.
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Error message:  Bonding head Y-axis + limit sensor in  
Error code:  BDH－6060 
■Causes 
Y-axis + limit sensor becomes ON during bonding 
head Y-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Correct any setting which caused plus limit 
error. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Y-axis – limit sensor in  
Error code:  BDH－6061 
■Causes 
Y-axis - limit sensor becomes ON during bonding 
head Y-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Correct any setting which caused minus limit 
error. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Y-axis movement time out 
Error code:  BDH－6062 
■Causes 
Operation command was given to bonding head 
Y-axis but the operation completion has elapsed.

■Actions 
Check if servo motor power supply in ON. Check wiring until motor.

 
Error message:  Bonding head Y-axis motor error  
Error code:  BDH－6063 
■Causes 
Operation command was given to bonding head 
Y-axis but the error was returned by the motor 
and therefore operation cannot be executed. 

■Actions 
Check if servo motor power supply is ON. Check wiring until motor. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Y-axis + software limit in  
Error code:  BDH－6064 
■Causes 
Entered Y-axis + software limit during bonding 
head Y-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Check parameter setting for position exceed 
plus software limit. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Y-axis – software limit in  
Error code:  BDH－6065 
■Causes 
Entered - software limit during bonding head 
Y-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Check parameter setting for position exceed 
minus software limit. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Z-axis origin return error  
Error code:  BDH－6066 
■Causes 
Error occurred during bonding head Z-axis origin 
return.  

■Actions 
Check origin sensor and near origin sensor position and signal.  

 
Error message:  Bonding head Z-axis servo alarm error 
Error code:  BDH－6067 
■Causes 
Detected bonding head Z-axis servo alarm. This 
may be due to servo motor overload or servo 
motor driver internal problem. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Check motor wiring and servo driver setting 
etc. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Z-axis + limit sensor in  
Error code:  BDH－6068 
■Causes 
Z-axis + limit sensor becomes ON during bonding 
head Z-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Correct any setting which caused plus limit 
error. 
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Error message:  Bonding head Z-axis – limit sensor in  
Error code:  BDH－6069 
■Causes 
Z-axis - limit sensor becomes ON during bonding 
head Z-axis movement. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Correct any setting which caused minus limit 
error. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Z-axis movement time out 
Error code:  BDH－6070 
■Causes 
Operation command was given to bonding head 
Z-axis but operation completion time had elapsed. 

■Actions 
Check if servo motor power supply is ON.  
Check wiring until motor.  

 
Error message:  Bonding head Z-axis motor error  
Error code:  BDH－6071 
■Causes 
Operation command was given to bonding head 
Z-axis but error was returned by the motor and 
operation cannot be executed.  

■Actions 
Check if servo motor power supply is ON.  
Check wiring until motor wiring.  

 
Error message:  Bonding head Z-axis + software limit error 
Error code:  BDH－6072 
■Causes 
Entered into Z-axis + software limit sensor during 
bonding head Z-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Check parameter setting for position exceed 
plus software limit. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Z-axis - software limit error 
Error code:  BDH－6073 
■Causes 
Entered into Z-axis - software limit sensor during 
bonding head Z-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Check parameter setting for position exceed 
minus software limit. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Θ-axis origin return error  
Error code:  BDH－6074 
■Causes 
Error occurred during bonding head Θ -axis 
origin return.  

■Actions 
Check origin sensor position and signal. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head Θ-axis movement time out 
Error code:  BDH－6075 
■Causes 
Command was given out to bonding head Θ-axis 
but operation not completed due to operation time 
elapsed.  

■Actions 
Check if pulse motor power supply is ON.  
Check wiring until motor.  

 
Error message:  Bonding head Θ-axis motor error 
Error code:  BDH－6076 
■Causes 
Operation command was given out to bonding  
head Θ -axis but error was returned by the 
motor and operation was not executed. 

■Actions 
Check if pulse motor power supply is ON. 
Check wiring until motor.  

 
Error message:  Bonding head Θ-axis ＋ software limit error 
Error code:  BDH－6077 
■Causes 
Entered into Θ-axis + software limit during 
bonding head Θ-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Check parameter setting for position exceed 
plus software limit. 
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Error message:  Bonding head Θ-axis － software limit error 
Error code:  BDH－6078 
■Causes 
Entered into Θ-axis - software limit sensor during 
bonding head Θ-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Carry out origin return. Check parameter setting for position exceed 
minus software limit. 

 
Error message:  P1-axis origin return not completed 
Error code:  BDH－6079 
■Causes 
1 pin plunge up origin return is not completed or 
origin return not executed after an error. 

■Actions 
Carry out bonding head origin return at MANUAL mode.  

 
Error message:  Bonding head P1-axis origin return error  
Error code:  BDH－6080 
■Causes 
Error occurred during bonding head P1-axis 
origin return. 

■Actions 
Check origin sensor position and signal. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head P1-axis movement time out 
Error code:  BDH－6081 
■Causes 
Operation command was given out to bonding 
head P1-axis but operation completion time had 
elapsed.  

■Actions 
Check if pulse motor power supply is ON.  
Check wiring until motor. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head P1-axis motor error  
Error code:  BDH－6082 
■Causes 
Operation command was given out to bonding
head P1-axis but error was returned by the motor 
and operation cannot be executed.  

■Actions 
Check if pulse motor power supply is ON.  
Check wiring until motor. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head P1-axis + software limit error 
Error code:  BDH－6083 
■Causes 
Entered into P1-axis + software limit during 
bonding head P1-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Return bonding head to origin. Check parameter setting for position 
exceed plus software limit. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head P1-axis - software limit error 
Error code:  BDH－6084 
■Causes 
Entered into P1-axis - software limit during 
bonding head P1-axis operation. 

■Actions 
Return bonding head to origin. Check parameter setting for position 
exceed minus software limit. 

 
Error message:  Mount restart function setting error 
Error code:  BDH－6085 
■Causes 
Mout target position had been over the total of 
bonding island. 

■Actions 
Please check the bond head input value and set again. Then continue 
the restart process. 

 
Error message:  Bonding head others error  
Error code:  BDH－6899 
■Causes 
Internal error. 

■Actions 
If this error occurs frequently, please contact our sales personnel.  
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10.7 Warning message 
 
This section describes the warning and instruction messages, which will display on BESTEM-D01R 
machine monitor during operation.  
 
During warning display on the machine monitor and at the same time buzzer will be turn on, signal tower 
yellow lamp will be blinking and machine will continue running until process ended. 
Below is the warning message for bonding head unit. 
 
 
Warning message:  Mount counter count up  
Warning code:  BDH－2001 
■Mount count has reached the setting value. 
 
Warning message:  Collet counter count up 
Warning code:  BDH－2002 
■Collet has reached exchange time, please stop the machine and change the collet. 
After collet has changed, please clear the collet counter in information mode. 
 
Warning message:  Plunge up counter count up  
Warning code:  BDH－2003 
■Plunge up count has reached the setting value. 
 
Warning message:  Chip vacuum flow rate low 
Warning code:  BDH－2004 
■Vacuum flow rate has fall below the warning level during chip vacuum. 
 
Warning message:  Touch Sensor ON!!! 
Warning code:  BDH－2005 
■During operation, touch sensor ON. 
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10.8 Sensors and Actuators Specification 

 
This section describes the sensor and actuator specification for bonding head unit. 

 
10.8.1 Input/Output check usage explanation 

 
 

Operation Manual 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10.10 Input/Output check screen for bonding head unit. 
 
 

Description:  
 
     ： Graphic with actual sensor location will appear when click on the correspond I/O.         

The logic of the sensor is stated together with the sensor label. 

Input item [①] 

① 

Help screen [②] Sensor Name [③] 

Left view  
Button [⑧] 

Right view  
Button [⑦] 

Front view  
Button [④] 

Backt view  
Button [⑤] 

Top view  
Button [⑥] 

 
     ：Graphic display of the location for the selected I/O sensor. ② 
 
         ：Actual sensor name/marking.  ③ 

 
     ：Front view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear 

once this button is clicked. 
④ 
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         : Back view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 
this button is clicked 

⑤ 

    
    ：Top view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked. 
⑥ 

    
    ：Right view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once 

this button is clicked 
⑦ 

 
：Left view of the unit together with the location of the correspond I/O sensor will appear once  ⑧ 

this button is clicked 
 
 

10.8.2 Input/Output detail specification 
 

No Part Label Logic 
Resolution 

Purpose 

1 BD axis X SPEL SQ5208 1: + limit Bonding head +X (right) limit detect. 
2 BD axis X SMEL SQ5209 1: - limit Bonding head –X (left) limit detect. 
3 BD axis X SORG SQ5207 1:Origin Bonding head X axis origin detect 
4 BD axis Y SPEL SQ5202 1: + limit Bonding head +Y (Forward) limit detect. 
5 BD axis Y SMEL SQ5203 1: - limit Bonding head – Y (backward) limit detect. 
6 BD axis Y SORG SQ5201 1:Origin Bonding head Y axis origin detect. 
7 BD axis Z SPEL SQ5205 1: + limit Bonding head + Z (upper) limit detect.  
8 BD axis Z SMEL SQ5206 1: - limit Bonding head –Z (down) limit detect. 
9 BD axis Z SORG SQ5204 1:Origin Bonding head Z axis origin detect. 
10 BD axis T SORG SQ5211 1:Origin Bonding head collet rotator origin detect. 
11 BD axis P SORG SQ6410 1:Origin Bonding head plunger origin detect. 
12 Chip vacuum optic 

sensor 
SQ5212 1:EXIST Bonding head chip vacuum optic detect. 

13 Chip vacuum flow 
sensor 

SP5213 1:EXIST Bonding head chip vacuum flow detect. 

14 Collet touch sensor SQ5210 0:Touch Detects the touching of bonding head collet 
with surface. 

15 Chip vacuum SV ON YV5201 1:ON Chip vacuum SV enable. 
16 Chip vacuum SV OFF YV5201 1:OFF Chip vacuum SV disable. 
17 Chip vacuum break SV 

ON 
YV5202 1:ON Chip break SV enable. 

18 Chip vacuum break SV 
OFF 

YV5202 1:OFF Chip break SV disable. 

19 Sheet vacuum SV ON SV6402 1:ON Sheet vacuum SV enable. 
20 Sheet vacuum SV OFF SV6403 1:OFF Sheet vacuum SV disable. 

 
Table 10.6 Input/Output items for bonding head unit. 
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